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THE GREAT A. & P. TEA CO.
SPECIALS FOR THIS WEEK AND NEXT
STORES: 252, 462 AND 738 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND
HIGHEST QUALITY AND LOWEST PRICES

SUGAR, lb S'/2c. LARD, lb. ..12'/2c
BUTTER, PURE CREAMERY, lb 47c

IONA PEACHES,

19c

this week only . .. .

GRANDMOTHER’S BREAD........ Sc
GOLD MEDAL
PILLSBURY’S

99<

MANY OTHER ITEMS, NOT LISTED, AT

SPECIAL PRICES
SAVE MONEY—BUY OF

THE GREAT A. & P. TEA CO.
NUTRITONE

THE GREAT SPRING TONIC AND TISSUE BUILDER

Cleanses the Blood, Aids Nutrition, Repairs Waste
and Invigorates the System.
Gives a Good Appetite
Drives Away That Tired Feeling

Price $1.25
MAILED ON RECEIPT OF PRICE

GEORGE TREGGETT
CORNER DRUG STORE.

ROCKLAND,

Me.

New Plaid Back Gabardine Rain Coats
$28.00
Top Coats Ready to Wear
$30.00
ABOUT THIRTY PATTERNS OF MILL ENDS
Suits made from these pieces—any style

$30.00

C. A. HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET, ■ - - ROCKLAND

COAL
Coal Coal
REDUCTION IN PRICE
Anthracite Coal............

$17.00

Steam Coal....................

9.50

Coke ................................

14.00

SERVICE

FRED R. SPEAR

LL

TEL. 255

HEELED

And well soled too, and in a far better financial condition will
you be if you have your shoes repaired at our plant. WE MAKE
’EM LOOK LIKE NEW. Try our Crepe Rubber Sport Shoe Sole.

Rockland Shoe Repairing Co.
18 SCHOOL STREET. ,

ODD FELLOWS BLOCK
48-49

WITHINGTON

FOR SALE

ICE
Service Guaranteed
Telephone 361-W
PICTURE FRAMING—Saws sharpened, all
kinds of shop carpenter work promptly and
carefully done.
EDWIN H. AlAXCY, over
Payson’s store, at the Brook.

THREE-TIMES-AWEEK

-Subscription $3 00 per year payable in
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising .rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.

COOLIDGE’S TRIUMPH

CLASS

PARTS

THREE CENTS A COPY

ANNOUNCED

Volume 79................. Number

MERCHANTS TO DINE

Two Marble Imposing Sur
faces, size 3ix38 in. and
30x60 in.; also Shafting
and Pulleys.

Inquire at This Office

50/

ANIMATED ‘‘ADS’1

A Credit To Sense and JudgAnd Then Will Hear Talk On Chapin Class To Give Unique j
ment of American People, Havenor Cassens, Valedictory; Loi* Ross, Salutatory—
Carnival in the Arcade Frir,'
Public Landing—The New
Beatrice
Stockbridge
and
Winifred
Coughlin
Have
Says Herald-Tribune.
Bylaws.
day Night.

First and Second Essays.

Tomorrow night the people ofRockland and vicinity will witneoa
something unique in the way of en
tertainment as well as something
new In the field of advertising. The
extraordinary ditti ulties Inherited
Advertising
Assembly,
also to her credit three vears of free which a draft has been sent to every Animated
IP
••• ••••»••••••• *•* ••• |p, by his administration.
He is pre nounced by the principal. Miss Anna |hand lb.awLng and four yearji mem. member, will be voted on.
In con given under the auspices of the
i
••• vailing personally in the hearts and
E. Coughlin, yesterday forenoon. The ber of the Girls’ Glee Club.
•••
The smallest act of charity shall
nection with this meeting, John O. Chapin Class of the UnlversaHM ,
Fifth
rank, Beatrice Goodwin, Stevens of the Burpee Furniture church at the Arcade, Friday- night,
stand us in great stead.—Atterbury. ••• minds of his country men.
list follows:
His success has been neither sen
«••••
Valedictory, Kenneth HavenorCas- guardian, Mrs. Ava V. Lawry, Cop Company will deliver a short talk on will In reality be a pageant of Rocksational nor swift. It has been pe
sens, average 93.65. Parents, Mr. and per Kettle, average 92.5. Course, the subject, "A Public Landing for land's commerce. Retail and whole
culiarly American in its steady, si
Commercial; four years English, two
Mr. Stevens has been sale firms, as well as out of town es
lent progress, its absence of boast, Mrs. G. Carl Cassefis, 152 Camden years bookkeeping, three years type- Rockland."
very active in the promotion of a tablishments, will be represented by
its patient search for the right solu street. Course, Classical; four years
children dressed in appropriate cos
Latln, four years English, three years j writing, one year of hlsfpry, one dotion, the right man.
Titiuniph, per Spanish. two years algebra, three jmestlc science, one Spanish, one clv- public landing for this city, and he tumes, and in many cases there will
has
some
very
interesting
facts
and
Muscle or Mussel
haps, suggests too sudden a Victory
■be specialties for particular products.
to accord with the facts.
Yet today years history, one year plane geome-1 *cs- tw<> commercial arithmetic, one figures about what It means to the This unique advertising has been
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
city
to
have
such
an
institution.
try,
one
solid
geometry
and
trignomebiology,
one
Industry
and
trade.
Some time ago I read In your edi surely marks the culmination of an try’. Mr. Gussins has to his credit
Sixth rank. Lucy Gooding Marsh.
Every member of the Chamber of spoken of as a living motion picture,
immensely impressive series
of
torial columns a statement to the ef events, recording a notable admin also three years of free hand drawing 78 Talbot avenue, average 91.78. Commerce should attend this meet In which the business street of Rock
fect that "Mussel Shoals,”
not istrative achievement and extraordi and four years of school service in Course. Classical: four years Latin ing, as the constitution and by-laws, land will be shown In humorous and
In eight the orchestra and he is pianist for the four years English, three years which will be brought up for passage artistic fashion. From 259 to 300
“Muscle Shoals,” was the proper nary popular success.
French, three years history, two years has been drawn up along broader children will be in the pageant which
short
months,
in
the
year
of
a Pres Boys’ Glee Club.
spelling. T he Boston Post recently
algebra, one year plane geometry. lines. Each person interestid in has taken much labor to arrange,
Salutatory,
Lois
Imogene
Ross,
av

idential
election,
against
the
bitterest
replied to an inquirer thus:
Miss Marsh has credit also for four the future of the Chamber should and which will be not only an ad
erage
93.61.
Parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
partisan
attack
in
a
generation,
he
"Muscle Shoals is correct. In fact,
years’ orchestra work in the service isiss his opinion on this very lmpor- vertisement for the local firms but Leslie
A.
Ross
of
Old
County
road.
has
gained
the
complete
confidence
of
muscle and not mussel is the original
fur Rockland as a whole.
There are Course, Commercial; four years of of the school and four years mem tant matter.
and correct name for the shell fish, h - the American people.
Tickets can bo procured from the
The pageant Itself will constitute alew
comparable
successes
In Amer English, three years typewriting, two bership in Girls’ Glee Club.
ing so named from the edible muscle
Seventh rank, Florence Nelson. following members of the entertain splendhl evening's entertainment, but
ican history.
years stenography, two years book
which controls the shells. The com
iWhat is happening in Europe is keeping. two years commercial arith I’arenLs, Mr. and Mrs. Dexter J. Nil- ment committee: Charles A. Emery, the Chapin Class is giving
mon form, mussel, Is a survival of a
quite as mu h his accomplishment as metic, one year algebra, one yeur son, Gay place, average 91.73. Courpe, Linwood Rogers, J. E. Sullivan, measure In that they have announced
mistake in spelling.'1
is the personal tribute of the Illinois general science, one year industry two years Classical and two years George B. Orcutt, J. W. Robinson, dancing to complete the evening of
I find in four dictionaries only one primaries.
Commercial; four years English, two Edwin H. Crie and Elmer Joyce. enjoyment.
The selection of Gen and trade, and biology.
Supper will be served at 6.30, as
spelling of “Mussel, a shell fish.” The eral Dawes and Mr. Young was one
The following business establish
Third Honor, Beatrice Mae Stock- years Latin, one yeur algebra, one usuul.
Reservations must he In by
others give it "Muscle, a shell fish." of those master strokes of adminis
ments will be represented:
bridge, average 93.07. Parents, Mr. year history, three years stenography,' Thursday noon.
I.. E. Fogg.
trative judgment that are the essence and Mrs. Seth Stockbridge of Swan's three years typewriting, one year
A. D. Bird Co., Larrabee & Dodge,
South Thomaston.
of Coolidge leadership.
These two Island. Course. Clascal, four years (xxikkeeplng, one year commercial
Sea View Garage, E. O. PhllbroOk &
GET FARRINGTON!
The three dictionaries in The Cou Americans bore no governmental Latin, four years English, three years arithmetic.
Son, Foley's Pharmacy, Hurry Carr’s
They
represented history, three years of French, two
Market. M. B. & C. O. Perry, Simon-’"
rier-Gazette’s reference library write credentials.
Eighth rank, Elizabeth Sawyer
American common sense alone. Up years algebra, one year plane geome Hagar. Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
"mussel” as the form.
And Let the Legislature Take ton Dry Goods Co., Knox Publishing
Cq„ Armour & Co., Willis Ayer, A. Lu
Webster says: "Mussel. Any of on the selection of t'he right men, try. Miss Stockbridge has also four E. Hagar. 63 Grace street, average,
Care of Itself—That the Babbldge, Burpee Furniture Co.,
certain marine bivalve mollusks of therefore, entirely depended the suc years of free hand drawing to her 91.05. Course, Classical; four years
The
Cobb & Davis, Antique Furniture,;
the genus Mytilus and related genera. cess or failure of the mission.
credit.
Latin, four years English, three
Edict, Candidate Says.
The common mussel, and the larger faith of the .pecple in the President
Cobb's Inc., R. U. Collins, Mrs.
Fourth Honor, Catherine Winifred years French, two years algebra,
has
been
abundantly
justified
by
the
or horse mussel, inhabiting the
Crockett, C. E. Daniels, Knox iMo
Coughlin, average 93.03.
Parents, three years history, one year plane
"An edict has gone out In this Sales Co., Fuller-Cobb-Davis, Rocl
shores of Europe and America, are labor of these two Americans toward Mr. anil Mrs. Charles Coughlin, 139 geometry. Extra work, three years
the rescue of Europe from economic
State to ‘Get Farrington and let the land Loan & Building Association,
edible."
Rankin street. Course, Classical: free band drawing and four years Legislature take care of Itself!”’
H. Hart, Frank O. Haskell Co.. He
The Standard (Funk & Wagnall’s) disaster.
four
years
Latin,
four
years
English,
membership
in
Girls
’
Glee
Club.
J.t Is upon the character of the
Senator Frank G. Farrington of ett Bottling Works, W. O. Hew«
says: "Mussel, a mytiloid bivalve moPresident that this trust has been
Augusta, one of the candidates for Co., Huston, Tuttle Co., Little Fk»wlink, Mytilus reluliH, is fhe common
built.
No one achievement ani^ no
the Republican nomination for Gov er Shop, Mitchell & Ranlett, Phyll
edible mussel of northern coast* and one quality have won this faith.
In
’’DRYER THAN EVER” | COMMUNITY CHEST
ernor In the June primary, made that F. Morse, American Red Cr
is largely used and cultivated as a period of isolated corruption and
charge Saturday night In an address Rockland Garage, Rockland Hard
fond,"—and it prints a picture of the general hysteria he haR stood a fig
little creature with which all of us of ure of utter integrity and unfaltering Gov. Baxter Resents State- An Important Matter For before the Waterville Woman’s Re ware Co., Rockland Wholesale Groc
publican Club. Without a direct ac ery Co., Scott Tea Co., George A.
these coasts are familiar. Under the courage.
He has r.fat attempted
ments of Dr. Dewey ReCitizens, As Well As Or- cusation the Senator conveyed the Wooster, N. B. Cobb, Royal Baking]
word "muscle" it adds, “same as either dramatic strokes Or brilliant
that this relict had gone Powder Co., Carpenter, Morton’s Colmussel."
garding Rum Situation In
ganizations, Comes Up To impression
words.
He has simply stood fast
forth from a secret organization orlte, Carnation Milk, Rockland
Neither Webster nor the third dic artd labored with the last ounce of
night.
Maine.
which was backing his opponent for Produce Co., The Courier-Gazette
tionary makes uny allusion to the al his ab'l'ity and energy.
His entire
the nomination.
and George M. Simmons.
ternative spelling.
record has been as unsensational as
Gov Baxter said Tuesday that he
Tonight at the City Council rooms,
In the course of his address Sena
The' three encyclopedias in the edi is his habitual manner.
Yet his does not believe that the State was all persons Interested in the Red
tor Farrington expressed his regret
CHAMPION “FROSH”
torial library—Appleton’s, the Ameri very poise, his unhurried resolve to ever dryer than at present.
The Cro.-s, Salvation Army, Home for
cana and the Britannica—print learn- reach a right decision before acting, statement was brought about because Aged Women, Children's Playground. that anyone should have dragged re
ligion into politics and deplored the Sophomores Runner* Up In High
ed*articles in the connection, making let his critics shrill as they mlight. ot the receipt of a formidable look G. A. It , Milk Fund for Schools, will
religious hatred which was being
School Interclaas Girl*’ Basket.
use of the form “mussel," and no has had its dramatic appeal.
ing document entitled "The Medical meet for the purpose of organizing a arousid throughout Maine.
Ball Tourney.
'The rank and file of Americans Profession and Prohibition, by \V. Community Cfipst for Rockland.
other.
"Wo
were
too
big
during
the
war
If as the Boston Post says "mussel have already shown by their votes A. Dewey, M. ,D„ University of Mich
■It has been proven In more than days to ask any man what his relig
The preliminary games for
I is the survival of a mistake in spell- how heartily they like Calvin Cool- igan."
.This circular purports to 300 cities in the United States that
Ills su. css in the Republi give an accurate description of tljie the Community Chest idea is sound, ion or creed might be, and I want to girls’ Interclass basket ball cl_
ting," two of the leading dictionaries luge.
.and the three chief encyclopedias of can primaries has gone beyond the llrF#6r''i'itnfliilons in every state.
It atiff eltmlnatek the (possibility at the ask you on thll Easter eve If we can pionship ot Rockland High 8W
afford to let our hearts entertain any - took place at the Arcade Thursday
j these times wljl have to share tin m st optimistic, expectations. Car- says:
many drives for funds which the av
thing of bitterness toward one an and Friday afternoons.
The first
i mortification of perpetuating the er ryirg N rth Dakota, the center of
"Maine”
erage community is burdened with.
other on account of religious dif game was between the Juniors and
wheat failure, agraian unrest and
ror.
Wanterknow Editor.
“1—•’Wfliiskey is obtainable here, The Community Chest idea is not
ferences?” said the Senator. He said Fresbmon.
The Juniors put "p a
populistic sentiment.
His 2 to 1 the price is beyond reason.
new bj- any means, and' briefly
victory over Senator Johnson in
'‘2—Today Maine is saturated with stated it is just a number of drives that there was actively working In game fight, and neither team scored
NEW FOOTBALL RULES
The second half
Michigan a strongly progressive immature whiskey and cheap gin.
merged together under one head and this State at the present time an or In the first half.
state, confirmed the view that pro
I“3—The trouble Is with the pro carried through by those interested ganization possessed of an excellent ended with the score 6 to 2 In favor
Four Radical Changes Calculated To gressive Republicans raw in him a
Marion Marsh
in the various organizations partic- creed, hut whose final motive was the of the Freshmen.
hibition law.
Speed Up the Great Fall Sport.
made the lone basket for the upper
man Wf their own hopes.
Maine and
creation of religious hatred.
“4—Nearly every respectable citi iltaling in the Chest.
Rhode Island instructed their entire zen is a bootlegger at present."
Senator Farrington said he was op classmen while Evelyn Perry scored
How much better it would be for
i Four radical changes in the football delegations, an exceptional tribute
CI admit that there are some so- Rockland If it might merge all Its posed to the State going into the for the Frosh, making five of their
The lineups: Juniors—
South Dakota was called ’respectable citizens' who pur drives into one during the coming water power business and that he six points.
playing code, all intended to speed up in each case.
A comnribtee from the Rock favored Legislature which would en M. Marsh If, Sno^v rf. TVa^gatt o,
'the game and increase Its versatility, barely saved for J’ohnson despite a chase liquor from bootleggers, but year.
desperate cairJpaign.
Now Illinois
courage the development of this re Flfield sc, Rlchan lg; Ricliardson rg.
[were adopted recently by the Na has given the President an unmis these constitute a very small propor land Chamber of Commerce has
(Freshmen—E. Perry rf, A. Hwfe- '
source by private capital.
tion
of
our
population,
although
they
gone
into
this
matter
thoroughly,
tional Intercollegiate Football rules takable Indorsement.
He said he believed tint prohibitory kins If, Curtis c, Johnston sc, Hall
bring
disgrace
upon
the
State,"
said
and
is
convinced
that
a
Community
committee.
sc. Leonard rg, Koster lg.
There has been for months doubt Gov. Baxter
Chest can be put over in Rockland, law is a good on« and he stood for its
The abolition of all mud or artific of Xlr. Coolidge's nomination.
The second game 'was played be
His
“There is. however, no occasion for and the support of every person In enforcement. He opposed the Brew
ial kicking tees, the advancement of election is fast becoming an equal
such a sweeping statement.
Maine terested In the organizations listed ster sectarian school amendment to tween the Seniors and Sophomore*.
the kickoff from the 40-yard line to certainty.
The Johnson candidacy is not 'saturated with immature above is asked. With the forming of the constitution because It would The strong Sophomore team came
the center of the field, an increase has been b'opelessly beaten.
The whiskey and cheap gtn.’
I do not this organization, plans will be made keep many from any small acade through with a 10 to 2 victory.
from two to five yards of the penalty movement toward a third party has believe that the State was ever
The lineup: Seniors—G. Smith If i
to stage the drive for funds, and mies throughout the State which are
for excess time out and decision to been halted and is retreating.
The dryer than it is today.
Most of our Roe-klar.il will have the distinction very' necessary to the towns In which Kirkpatrick rf, L. Cole If. a Oole
c. L. Marsh rf, McCurdy lg, Kelley j
try for point after touchdowns from tide of Coolidge sentiment that is counties are in good condition, anil I cf being the first community In the
they arc located.
ISophomores—Boardman If, Hodg
the three instead of the five yard line rising in the country iis one of the believe we will have much less State of Maine with a Community
kins rf, Egan c, J. Smith sc. Nekton
wire the most important measures mart Impressive tributes to a Pres trouble this summer than we had Chest.
G. HOWARD HARMON, INC.
rg, Stevenson lg. Hodgkins waa tl
approved. A number of others were ident that American politics records. last.
Progress in the right direc
bright star scoring 8 points.
made to clarify rules/ often misin It is a credit to the sense and judg tion is being made daily in Maine.
1 Prominent Advertising Agents Form
The final game for the cup
ment of the American people—and
terpreted.
"In a few counties, where the old
a New Houae in New York.
played between the Sophomores
Despite a recommendation by the it is i-jchly deserved.—New York alliance of politics and liquor still
Freshman Friday and was a
Coaches z\ssociatlon that the rule Herald Tribune.
holds »W< y, we cannot expect much
Many noted advertising agents of from the very start.
The Freshmei
against the flying tackle he abolished
until the people themselves take hold
the country haveahdand continue to at the end of the first half wer
COMMUNITY MILK CONTEST
I have started in the Public Car
on the ground that it is admittedly
of the situation and clean It up.
have business relations -with The leading with a 3 to 2 score.
Taj
seldom enforced, the committee, after
Public sentiment is the only cure for
Courier-Gazette, some of them cov spite of the efforts of both teams the*
Business and will answer all calls
a lengthy debate derided not to do so. State Will Conduct One In the Fall su h evil conditions.
‘Wet’ places
ering a long period of time and ex score did not change during the last
With Silver Cup
For
Winning in Maine are exceptional and the vic
It was understood memlsrs felt that
Day or Night; Long or 6hort
ceedingly agreeable, fat least to the half and when the final whistle blew
Group.
If bars were let down In this respect
ious propaganda of the liquor inter
newspaper's side.
One of them Is the Freshmen became the proud postrips.
ests will have no effect upon our lawIt might encourage rougher play.
G. Howard Harmon of New York, sessors of the cup.
As the result of interviews with abiding citizens.
who has Just opened business at 171
The Frosh played a smashing game]
several milk inspectors, arrange
“I re-sent the statement of Dr.
HERBERT L MOON
Madison avenue, New York, with an with Perry and Hodgkins starring.
ments are being made for a commu Dewey.
It is an insult to this State
Initial clientele of some twenty rep Such games point toward a great fu
nity milk contest tfi be held during and will not help the hopeless and
Tel. 612-M
resentative advertises who are using ture for girls basketball.
the annual conference if the Maine losing cause of the llqu
lJ)r intc
iterests."
t ntlonal and international mediums.
One can of
The Juniors and Seniors fought it
Dairymen’s Association • in the Fall,
To the charter clients of G. Howard out Friday night and victory perched
according to an announcement made
Harmon. Inc.; there is nothing new on the Junior banner in spite of the
“KEEP-’EM-FRESH”
Tuesday by Forest A. Barbour, State
COMING SOON
WATCH FOR THE DATE
in the establishment of this concern best efforts of the graduates.
The
dairy inspector.
exceivt the name, for the personnel is final score was 12 to 5 with E. Snow
in four gallons of cold water The milk inspector oft the commu
comtimse.l of the same men and wo and Hanscom in the stellar role.
will be asked to select samples
will preserve from 20 to 24 nity
men who have produced the advertis
Members of the varsity team did
from the wagons of what he con
ing for these advertises for years.
the coaching. Dot Breen handling
siders to be the five best dealers of
dozen eggs.
PARK THEATRE
1G. Howard Harmon is president of the champion "Frosh,” Snop Flan
his town.
These samples will be
the organization
He has had a agan the Sopohmores, Helen Coltart
scored individually, probably by a
Price 30c
long and successful career in the ad the Juniors and Leola Cole the
representative iff the United States
vertising agency field, which he first Seniors.
Department of Agriculture.
The
entered in Boston. Later he left the
highest sum total score of the five
Boston office 'for the main office in YOUR FAVORITE POEM
samples from one community will
New York to take position as an offi
r, ,
Ordinal
win first honors for that community.
cer in the Morse
International
A silver cup has been offered by
80 MANY THINGS ARE LOVELY
Agency, but from the beginning of
the London Machinery Co. to the
So many things are lorely
. Kj'iM. '"(pCji-T
his career he has always maintained
community taking first place.
Plans
In fillo wee house o' mine.
close persona! association with New
The bock porch with its trellis
have
already
been
offered
by
two
WALMSLEY Bangor
Of
blue wisteria vine ;
England advertisers and will continue
other con.'ik-mies, the nature of which
The sun through the easement
'to
do
so
in
the
future.
This
is
a
fine
going
business,
one
of
the
best
on
have
not
yet
been
decided.
These
48-55
t.listening on the polished floor,
George M. Mfaaon, the vice presi
And the big brass knocker
prizes and the donors will he an
On the old front door.
Main Street, which must be sold at once. It is a
dent of the new concern, has been
nounced later. It is planned to have
prominently identified with adver
these prizes on exhibition some time
The long rows of china
C. O. HARADEN
sound financial proposition and a real opportunity.
tising agency work. for years, dur
On the little pantry shelf;
before the contest In a prominent
Flowers on the breakfast board.
ing
which
time
he
has
brought
place in several towns.
The Weiss home on Brewster street, one of Rock
That I arrange myself;
through many fine advertising suc
Appointments have been made as
Tire old comer cupboard
cesses.
With niy copper lustre mugs.
land's finest homes, is also offered for sale.
follows for towns where there have
And the bright, cheery aspect
’’^‘i
iJ. M. Hewitt, the treasurer, also
OF ALL KINDS
been no previous inspectors: BoothOf the old hooked rugs.
has had a varied advertising experi
hay, Byron Giles; Mexico, Isaiah I.
The scc-nt of the linens
ence.
Prior to bis going to Pitts
Gray; North Haven, Dr. Franz LeyIn the gayly-iNiinted chest;
burgh as advertising manager for
ortburg: Rockport, William E Moon;
ROCKLAND, MAINE
The stately old four-posters
the Pittsburgh Steel Company, he
In their swiss frills dressed;
Vinalhaven, Dr. F. F. Brown; Wool
For particulars ask for MR. WEISS at the Bakery
Tlie attic, with its rag-bag.
acted in the same capacity for a Newwich, F. S. Head
Will Go Anywhere
Household hits of this and that.
York firm.
He is a copy man of
And the quite contented attitude
experience.
Telephones 156-M or 629-J
Of our yellow spotted cat.
Folks who were abroad during
lit is quite noteworthy that G.
Tuesday afternoon's electrical storm
Mv quaint little garden
234 Limerock St.,
ROCKLAND
Howard Harmon, Inc., have main
became possessed of a sneaking sus
With its iris and its phlox.
49-tf
tained
relations
with
all
accounts
And
a little nook where columbine
picion that summer had beaiten out
May clamber over rocks;
that
were
personally
associated
with
spring in the annual marathon of the
The white painted arbors
the above named men, who natur
W. H. GLENDENNING, Proprietor
Hung with roses-—Lady Gay—
seasons. It is all right for wild geise
ally feel Considerable pride in the
And a pool for birds to splaah In
to go streaking off to the northward
At the close of day.
|
fabt
that
these
advertisers
have
ex

MANUFACTURERS
OF
CEMETERY
WORK
in all sorts of weather—because they
pressed their desire to continue
So many things are lovely
are geese, and geese are not sup
—AND DEALERS IN—
Ton Lots $3.50
business without interruptionIn this wee house o’ mine.
posed to know over-much, but it is a
The teakettle hununlng,
iThe Courier-Gazette offers its
’ Native and Scotch Granite, Marble Shelves, Etc.
Snowy linen on the Une;
difficult thing to write spring “pomes”
S. D. BEATON
warm congratulations to the house
The sun. through the cane
when tile air is full of snow and sleet
PROMPT SERVICE. TEL. 672-M
Glistening
on the polished
und
will
he
profad
to
have
continued
29-Th-tf
LINDSEY STREET
anil the brush is still frozen to the
And the big brass kn
41-tf
■the pleasant relations that it hitherto
On
the
old
front door.
house bunking.
has enjoyed with members of IL
XEWSPAPER HISTORY
The outstanding political fact of
Friday night at Hotel Rockland the
The Rockland Gazette was established In
Chamber of Commerce will hold an
1840.
In 1874 the Courier was established, the yea'- is, beyond question, the
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. growing triumph of Calvin Coolidge.
The four leading class parts for the three years history, three years Gpen Forum meeting, at which time
The Free Preen was established in 1855. anti
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune He is prevailing officially against June commencement exercises of the i French, two years algebra, one year the new constitution and by-laws, of
Rockland High School were
Plane geometry. Miss Coughlin has
These papers consolidated March 17,. 1897.

WE WANTERKNOW!

PUBLIC CAR

Eggs Will Be Higher

PROMPT DELIVERY AND SATISFACTORY

5 PARK STREET.

The Courier-Gazette
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THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME

Keep-Em-Fresh

Preservative.

THE NEW YORK BAKERY
IS FOR SALE

TRUCKING

MOVING

, NEW

YORK

BAKERY

Rockland Marble and Granite Works

IC

—Margaret

i ■. (i i;
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK
CIRCULATION

Rockland. April 24. 1924
TV- Ci.illy appeared Frank S. Lyddie. who
on naih didares that he is pressman In the
otn •• "f the Rockland Publishing Co.-, and
tha; of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of
tine nt Tile Courier-Gazette of April 22,
1-24 -lien- was printed a total of 6,470 copies
Before Ule,
FRANK B. MILLER.

FROCKS FOR MISSES AND WOMEN AT

W. O. HEWETT CO.

A BIBLE THOUGHT!
M —FOR TODAY—f
s; Bible Thoughts mer'orised, w
will prove
priceless heritage in after
“ years.

.SAFETY FROM EVIL:—The tear
of the Lmd tendeth to life: and he
that hath lit shall abide satisfied; he
shall not -be visited with evil.—
Proverbs 19:23.

The movement for a Community
Chest, which is to have discussion at
a meiting -this evening, deserves the
most earnest consideration.
The
Courier-Gazette believes that when
citizens generally receive illumination
upon the matter they will warmly
support an arrangement for moneyraising which has worked out with
such high satisfaction in every com
munity where it has been intelligent
ly operated. We have adjusted our
selves as a people to the giving of
money for a number of public or
ganizations. The Community Chest
provides for the grouping of these
worthy objects under a single treas
ury, the filling of which is brought
about in a single money-raising cam
paign, thus eliminating the annoy
ance natural to a multiplicity of
“drives" and minimizing the labor,
tncidental to such campaigns, which
always devolves upon the few.

THE POLITICAL WORD
Coolidge And Pershing?

Gen. John J. Pershing for VicePresident on the Republican ticket is
the latest suggestion to managers of
the Coolidge campaign. It is more
tha-n a suggestion; it is a boom for
Gen. Pershing undertaken seriously
by the general's enthusiastic personal
and political friends. Among them is
one very high in the councils of the
Republican‘party and in the Admin
istration. It is believed Gen. Persh
ing would accept the nomination if
the Coolidge forces should consent,
but his friends who are conducting
the quiet campaign for him are doing
it without consulting him, confident
that he would yield if the Republi
can party should call on him.
Sept. 13 Gen. Pershing will go on
the retired list of the army, and at
that time will automatically cease to
be the chief of staff. His friends say
Itat-r e. gentral, vigorous in mind
and body, unhampered by political
enemies and unembarrassed by po
litical experiences, would be an Ideal
candidate.
• * • •
- Cocdidge won an overwhelming vic
tory over Johnson in Tuesday's pri
maries, his majority being 106,558.

on SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28th, 1924, at which time they will

CONVENTION COOK BOOK
Mies Marbury of Democratic Na
tional Committee Hits Upon Unique
Scheme.

Miss Elizabeth Marbury, national
Democratic
committee
member
begun compiling a “convention cook
book" to be published in June under
tlie joint authorship of her party’s
national committee women from all
states and territories.
“The book will be introduced at the
Democratic convention at Madison
Square Garden” said Miss Marbury
"as an effective answer to the ques
tion. so often raised by the men.
whether women can lie both poli
ticians and housewives.”
Each of the 55 national committee
women has been requested to submit
to Miss Marbury a photograph of
herself and her baby If she has one,
accompanied by a “tried and true
recipe of a tasty dish typical of her
particular state or territory."
i‘holographs and recipes have al
ready begun to pour in to Miss
Marbury's democratic women's head
quarters in this city. Among the first
submitted.—with photographs—were
from Mrs. Gertrude I,. Bowler, of
Sheboygan, Wis., who described the
preparation of a "Christian Stollen"
of which she said her state was
proud; Mrs. Gertrude M. Pattangall,
of Maine, clam chowder; and Mrs.
Leroy Springs, of South Carolina, a
formula for pecan cakes.
EATS GYPSY MOTH EGGS

Colonies of Anastaua Bifasciatua To
Be Turned Loose In Nearby Towns.

Two hundred colonies of Anastaus
bifasciatua, a species of paracite
which feeds upon gypsy moth eggs,
have been brought to this state and
will be liberated in Bath, Bristol,
Whitefield, Westport, Damariscotta,
Washington,
Southport,
Bremen,
Noibleboro,
Somerville,
Boothbay,
Waldoboro and
China. Edgecomb
Vassalboro.
,
.
.
The planting work will be done by
Nelson Trafton of the State depart
ment of Agriculture and is part of a
systematic campaign to exterminate
the gypsy moth In this State. The
work‘is being done on the outskirts
of the infected district of Southern
and Western Maine, with the expec
tation that the parasites will work
back towards the center of the in
fection.

Every issue of The Courler-Ga’ette is .a salesman, visiting three
kn>-R a week the homes of this viv.ity and soliciting business for its

and times aforesaid, the business of the City of Rcckland will be
(Signed)

C. F. SNOW,

Mayor.

Dated April 23, 1924.

RAISED ITS BUDGET
-

♦

COUNTY CANDIDATES

Universalist Church Faces List of Knox County Aspir
Pastorless Year, But With
ants As Far As Reported
a Full Treasury.
From Augusta.

HIGH GRADE CLOTHING
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Peavy Bros.

Suits and Overcoats

LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS

SCHOONER HIT SAND

Schooner William Booth. Andcr-

i son. was blown onto the beach at

The official list of Knox county can
didates for the June primary election
follows:
State Senator (entitled to one)—
Rep. George W. Walker, Warren.
Judge of Probate—Rep. Edward K.
Gould. Rockland.
Dent.. Frank A. Tirreli. Jr., Rock
land; Henry L. Withee. Rockixirt.
Clerk of Courts—Hlep., Milton M.
Griffin, Rockland.
Dent.. Tyler M. Coombs, Rockland:
Harrison P. MacAiman. Rockland;
Ralph R Rowell. South Thomaston.
County. Treasurer—Rep., Edward
R. Veazie, Rockland.
Deni.. John L. Tewksbury, Camden.
Sheriff—Rep.. Lemuel A. Grant.
Rockland; Raymond E. Thurston.
Rockland.
Dent., William Raymond Erskine,
Rockland; Arthur U. Pattersuif. Vinalhaven.
County Attorney—Rep.. Adelbert L.
Miles, Rockland; Leonard R. Camp
bell. Rockland.
Dent.. Oscar H. Emery, Camden;
Philip Howard, Rockland.
County Commissioner—Rep., George
W. Gushee. Appleton; Jethro I>.
Pease, Hope; Edwirt S. Vose, Cush
ing.
Dent..
William
E.
Bramhall.
Friendship; Winfield S. Richards.
Camden.
• • * *
• House of Representatives

(Ro.klnnd—Rep. Glenn A. Law
rence, Rodney I. Thompson.
jDem., Waiter T. Prescott.
Thomaston, South Thomaston and
Friendship. Clast
District—Rep.
Hollis H. Gllchrst, Thomaston.
Dem., Ralph W Davis, Friendship
Rockport, Warren and Union Class
Distri t—Dem.. Het'bert N. Brazier.
Rockport.
The above list, which was for
warded by the Augusta correspond
ent rf the Lewiston Journal, omits
the name of John I! Crockett of
North Haven, who is a candidate
for the lounty commissioner on the
Deiaocratic ticket, and two of the
five representative districts are not
listed.
These omissions will doubt
less be supplied.

> Word's island, mouth cf the Saco
river yesterday morning. having been
'struck by a sudden squall while getJ ting under way. With the aid of the
« •• •
I Coast Guard crew the schooner was
The polls for the June primaries
scon floated, and went on her way
I: unscathed. She sailed this morning closed at the election bureau of the
for Roberts’ Harbor, where she will Department of State Monday night
JNr-Jf-ir-if
with the usual number of candidates.
■J j loud paving for New York.
The primary election will be held
June 16. Nineteen women filed pa
pers, which is more than the number
who filed two years ago.
The names of two Republican can
didates for governor, Frank G. FarJ rington of Augusta and Ralph O
I Brewster of Portland; three Republi
can candidates for United States seni ator. Bert M. Fernald; of Poland.
I Louis A. Jack of Lisbon Fails and
Frank E.Guernsey of Dover-Foxcroft
and the names of two Republican
candidates for State auditor. Elbert
|D. Hayford of Farmingdale and,Wil
liam J. Morrell of South Portland,
will appear on the official ballot. The
following Republican candidates f >r
Congress filed patters:
Carroll I
Beedy of Portland, first district; Cy
rus N. Blanchard of Wilton and Wal
lace H. White of Lewiston, second
SPECIFICATIONS
district: John E. Nelson of Augusta
third district; Ira G. Hersey of lloulMOTOR—'Four-cylinder. 3% in. bore. 4'i in. stroke,
The internal expanding system is dominant
Iton. fourth district.
bloc cast.
in Europe—the cradle of the idea—where it has
William R.'Pattangall of Augusta
Horse power: 16.9 S. A. E.
been in successful use for several years, but, of
i Fulton J. Redman of Ellsworth and
Dynamometer: 45 h. p. at 2700 r. p. m.
course, only as applie-d_ to the finer and more
' Almond L. Hodgkins of Rumford filed
Detachable L head. Cylinder walls reamed and
expensive cars.
patters for the Democratic nomination
honed by our special process, insuring mirror sur
In adopting the improved type of internal ex
for governor, United States senator
faces and maximum accuracy.
panding four-wheel brakes Mr. White has merely
and State auditor, respectively, and
Four-bearing crankshaft, statically and dyna
carried to a logical conclusion his policy of giving
i they will be unopposed. The follow
mically balanced, of special design. Incorporating
to ROLLIN owners the best ot engineering and
ing nomination papers were filed by
counterbalance without the necessity of mounting
the finest obtainable in construction.
Democrats in the Congressional disdetachable lugs. Heavy cross section and un WHEELS—Tuarc Disc.
I tricts:
First district, William M
usually sturdy. Bearing diameters: front. 1% in; TIRES—Firestone-balloon, 5.25 in. Diameter over
Ingraham of Portland; second district
Ko. 2, 1 13-16 in.; No. 3, 2 in.; No. 4. 2 3-16 in.
all. 32.25 in.
Albert W. Plummer of Lisbon Fails
Bearings are bronze backed, babbitt-lined.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM—Owen-Dyneto starting and
and Bertrand O. McIntire of Norway;
Connecting rods are of special aluminum alloy,
lighting. Ignition: Owen-C^nn. Battery: 6-volt,
third district, I-eon O. Tebbetts of
drop forged, of unusual strength and toughness
105 amperes.
Waterville; fourth district, Clinton C.
and so light in weight, in conjunction with the DRIVE—Torque tube of liberal proportions. Radius
I Stevens of Bangor.
aluminum alloy four-ring pistons, that the absence
rods diverging front torque tube to rear axle
. Of the 19 women who filed papers
of vibration (due in large part to this feature,
insure a security in handling and an ease of road
'one is a candidate for the State Sen
and the balancing of shafts) Is at once remarkable.
control that particularly apjx'uls to the qxperiate, nine for the House of Representa
Lubrication of motor is Mr. White's improved
enced motorist.
tives, one for register of deeds, one
system of force feed—positive and efficient under SPARK CONTROL—Semi-Automatic.
for Judge of probate and six for regis
all varying conditions of motor speed.
SPRINGS—Front: semi-elliptic, length 34 in.; width
ter of probate.
Force feed lubrication through drilled crank
1\ In.—7 leaves. Rear: overhanging transverse,
Mrs. Roselle W. Huddilston of
shaft to all main and connecting rod bearings.
length 46% in.; width 2% in.—8 leaves.
Orono, president of the Maine Fed
The four camshaft bearings are also force feed
Our special rear spring suspension has lteen
eration of Women’s Clubs, is a can
lubricated. This is quite an interesting engineer
carefully developed by Mr. White, tlie laboratory
didate for the Republican nomination
ing departure . Results amply justify this big im
and road work covering a period of several years.
| for the State Senate from Penobscot
provement, as is also true of the force lubrication
It assures road results, as regards non-swaying
county; Helen N. Hanson is the Dem
to the clutch shaft bearing, and front gears.
and easy riding, which give the effect of an ordi
ocratic candidate for judge of probate
COOLING—Thermo-si phon.
nary car with wheel base well in excess of 120
for Washington county; and Florence
CLUTCH—Borg and Beck 9 in., heavy duty.
inches.
I. Wheaton is the Republican candi
TRANSMISSION—Liberally oversize. Ground gears. STEERING GEAR—Worm and wheel type.
date for register of deeds for the
Sturdy. Simple in design. Quiet, Three forward WHEEL RASE—112 inches for all models.
southern district of Aroostook county
speeds and one reverse.
TURNING CIRCLE—33 feet.
a position which she now holds.
CHASSIS LUBRICATION—Shackle bearings, steer BODY TYPES—
The women candidates for the
ing and brake connections pressure lubricated by
Five-Passenger Touring De Luxe.
House are Mrs. Dora Bradley pinkthe Zerk system—fastest operating and most effi
Three-Passenger Coupe Roadster.
ham of Fort Kent, a member of the
cient method yet developed.
Five-Passenger Four poor Sedan.
present legislature; Lydia I. Shields
BRAKES—'Four-wheel. Internal expanding.
Genuine leather and quality fabrics used for
of Lewiston, Blanche B. Hatfield of
Emphasis should be placed upon the fact that
upholstery and trim.
New Limerick. Chilla E. Townsend
there are two distinct types of four-wheel brakes
Designers have combined artistry and prac
of Freeport, Harriet N. Fcnderson of
—the external contracting and the internal ex
ticability to such degree that the ROLLIN bodies
Farmington. Katherine <1. Allen of
panding.
especially appeal to those who appreciate the
Hampden and Frances 6. White of
The advantages of the internal expanding type,
finer qualities in design, materials, construction,
Harrington, Republicans, and Annie
as contrasted with the external contracting, are
finish and utility.
f
L. De.ering of South Portland and
outstanding.
FENDERS—Double crown, deep skirted, strong, and
Carrie J. Farnham of Brewer, Demo
Four-wheel brakes of the internal expanding
exceedingly good looking.
crats.
type are found in successful use on the Straight- PRICES—
Seven women are candidates for
Eight Packard. Marmon, Cadillac. Duesenberg
Five-Passenger Touring De Luxe. $975.
the office of register of probate, of
and Rickenbacker. Others of the better quality
Three-Passenger Coupe Roadster, $1175.
whom three are Republicans and four
Five-Passenger Four Door Sedan. $1275.
American cars will announce their adoption in
are Democrats. The Republican can
due course.
All prices f. o. b. Cleveland.
didates are Clara E. Mullen of Ells
worth. for Hancock county: Edith
Blethen of Dover-Foxcroft, for Pis
cataquis county; and Hannah A. Col
cord of Belfast, for Waldo county,
while the Democratic candidates are
Flora L. Bishop of Winthrop, for
—CAN BE SEEN AT—
Kennebec county; Grace L. McGowan
of Ellsworth for Hancock county;
Adeline M. DeCoster of Norway, fpr
Oxford county; nnd Alice M. Parker
of Lewiston, for Androscoggin county.

urpee & Lamb

ROLLIN

A HIGHLY DEVELOPED AUTOMOBILE THAT

IS YEARS IN ADVANCE OF CURRENT DESIGN

£. A. PELLY, Dealer
THOMASTON

You

Can

Have

New Furniture &

Dispose of the Old

be set back one hour and during the period between the dates

Yesterday Universalist workers
were busy all day securing pledges
! for their 1924-1925 budget of $7000.
a brother of Alfred Cronkite. who es When the teams reported at noon
STILL AT LARGE
caped some weeks ago, and was sub
fair progress had been made and at
sequently recaptured by I), puty
supper time when the figures were
Andrew Cronk, or Cronkite, Sheriffs Condon and Onbeton.
totaled the pledges from individuals
Experimenting With Life Andrew was sentenced from Ban were larger than a year ago, but
gor to the Men’s Reformatory in June certain t esources were not avail
In the Open.
1923. but proved too speedy for that able this time and the balance to
establishment and was transferred complete the budget had to be raised
Search by prison officials yesterday March 7 of the same year to thi State at the tables.
William D. Talbot
failed to locate Andrew Cronk, alias Prison on an indefinite sentence. He chairman of the campaign took the
Cronkite. who escaped from the in is 5 feet. 8 inches tall, weighs 170. task in hand and in a short time
stitution Tuesday night by climbing dark comphxion, and noticeable for much enthusiasm was evident.
in
the walls after dusk. The fugitive is a rather “peaked" face.
dividuals and groups of workers
made pledges, totaling up- rapidly
at 7 30 the bell was rung an
g (g
jjjfj{■ p r-lNN r-JN ziznrazjzjarafgraaraajaraararajim and
nouncing the completion of the day's
' work.
(
"It was the greatest drive we
' have had," said, Mr. Talbot.
“At
i the beginning there were apprehen! sions as to the outcome.
We faced
I a year with a pastorless church, nnd
' that is always a handicap.
Other
I rumors were afloat, but with scarcely
I a single exception our people were
not only loyal but anxious to see
our drive succeed.
Solicitors found
cards ready for them, pledges were
telephoned in: ami workers—more
than we needed—which is the best
HAND TAILORED
i indication of the spirit of the day.
i li was a great success and everybody
1 feels happy."
The Main street team with its new
captain, C. E. Daniels, led the day
with around J1600.
Team four, E
' F. Glover, captain, led the ward
For quality, style and fit we know of no better
: teams with 8640. There waa a great
clothes than Peavey Bros, make and we can and
i i-ontest for second place among the
ward teams. No. 2. A. P. St. Clair
do sell this make of high class clothes at prices
icaptiln, No. 3. E. R. Veazie. captain.
No. 5. O- B. Lovejoy, captain were
way below that of any nationally advertised line.
separated by only a few dollars, all
being just over the 8450 mark.

* • • »

FROM OUR TOP FLOOR TO THE ANNEX.

burpee’s bargain Annex

conducted on such time and arrangement.

A

Furniture In

the City of Rcckland, I hereby proclaim that the City clocks on

The object of this demonstration is solely to
prove to the women of Rockland and surround
ing towns that Madam Renauld is actually mak
ing dresses that will fit any woman five foot or
under, slim or stout, without any alterations.

YALE AND CARTER’S UNDERWEAR

Old

REALIZING THE NEED OF BEING ABLE TO TAKE YOUR
OLD FURNITURE IN EXCHANGE FOR THE NEW THINGS
YOU WANT, WE OPENED A BARGAIN ANNEX-ENTRANCE

Exchange

one hour and will continue on this basis until 2 o’clock A. M.

HATHAWAY SHIRTS

Let Us Take Your

Daylight Saving and with the approval of the City Coupcil of

We invite you to come in and inspect the latest
Creations for Summertime wear, with no obliga
tion to purchase.

Miss Ida Beck of Cleveland, Ohio, will be on
the floor to prove the above statements. Call on
her Saturday, April 26, afternoon and evening.

Gov. Pinchot’s aspiration to be a
delegate at large to the Republican
national convention was not realized.
-ir.fr. • by
ma)' rity of 214 417 is
A
rebul- • to his attack, upon
Secretary Mellon.

’vertisers.

In accordance with the vote of March 3rd, 1924, favoring

SUNDAY, APRIL 27th, 1924, at 2 o'clock A. M. will be set ahead

Notary Public.

§

Proclamation of Daylight Saving

DEMONSTRATION OF MADAM RENAULD

AFFIDAVIT

GARAGE

IT IS QUITE IMPOSSIBLE TO ENUMERATE THE MANY BARGAINS TO
BE FOUND IN THE BARGAIN ANNEX. PART OF THIS STOCK IS GOODS
TAKEN FROM OUR STORE BECAUSE OF SOME SLIGHT DAMAGE, AND
SOME OF IT IS GOODS THAT WE HAVE TAKEN IN TRADE FROM CUS
TOMERS. EVERY PIECE IS MARKED AT PRICES THAT WILL SELL IT
QUICKLY. IT IS ALL CLEAN READY TO USE MERCHANDISE. COME IN
AND LOOK IT OVER.

THE PRICES BELOW ARE CASH, BUT WE COULD ARRANGE EASY PAYMENTS AT A SMALL EXTRA CHARGE.____________________________________

Hickory Chair, double seat and back, for piazza or porch..........................
Walnut Reclining Chair, covered in hair cloth, fine for a sick person. ..
Round Table, woven of sea grass, very pretty ................................................
Mahogany Tea Wagon, rubber wheels, glass tray........................................
Mahogany Floor Lamp with silk shade ............................................................
Reed Divan, finished French walnut with cretonne cushions .....................
China Closet, oak, four shelves, a fine bargain...............................................
Hall Clock, Missoion style and finish, eight day striking.......... ,................
Picture for dining room, a very pretty piece for any home............. 7...
Swinging Cradle, just the thing for a little baby.............................................
Rocking Cradle, will make a fine bassinet for the little one.......................
Revolving Bookcase, reed, a handsome ornament for any library.............
Table, round, made of oak, both leaves drop, a good tea table..................
Folding Tables, hard wood, fine for cards or tea each.................................
Columbia Grafonola, regular price $50 ....................................................... .. • •
Folding Piazza Chair, comfortable andstrong....................................................
Piazza Rocker, painted green, double rush seat, high back..........................
Floor Lamp, Mahogany pedestal and silk shade.............................................
Pr. Tapestry Portieres, red, large size........... '•.....................................................
Chifforobe, genuine walnut, a very fine piece of furniture.........................
Dresser of the Vanity style, 3 large mirors, a beautiful piece....................
Toilet Table, genuine walnut, three mirrors.................. .................................
(The last three pieces would make a beautiful suite)
Office Chair, oak,, swivel and tilting . . -..............................................................
Typewriter Chair, oak, leather seat, swivel and tilting..............................
Bird’s Eye Maple Dresser, very large mirror..................................................
Bird’s Eye Maple Chiffonier with large mirror, very handsome piece . . .
Bird’s Eye Maple Chifforobe, plenty of of drawer room..............................
(The last three pieces are a fine bargain)
Floor Lamp, Mahogany pedestal and silk shade, a bargain............................
Sofa or Lounge, covered with wool mohair, this has been used...............
Maple Kitchen Chair, very strong........................................................................
Bench, walnut, fine for toilet table or seat .................... ..............................
Chamber Chair, mahogany finish, cane seat, a real bargain.......................
Chamber Rocker, mahogany finish, cane seat, ................................................
Chamber Chair, mahogany, very nice chair for chamber or hall..................
Desk or Hall Chair, mahogany, very nice looking...........................................
Chamber Chair, oak, cane seat................................................................................
Chamber Chair, oak, cane seat...............................................................................
Dining Chair, oak, very strong.......... . ........................ .. .. ..............................
$45 Walnut Day Bed with handsome cretonne mattress and pillows . . .
Mattress, full size, two parts, filledwithcotton very soft.............................
Mattress, full size, one part, soft topquality ...................................................
(Beds of all kinds and sizes, cribs and bassinets)
White Enamel Steel Cribs, drop side, great bargains, each . . .......................
White Wood Bassinette, spring bottom............................................................
Mahogany Bed, full size, this is a fine piece of furniture............................
White Enamel Iron Bed, full size......................../................................................
White Enamel Iron Bed,3 feetwidth.................................................................
White Enamel Iron Bed,3 feetwidth ................................................................
White Enamel Iron Bed,3 feetwidth .......................................................
White Enamel Iron Beds,3 feetwidth ................................................................
Brass Finished Beds. 3 ft. 6 in. wide, would make a fine pair, each ....
Brass Finished Bed, full sized...................................................... .........................
Brass Bed, 4 feet wide, a very good trade........................................................
Square Pest Iron Bed, full size, white enamel, this is a big trade............
Square Post Iron Bed, full size, white enamel, a great value......................
Square Post Iron Bed, full size, white enamel, very strong.......................
Oak Library Table, very handsome design..........................................................
Mahogany Library Table, this a is very good trade........................................
Reed Lamps, made in China, very pretty, to be fitted for electricity ....
Wood Bed, good and strong, full sized ............................................................
Canvas Couch Hammock, somewhat soiled but a good trade.................
Congoleum Gold Seal Rug, 9x12 feet,a good pattern...................................
Vacuum Sweeper, made by Bissells. . . ............................*...............................
Pair of Wood Ivory Twin Beds, this isa real bargain, each.........................
We Deliver All
Goode By Our
Own
Truck*
Right into Your
Home—No Ex
tra Charge for
This Service.

Burpee's
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CAMDEN
The Friends In Council gave a
dancing party in K of P-Jiail Tues
day evening which was enjoyed by
about 75 couples.
Deans orchestra
furnished the music which was ex
ceptionally good.
There were two
favor dances, the ladies receiving
dainty parasols and the gentlemen
canes decorated in matching colors.
Refreshments of sandwiches, crack
ers. small cakes and ginger lem
onade were served by Katherine
Calder and Doris Heal, from a long
table prettily decorated with candles
and yellow Jonquils.
The hall was
simply decorated with the national
colors appropriate to the recent hol
iday.
Masonic Assembly Thursday with
musle by Dean.
The annual business meeting of the
Monday Club will be held next week
with Mrs. T. J. French.
Fourteen members of Joel Keyes
(•rant Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R„
went to the hbme of Mrs. John F.
Clifford Monday evening as a sur
prise visit on her 'birthday.
Music
and cards furtfished the entertain
ment and sandwiches, cake and co
coa were served. A handsome birth
day cake was made and presented by
one of the memlbers.
The ladies o( the Congregational
Circle will bold a food sale at the
store of Cgripton-Pasoal & Co. Sat
urday.
The program for the April meeting
<rf ihe Carden Club will consist of

—
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informal talks on spring gardens and baker and will undoubtedly give good
will be held next Tuesday at the service.
Camden lost a well known ligure
home of Mrs- Leo F. Strong, Pearl
yesterday in the death of William H.
street.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A- Jones of Bel Hemenway, a life time resident of
lie was the son of the
fast were guests of Mrs. Jones’ sis the town.
ter. Mrs. Fred Heal tile first of the late Capt. Henry N. Hemenway and
is survived by a ^brother, Capt.
week.
,
'The Bowden restaurant has been Charles Hemenway of Mt Vernon,
sold to Lewis Foley of Auburn. Mr. N. F„ and a sister Mrs, Charles
Foisy is an old time caterer and Tracy of Brooklyn.

CHARLES D. BLAKE

B

CEMENT, CONCRETE and ROCK WORK
BUILDING RAISING

EXCAVATING

12
Gay Place

tA,
Telephone
Connection

: : Manufacturer of : :

CONCRETE BUILDING BLOCKS, PIERS & POSTS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 306-R
Th-47

MEIS

'Cvery-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

April 25—Animated advertising assembly
at the Arcade, auspices the Chapin Class.
April 26— Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets With Megunticook Grange, < amden.
April 27—Daylight Saving begins
In
Rockland

April 30—Battery G’s Benefit Smoker in
tlie Arcade.
April 30—Thomaston—Annual dance tceital of pupils of Jennie Harvey Percival in
Watts Hall
May 5—Lady Knox Chapter. I) A. It. meets
with Mrs. Hester Chase, Middle street.
May 5—Nyireghazl recital, First Baptist
Church.
May 21—Extra meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
June 5—Knox County W. C. T. U. (’onvent I on.
June 16 Primary elections.
June 24 —Democratic National Convention
meets in New York.

The Snow-Hudson Co. announces
tjie sale of a Hudson coach to E. C.
Moran, Jr.

Hegudar* meeting' of Golden Rod
Chapter tomorrow evening.
There
will he no supper.

spring stock about FORTY COATS and reduced same in price.
Twenty-five of these coats which sold at prices, $29,50 and $35.00.

Now $25.00.

Fifteen of these coats sold at prices $39.50 and $45.00;

,

now $35.00.

Plain colors, grey and tan, overplaids and stripes, misses' and
women's sizes.

New ccats being added to our stock every day.

»
We have a very complete stock of fine TAILORED SUITS, navy
blue, hair line stripe, oxford grey, also tweed suits.

Prices $25.00,

$35.00 up to $55.00.

Street Floor Garment Department.
Mail and Telephone Orders Filled.

James Doherty is building a twoear garage near his residence on
Columbia avenue. Like everything
else that Jimmie does it is up to the
minute.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Main street is receiving a sadly
needed cleaning at the hands of the
highway department. The public
appreciate daily attention to this
thoroughfare.

BOYS’
SPECIAL VALUES

(Flooded and muddy conditions on
the Yinalhaven baseball field necessi
tated the postponement of the game
scheduled for yesterday^ probably
to some time next week.

One and Two Pant

One of the big pictures of the year
—“The Hunchback of Notre Dame”
—has been booked Iby Manager Ben
son, and will be shown at Park The
atre during the month of May.

Suits

The
Weibb-Crockett house
on
Summer street, recently bought by
Mrs. E. H. Crie. has -been leased for
a residence to William H. Milligan
of the Rockland Shoe Repairing Co.

In the most up-to-date models, made from handsome
wear-resisting fabrics and finely tailored.
»

Three hundred and forty-seven
blackbirds parked in fruit trees near
the writer’s home Tuesday after
noon, and appeared to be holding an
informal convention. They were all
females—at least they were all talk
ing at once.

The strong team -from Wiscasset
Academy will test the measure of
Rockland High School’s strength on
the Broadway Athletic Field Satur
day afternoon, Ihe game being called
at 2.30. The Academy has unusual
power for a prep school, it is said,
and Coach Jones will be forced to
keep his 'boys right on their mettle all
the time.
The Rockland Motor Mart reports
the following Buick sales: Dr. F. B.
Adams, 6 cylinder coup* : William H.
Adams. C cylinder sedan; Fred A.
Adams, 6 cylinder coupe; P. E. Demmons. 6 cylinder touring: R. H.
Eaton, 6 cylinder rcadster; Samuel
31. Hawkins, Long Cove. 4 cylinder
touring; Ernest D. Murphy, Camden,
6 cylinder touring; E. W. MacDon
ald. <» cylinder roadster; Rockland
Coal Co., G. M. C. truck; Fred R.
Spear. 6 cylinder 7 passenger sedan;
and Frank A. Tirreli, r., 6 cylinder
touring.

$10.00, $12.00, $13.50, $15.00

INLW ENGLAND CLOTHING, HOUSE
The last snowstorm last winter took
[The Seaview Oarage unloaded two
carloads of Chevrolets yesterday.
place one year ago today.
"We are all ready and waiting for
fish,” said Glenn A. Lawrence in com
menting on the conditions at the
Lawrence sardine factory this morn
ing. The company is scouring the
coast in search of the finny desirables
and the hoarse call of the whistle is
expected any minute.

The Masonic fraternity is invited
by the president of the Masonic Tern
pie Association to attend a meeting
In the Temple next Monday evening
to make further plans for the ap
proaching entertainment.

Knox Lodge. I. O. O. P., and the
various branches of the order are re
quested to meet at the lodge room;
The committee which has charge of Sunday at 6.30 p. m., daylight, to at
the .May meeting of the Baptist Men’s tend the anniversary service at the
eague, made a ten-strike when it First Baptist church.
signed up Bradford C. Itedonnet of
The inspection and touching up of
Wiscasset as the after dinner speak
er. Mr. Kedonnet is a former register batteries—servicing, is the term—has
of deeds in Lincoln county, elected as hitherto been a matter for which lo
a Democrat in face of overwhelming cal garages have attended to gra
tuitously. tout feeling that the at
Republican odds, which testifies to
tentions entitles remuneration a
hjf popularitj-.
iiis manner of
group of the garages today advertise
speaking savors quite strongly of the
that beginning May 1 they will
William Jennings Bryan type of ora make a charge of 25 cents for the
tory.
He will discuss, however, service—a charge so small that it
neither political nor religious issues. will be cheerfully met by the carThose wiio have heard him promise owner.

COBB’S DUCKS
FRESH KILLED DUCKS, 35c; Just the Thing for Roasting
BEE F—Boneless Sirloin .. .47c; Porterhouse .. .53c
FANCY WESTERN BEEF FOR STEAKS OR ROASTS
The Kind of Meat That You Can Eat
,

WASTELESS HAM
To Fry, Boil or Bake

The those delicious and economical
ham on the market today; no bone
and just enough fat.

NEW MAPLE SYRUP, $2.65 gal.; 75c quart; 40c pint; 25c % P’nt
(The Best Obtainable)

NEW SUGAR PINES, ICEBERG LETTUCE, RADISHES,
BERRIES, STRING BEANS, CELERY, SPINACH, NEW
CABBAGE, BUNCH BEETS, CUKES, DANDELIONS, PEPPERS,
BUNCH CARROTS, TOMATOES, ASPARAGUS,
TEXAS ONIONS, CAULIFLOWER, MUSHROOMS, RHUBARB,
CRANBERRIES, ORANGES, GRAPE FRUIT,
/
BANANAS, APPLES

mtnnn ) ALL NEW FRESH FLOWER, LAWN AND VEGESFFllS ? TABLE SEEDS—AND EVERYTHING TO MAKE
OLiLiVO 5
THEM GROW.
OUR MOTTO

NOT HOW CHEAP

'

BUT HOW GOOD

t*

QUAU’y

©. B. Arnold, manager of the Sam
oset Hotel, who has 'been conducting
a winter hotel in Nassau, has arrived
in Boston, and will coroe to Rockland
Breakwater in a week or two.
The
'bookings already made for the Sam
oset indicate a highly satisfactory
season.

I MONTO N*
DEPARTMENT STORE

For the balance of thia month, April, we have selected from our

In Waldo County Court this week
Alice V. Collin of Belfast was granted
a divorce from Harold J. Coffin of
Rockland.

The chemical was called to the
Nelson house. Summer strret. Tues
day afterndon to extinguish a chim
ney lire and was called to the Chi
nese laundry on Main street yester
day to do the same chore.
There
was little or no damage in either
case.
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> B o serv,cf

The trawlers Loon and Osprey, ar
rived in Portland Tuesday, each hail
ing for about 325,000 pounds. The
catches were made on the West< in
Banks, where fish were found in
great plenty. Both discharged at tlie
Burnham & Morrill factory, a few as
usual bting taken by the Dtrigo Fish
Co.

An invitation is extended to all
Parent-Teacher Asociations to send
representative to a Regional Meeting
of Parent-Teaches. Association in
Bath, April 29. The meeting opt ns
at 10.30 a. m., with luncheon served
at 1 o’clock by the Bath association
and at the close of the afternoon ses
sion there will be music by the or
chestra and Glee dub of the Morse
High School. Mrs. Frederick P. Abibott, tha State Parent-Teacher Asso
ciation president will speak, also
Supt. C. D. Wilson of Bath. It is hoped
that there will ,be much discussion of
mutual problems by all associations.
Frank H. Ingraham, who attended '
the opening of Lincoln County Su- !
preme Court, at Wiscasset, Tuesday,
and who haa also been in Damaris
cotta, Newcastle and South Bristol
since the death of Merritt A. John
son, says that expressions of esteem
and regard for Mr, Johnson and of
regret of his death were heard every
where, got only from court and coun
ty- officers and members of the bar,
but from many others, including for
mer and present clients. He was al
most as well known in Lincoln county
as he was in Knox conty and very
popular.

The U. S. Civil Service Commis
sion has announced an examination
■to be held at Rockland, April 26, to
fill the position of rural carrier and
vacancies that may later occur on
rural routes from this postoffice. The
salary af a rural carrier on a stan
dard dally wagon route of 24 miles is
$1800 per annum, with an additional
$30 per mile per annum for each mile
or major fraction thereof in excess
of 24 miles.
The salary on motor
routes ranges from $2400 to $2600 per
annum, according to length. Appli
cation blanks can 'be obtained at the
local Office.
Season tickets for the Rockland
High School baseball games are on
sale at J. F. Carver’s book and sta
tionery store. Chisholm Bros.’ candystore and C. M. Havener’s Ice cream
and candy- store, and other business
men will aid personally in the sale.
The price of the tickets is $2 and
there will be at leastzeight home
games. As the admission to each
game will toe 35 cents, the fans will
soon see that it is to their own ad
vantage as well as an aid to the man
agement. Judging from the exhibi
tion game Monday the followers of
the home team sill jolly Well get their
money's worth.

The Courier-Gaxette's report to the
effect that ithe Vlnalhaven Old
Timers were having Indoor practice
threw an unjustified scare into the
camp of the Rockland relics. The
S|x»rting Editor is in receipt of these
terse lines from that good old island
scout. Frank M. White: “The Old
Timers haven't started to thaw out
yet. but expect to after Patterson
gets through with his primary papers,
as he has kept us too busy, singinfc
the Kime old tune, ‘'Sign this please."
As the Rockland team also has a can
didate for county office in its lineup,
it is fair to assume that some poli
tics will be talked 'tween innings.

Walter E. Erskine who died in
Bath Monday, after a lingering ill
ness, was a brother of Mrs. Eunice
Thomas of this city. The deceased
was 62. The Bath Times says he had
the distinction of setting up the first
trolley car ever 'brought to that city
and probably had more volts of elec
tricity pass through his body without
fatal results than any person in
Bath. He toad been in the employ ot
the Bath & Brunswick Light & Pow
er Co. and Central Maine Power Co.
about 25 years. His ixjdy seemed to
be impervious to high electric voltage
for he had come Into contact with
live wires on more than one occasion,
once in particular when it is said that
2.300 volts passed through his body,
but so far as known he suffered no
ill effects from his uncomfortable ex
periences.
i

Elmer E. Joyce and Edna M. Gross
were married so quietly a few days
ago that admiring friends were defrauded of the opportunity of giving
them what they considered a proper
sendoff. If the popular young couple
had visions of escaping thus easify
they had another guess coming. When
the bride went to her duties at the
Knox Registry of Deeds Tuesday
morning she beheld an amazing trans
formation of her desk. It was liter
ally ablaze with streamers of crepe
paper, placards, old shoes and that
emblem of domestic harmony, the
rolling pin. Whoever compiled such
a collection in so short a time is en
titled In the credit of being ingenious
and energetic. Probably Pearl could
tell. Not satisfied with "fussing up”
the smiling Edna, some "crool’’ person
played a hoax on the bridegroom
which brought him breathless to the
Court House.
‘‘Stole home in the 15th inning
and tied the score again” was Clyde
Record’s modest comment of his part
In a 16 Inning game between General
Electric School of Engineering and
Amesbury in Lynn (Saturday. Clyde
■played short stop for the engineers
and is credited with three runs and
no errors in the sensational game
which his team won in the 16th in
ning. Otho Record’s name was not
in the team role, because after
finaking the team handily he chipped
a bone in his right hand while sliding
to second recently and as a result
will carry the arm in a sling for a
month to come.
This accident
(brings 'particular disappointment
due to the fact that the Record
brothers had made great plans for
the “Engineers” Maine trip t'rsl
week of May 11, when they play Co
burn, Hebron, Kent's Hill and Bridg
ton Academy.
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Less Comfort,

The Same Quality,
But Lower Prices
Having made an enviable reputa
tion for Comfort, and through fine
workmanship and fine leathers hav
ing established its mark of Quality,
there remained for the Cantilever
Shoe only the recent Price Reduc
tion to give it an even greater popu
lar approval.

A number of other Specials not mentioned in thi slist.
1 lot Black' Kid Gloves, $2.50
value; odd price, pair .... .-..$1.19

1 lot 36 inch Cretonne, 39c val
ues. Special, per yard ....... 25c

1 lot I luck Towels, 25c values,
including guest towels. Spe

1 lot Voile Scrim Curtains,
full size, trimmed with Cluny
edges, $2.25 value. Special

cial, each ...................................

per pair ................ ................. $1.59

•• 'I®0

lot lluck Towels, 37c value.
Special, each ......................... ....

1 lot Grass Art Squares! size
8x10 feet, tapestry patterns.
Special at ................................ $3.98

1 lot Couch Covers, exceptional

values for $5.00.

1 lot Couch Covers. $4.50 val
ues, large size and good pat
terns. Special, bach ............ $2.98

Special at $3.95

1 lot Couch Covers, $7.50 val
ues. Special at ..................... $4.95

SIMONTON’S
TALKED LICENSES
New Board Appointed By
City Council Has a Lively
Maiden Session.

The Licensing Board recently ap
pointed by the City Council, sat in l’s
first open session Tuesday night
and had an interesting evening in
spite of the storm. It is the intent
of the Council to facilitate the ma
chinery of licensing by delegating
blazed the way to comfort and health authority in this manner, helping the
in good-looking footwear. Now It has Council in the expedition of its
taken another step forward by re business as well as offering the li
The
ducing prices. Come and feel the cense takers an easier path.
comfort, examine the quality, note the smaller board can make investiggood looks and ask us to explain, inf*ions and hold meetings with greater
convenience than the Council i- elf.
detail, the Cantilever features.
All licenses, vicaalers, truckmen,
Sold in Rockland only by
Jitney drivers, etc., should be applied
for at once, the applications being
placed in the hands of City Clerk
Keene.
A bond can be handled at
the same sitting under the new
Boots, Shoes, Clothing
regime, obviating what has fre
quently been a bothersome delay.
tn addition to routine matters
George E. Cross has sold his double
■proponents were on hand to discuss
tenement, 12 and 14 Fulton street, to
piano operation in restaurants and
his grandson Lody A. Cross, who has stores Sundays and during late and
occupied half of It the i*ast nine early hours: the placing of restaurant
years.
milk in bottles, the qualifications of
motion picture operators and the lo
The shoe factories and cotton mills cation of regulation jitney stands.
of Lewiston and Auburn have adopt The session was lively and future
ed daylight Sieving and the schedule meetings will douVbless gain public
will begin next Sunday. Trolley cars, interest.
All applications should
schools and all civic and social life be made at the earliest possible mo
within the cities will conform to the ment, especially those for operating
schedule.
steam plants in public buildings,
for jitneys and truckmen.
The Salvation Army. Capt. and
Pleasant Valley Grange had a good
Mrs. George Simons in charge, has
Baked
something special for Sunday. Staff attendance Tuesday night.
Capt. Osmond, divisional officer for beans, dandelion greens, rose cakes
Northern New England, will have and coffee were served. In the even
charge of the services all day. He is ing there was work iti the third and
an officer of long experience and a fourth degrees, followed by the Har
wonderful time is expected. He will vest Feast, after which a very nice
be accompanied by Adjt. George program was enjoyed.
Purdum who has charge of 'the young
Mrs. Ellen Geddes Fiske died yes
people’s work in Northern New Eng
land. also Capt.George Noel of Port terday at the home of her daughter.
land. There will be plenty of music, Miss Louise G. Fiske, in Boston,
where she had been spending the
vocal and instrumental.
winter. The body will arrive today,
and funeral services will be held at
the residence of MrSTTiske's sister'“Yes, I'm pretty well used Up,” in-law, Mrs. A. H. Jones, TYilbot
groaned Ed. Gonia. as he limped Into avenue, at 2 o'clock Friday afternoon.
The Courier-Gazette office yesterday
to tell the world that he was back,
The remains of the late Mrs. Ade
more or less in pieces from his New line Hammond, who died at the home
York buying trip.
“Say, they num of her sister in Warren last Febru
ber their automobiles in Naw York ary, were brought here yesterday und
up to 2,060.000 now. I went to cross Interred in the Ulmer cemetery at the
Fifth Avenue and saw about half of head of Pleasant street. Funeral ser
them coming down.
I stopped just vices were held in Warren prior to the
in time to have number 1,772,242 removal of the body to its last rest
whang me in the middle of the back. ing place.
My hat went one way and my brief
case another just as a traffic cop
William Edwards of St. George, the
grabbed me by the collar, but I victim of Monday's motorcycle acci
dusted out before they landed me In dent, Is reported as resting comfort
a hospital, becausce I drive ac ra my ably at Knox Hospital this morning
self and didn't want to get anyone Mr. Edwards was thrown from his
into trouble.”
The Jovial cap'n did machine into the path of an auto
end up in a relief station after all mobile he had Just passed on the
and was bandaged and iodlned to St. George road and received lacera
-perfection.
He completed his busi tions and torn ligamentH in his ankle
ness and arrived home yesterday, as a result of being run over.
though he is traveling at half speed
with a bad list to starboard.
An important business meeting of
the R. V. F. A. will be held tomor
IGeorge O. B. Crockett, who has row evening. Secretary Lawry wishes
been acting as night watchman at all to be present who wish to sub
the New Colonial Hotel in Nassau scribe for the Firemen's Standard.
since the first week tn January, has The new parade badges have arrived
arrived home, the picture of health, and are being distributed. One side
but shivering prodigiously in summer shows crossed flags, a picture of the
gaib, which is not acclimated to the Albert R. Havener handtub, and has
present temperature in his home gold letters on a blue background
town.
The New Colonial was man The reverse is to be shown when the
aged by D. B. Arnold, who has han badges are worn at funerals.
dled The Samoset so successfully'
for several seasons, and he was so
Featuring the special spring num
well pleased' -with the Nassau hos her of the Sport Story Magazine of
telry that he is going back there April 22 is a baseball novel, “D’Orsay,
next winter.
Some of his Samoset Southpaw," written l»y Gilbert Pat
help aided him the past winter. Not ten, the Camden author, whose writ
only was the hotel well filled with ings the past 25 years have done so
guests but several cottages mere nec
much to entertain the followers of
essary to take care of the overflow. sports. This story centers around
Among the summer people whom Mr.
the Knox County League, the mimes
Crockett met was Hart L. Woodcock,
the noted Belfast artist, who plans to of the players and other characters
get back to the Maine coast early in being disguised so slightly that every
Knox county follower of baseball will
the summer season.
Mr. Crockett
saw many things which were to him know ait once who is meant. In Cam
strange and Interesting, but he liked den there was such a popular demand
nothing better than to spend his idle for the story that an extra supply has
moments on the wonderful bathing been ordered by the dealers, and this
beach of pure white sand, watching will be the experlene'e in other Knox
the gulls and admiring the scenery county towns as soon as the fans hear
in general.
As to fish! “I did not of the novel. Mr. Patten, being one
know there weFe so many kinds in of the chief boomers of the Knox
existence,” he told a Courier-Ga Count j' League, and years ago mana
zette reporter. These fish were sold ger of the Camden team, has had an
alive and there was never any holier exceptional opportunity to get his
on the part of the buyers that the "local color,” and he tells his stories
product mas not "strictly fresh.” in a manner thait appeals to the ro
The weather was splendid, except for mantic side of youth and the remi
a brief rainy spell soon after his ar niscent side of the older readers.
rival.
ILaForest Thurston of The High
lands has Just become the owner of a
(Supper will be served Saturday very handsome Packard Light Six.
from 5 to 7.30 at Knights of Colum
Oscar S, Fro9t, a well known
bus hall. Tickets 35 cents. 50-51
Grand Army veteran, died yesterday
at his home, 158 North Main street,
There wifi be a cooked food sale aged 78 years. The funeral services
Saturday afternoon In the .vestry bf ■wlH be held Saturday afternoon at 2
the Littlefield Memorial Church.
o’clock.

L. E. BLACKINGTON

ROCKLAND

We will put on sale Odd Lots, left from our Anniversary and Easter Sale,
at greatly reduced prices. Below we quote some of the goods and prices.

5 dozen Ail Linen, Bleached
Napkins, size 20x20, value
Special price, dozen $2.98

fantilever
^Shoe

STREET,

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY, SATURDAY & MONDAY
APRIL 2
5 APRIL 26
APRIL 27

2 pieces 64 inch Silver Bleach,
Table Damask, $1.50 value,
Special price, yard ............... 99c

Enjoying the largest volume of
sales of any flexible arch shoe in
the country, its manufacturers have
been able to perfect economical fac
tory operations to the point where
prices could be lowered in the face
of a firm leather market and without
cutting wages The economies are ail
made in "overhead expense.” The
same quality, the same scientific shoe
construction, the same comfort are
now available to you at the lowest
price level in recent years. The

MAIN

I PERRY’S
1 NIzNKKIvzrl
I THIS WEEK’S PRICES:
I EXCELSIOR COFFEE ^ 35c j
1 TUB BUTT] poun<1 45|Jcc j1
I SPAGHETT
1 FRESH COlINTRY
EGGS, d-"33c
I SLICEDBAiCON,FatorLea" lb 25c J
I CORNED PI(GSPARERIB. 15‘1 OUROWNIJREAD, lar8eloaf IO6
FFSF
29c
I CREAM CHEJjaJEi:
I EVAP0RA1fEDMILK',lcan 23^10c
I SMALL HA
I SMOKED SIflOULDERS5 ty13c I
|

package

<

pr°perly ased
pound

I
]

sugar cured, lb.

THE COMING SMOKER

m"!IUIUIiil!SE3
1855

j■

Manager “Patchy” Saville
Offers a Fine List of At
tractions.
Wednesday, April 30, is the date of
the smoker which is to be given In
the Arcade for the benefit of Bat
tery G, the local company of Na
tional Guard.
"Patchy" Saville is
on the managerial end of the affair,
which is as good as having a 40
horsepower engine in a 20 foot boat.
He knows what the public wants und
is going to see that the public gets
it.
The feature will be a twin-six be
tween Young Hamlin of Itoekland
and Dusty Dumont of Biddeford.
Hamlin is a rugged giant, who looks
capable of chewing bricks for des
sert.
He Is trained to the minute,
and when Dumont faces him in the
ring on the night of April 30 lie will
probably do the.three things that tho
railroads advise: Stop, Look, Listen.
ICharles Thornton has consented to
lie the third man in the ring.
The following four round bouts
are scheduled: Casey Jones of Rock
land vs. Fighting Arnold of Belfast;
Soldier Widdecombe of Rockland vs.
Kid Smertburg of Belfast; Young
Stevens of Rockland vs. Soldier
Tompkins of Belfast; Young Fowies
of BePfast vs. Young Canning of
Belfast; nnd four rounds of fun only
between two unknowns.
SUMMER COTTAGES AND BOARD

About this time ot year The Cou
rier-Gazette begins to have inquiries
by persons who wish to come to this
part of Maine during the summer
season. They seek to rent a cottage
or to find board. There is no prepared
list of such accommodations any
where to be had, but there ought to
be. We propose carrying in our col
umn of classified advertising an
nouncements of this character, which
the paper will convey to distant points
and copies of which we can mail in
response to inquiries for information.
The attention of those with boarding
accommodations, or cottages for rent
or sale. Is invited to this opportunity
to obtain publicity at very small cost.

^Memorials**,
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO. j
WALDOBORO, ME.

There are few chronic co,
(due to cigarette smoking;.
Rockland Red Crosi.i
BORN

Jones— Martinsville, April —, to Mr.
Mrs Melvin Jones, a daughter.
Miller -North Waldoboro, April 20. to
and Mrs. Edwin G. Miller, a son Walter.
MARRIED

Nadeau Webb Rockland. April 21, Fraj
Nadeau of Waldoboro and lllss Anne w3
of Fort Falrrt- Id
"
DIED

Frost -Roctfand, April 23. Oscar S Frt
age<| 7S years. 1 month, 23 days.
Funeo
Saturday at 2 p. m. from his late resident!
15M North Main street
Burial in RoekvlU
Hemenway 4'amden, April 23, WllUam ,
Hemenway, aged 71 years, 11 months
days.
■ *
Hammond—Warren. April —, Mrs. Adel
Uanunond of East Warren.
'
RESOLUTIONS OF

RESPECT

Hall of Pleasant River Grange, No. 492
Yinalhaven. Maine. April 16, 192
Whereas: In His great and neverfal
Wisdom, the Great Master of the Suh
Grange above, has seen lit to once
enter the fold of Pleasant River Gran
select one more member worthy of Uniu
peaeo and justice, and has selected asH
member, our Sister Henrietta Caldtf
therefore, be it
Resolved, That this Grange Has
true and valued member, one I>yal to
obligations and anxious for the adr
of the order.
<
/ - ,---- ,
Resolved, That, as we hold .her name
an honored one on our roll-book, that ’
wear our badges “In Memorlam” for”
period of 3ft da vs and that our charter 1
dratted in mourning for the same period, I
be it
Resolve!. That a copy of these rcsoluu
be sent to the nearest relatives of our '
parted sister with our sympathies. f
co
lie spread on our records and 1
copy lie sent to The Courier-Gazette fa
licatfon.

Sincerely and fraternally auh»
C. Meservey F. Ames,
Addle Bucklin,
Edith M. Ames, W. i
•

Committee on i

Every issue of The
zette is a salesman, vh
times a week the hon
cinity and» solicit ing
advertisers.

■
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third parties

WALDOBORO

The Payson Company

/hicii Never Succeed In Ac
complishing Any Definite
Political Good.

lEaster Sunday at the Methodist
church marked also the anniversary
Sunday of Germania Lodge, I. (>. O.
F., which attended in a body. About
100 were present. Good Luck Re
bekah Lodge alsj attending.
The
' T;.r Courier-Gazette:—
church was beautifully decorated in
v. bo <lo not want to be
pink and green, the Rebekah colors.
i: . coming election must
1 ng trailing festoons of evergreen
tii.it there will be two
on chancel and choir rail mi.- gli: g
. publican and the Demwith the delicate hues cf cherry
were four years ago,
Itic.
We have a very complete line of strictly fresh
blossoms.
Rev. O. G. Barnard de
will be four years hence,
livered a flr.e s rmon doii'oly int- . ♦ st
i a be a double negative
FIELD AND GARDEN SEEDS. Seed Oats, Barley
ir.ff as it was also his farewell ser
.lilimative, or vice versa
mon in u pastorate whi'.h he had so
and Wheat. Seed Potatoes, Irish Cobblers, Early
. t i nts), there may he
Well lilh’T for six 5 •• n .
A liberal
iv in two political parties, but
code.’lion was given Mr. Barnard by
Rose, Green Mountain and Spaulding Rose. Onion
. time. Political parties
the visiting lodges.
Special music
,ii their names, but they
Sets, Fertilizers, Bordeaux Mixture, Lime Sulphur,
undui' the direction of Mrs. Amos
■ Ion their principles to
Oliver was a d< lightful feature1 < f the
Dolge Weed Killer (it will do the trick), 'Boxes for• i
i xtent and survive very
morning programIn the evening a
ai.J
ii h principles as have
large attendance was pres rit at the
shipping baby chicks; nice line of Sprayers.
en f'liiiid of value in the affairs of
Easter concert, the program con
virinaat may well be included in
sisting of recitations, songs and
ni isures advocated by two
group exercises was charming in ev
r:
1 ring no room for a third,
ery detail. fA particularly pleasing
number was the dc taaiir . » f a
rhe lb : dican party of Lincoln,
The best egg case on the market may now be ob
large cross with Easter ldies.
Mrs.
-t
and Seward, of Blaine,
tained at this store.
II. L. Phlmer and Mrs. Oliv<
an ■
niitliii
o i lolivlge, is but the suc“Jesus Keep Me Near the Co -s" i, : of
Whig party of Webster
ERHAPS the floor is of plain, soft pine. Do you
___________ COME IN AND SEE ONE_________
connection -with this, the two VL»ices
id ri :1 the Whig party of for
realize how easily and inexpensively you can renew
blending in appealing unis a.
In
ts the successor of the
More Oranges by the peck, only........................ 75c
addition to tin* children who did
and beautify the floor with a coat or so of Lowe Brothers
nl.-i
V of Washington, 1 [ani
everything in their power to make
(We sold five boxes last Saturday)
on ■ 1 AC mis. The Democratic
Floor Paint? You can make the floor harmonize with
the concert a success much credit is
rty is tii successor of the Antldue to Mrs. Henry <’row\ll, . hairman
Bananas, 3 pounds for '.......................................... 25c
the walls by selecting one of several pleasing colors. You
di: .1 !■ i: of Jefferson, Jackson,
rO1
OUR house needs painting every few
of the committee and Mrs. Amos •
evclanu v l Wilson. Both of these
will find that it is very easily applied, dries quickly, is
Dixie Bacon, pound.............................................. 18c
ears—and unless the surface is proOliver. Mrs. Herbert Oidis and Miss
ye:
rtii s ....... changed their names,
Re finish with
very easy to keep clean and wears a surprisingly long time.
Ruth Buswald her < unpe.cnt assist- ‘
Johnson Butter, pound.......................................... 55c
tected you are due for considerable property
departure from their orig
Porch
anJ
Lawn
ants.
Furniture Enamel
depreciation — also loss of neighborhood
Grape Fruit; 6 for................................................... 25c
in srlncinb s.
Appropriate txcrcis s were held at
Ill taut of forming third parties is
prestiee.
'
the Baptist church SundayRev.
ana all attempts to do so must
Guu M -Quatdee delivei -d an impres
tin
:.c. Numerous attempts to
Paint liberally and now, if there is any
sive sermon in the morning after
rm liiiui ; irties have been made,
which the rites < f baptism were per
indication it is needed. Delay is very
it wiihoii: success, except to the
form* d on four candidates.
’I’ln
expensive.
;tent Hint they have been able to
church was artistically <1» orated ;
473 MAIN STREET.
TELEPHONE 380
■font tin party to which they bewith pot*ed plants, ferns and Easier |
Consult the Home Beautiful Paint Stock
ttged by drawing away enough
Protect with
lilies.
In the evening a lange an- |
Atlas
Screen
Paint
Chart.
lies to elect the opposite party,
di. nee gathered fer the concert given j
‘by the Sabbath S 'hook
The pro- !
liiclt is tin purpose, and the only
trpose, of third parties. Their
gram was long.aral varied, interWe have a Lowe Brothers product for every need in your
undu s know that such parties can
spersed by musi. al sele-tion- from >
home. Paints, stains, varnishes and enamels—each made
a large chair.
Th • exercises s ngs ,
ue tmane nt existence, resortto serve a specific purpose and each best for that pur
and drills by the children were ♦i
g to tin :.t merely for the purpose of
pecially well done, the ib wer exer- i
■a i ;
party’ with which they
pose. Then there’s our long experience, too—we’re sure
else by a group of tiny tots perhaps
•re conn ted but cannot control
calling forth the greatest enthusiasm. I
our advice can be of help to you. Come in and see us.
l06 Pleasant Street
tilt :r own interests.
A quartet < f young men’s voices {
Sine - l ttnum’s time, it has been
H. H. CRIE CO., Rockland, Maine
added mi. h to the program.
?lis.s :
wn ti it there is one born every
Hope Walla* e*s re Ration met with
cute
ller.ee the usefulness of
Ask how much you need.
weil-deserved applaust.
She made 1
parties,
You can buy just enough
a
giucHflrt?
dainty
bgur»in
her
white
i
HOPE
EAST
WALDOBORO
'in Anti-Masonic party accom—no waste. Full instruc
gown with a spray of Easttr lilies. ,
ihc 1 nothing and was soon forgotTelephone 244-W.
tions furnished. Be sure
S«
veral
tableaus
were
given
ilius|
;Mr..andAtrt».L.+
‘
.True
anil
Mr.
Mrs. Emily Jameson was a guest
The American party carried one
it's Wetherill.
uV
trating the visit to Christ’s t n.b i n j
e-o-d-tf-117
an I ilmappaaawt---- *~fcwAbol i- and Mrs. Elmer True left last Fri of Mrs. M. A. Bowers Thursday and
Laster
morning.
The
tableau,
'
Hist votes wasted on Birney de day on an auto trip with Boston called at Moses Mank’s and on Mrs.
“Rock of Ages” was presented by ! GEO. D. WETHERILL &. CO., Inc.
led Clay, electing Polk; and a few and Washington. D. C., in view.
several young ladies with musical • BOSTON
II. B. Coose has purchased a new Martha Gould.
PHILADELPHIA
MMPHIS
Soil Democratic votes cast for
a orr paniment.
Mr. MeQuaidee
Maxwell
car.
Henry
McKay
of
Kezar
Falls
was
WEST
ROCKPORT
Buren defeated Cass, electing
ROCKPORT
and
Mr.
Perkins,
superintend
ent
of
'Dr. and Mrs. Wilson Barron were a weekend guest at N. S. Reever's.
■lor.
The Liberal Republican
the Sabbath Srhooi, made appro
Mrs. Laura Brackett was in Rock
The Ladies Mission Sewing Circle priate remarks.
■ty,- led by Greeley, with Demo at their cottage, Hobbs Fond, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. James Record of
triot's
Day.
land
Moadhy.
tic indorsement; the Greenback
‘will meet with Mrs. A. A. Clark
JFour candidates were received into
S
Miss Evelyn Marriner is absent
Mrs Lucretia Kaler is visiting her Rockland were recent guests of Mr-ty, the i’eople’s party, the FarmThursday.
All members are re Good Luck Rebekah Lodge Tuesday
from school on account of illness.
daughter,
Mrs.
Addie
Lawry,
Rock

and Mrs. Edigar Smith.
«' Alliance, the Free Silver element.
evening.
Sixty members attended
quested to be presentBurton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry land.
W.
ROBERTSON
Populist party, anel the ProgresMrs. Calista Cole has returned from
Ktobert Nutt and family arrived the meeting which was a success in
Hart is sick with mumps, one of the
Mrs. William Wylie is in poor
re party, have had their day, withevery
way.
Supper
was
served
at
LUMEER
and
BUILDERS
’ SUPPLIES. Thomaston
Monday
front
Augusta,
Ga,,
where
Rochester,
N.
Y..
where
she
has
been
TEL.
124-3
few victims in town.
health.
it accomplishing any material re43Thtf
.!• B. Dunton has gone to York
W. H. Keene spent the weekend in spending several months with her they have been spending the winter. the close,
ills. except the defeat of the Re- Harbor.
Twenty-five pavir.g cutters have
'Several from this place attended
Gardiner.
son
Fred
A.
Cole.
tblican party by the Progressives in
the Easter concert held in the Bap arrived and are employed at William ;
Mrs. Loreg and,son left Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Keizer of
At the close of the Friday after tist ehur- h. Ro kland, Spnday even Grant’s quarry.
■ wing away enough*votes to enable for Toronto, Canada. where they Thomaston called at’ Edwin Hoffses'
Conditions there ir.g carnival, Ajudl 30-May 2, to be
SUNSET
noon session at the Ho.boken school, ing.
e Democratic party to win an elee- will visit relatives and friends.
are most favor"•de, the stone is i e- «*ven under the auspices . f tin Parand L. L. Mank’s Sunday.
3Ii<j
Villi
Allen of Eagle, who is
| agon
Button Corporation
Bind.
pn.
Perley Merrifield, Kenneth Ileald ported as being first-class and ev
Mrs. Adella Coding returned home
Basil Winchenbach of Rockland a party was given to celebrate the
at I ?; li- . the I leer Isle High school,
‘
This
will
be
a
reproduction
cf
the
birthdays
of
four
of
the
pupils,
Eve

crything
points
<to
a
prosperous
year
v aid be difficult to conceive of this week after several months was at Leavitt Mank’s Sundayand Charles Rhodes are driving new
t t’.i weekend at home.
MissAbu.' Wii
.‘v I'.'.:! Fiiiib:,!
events and features that were,!
i
i.gruous political combi- sjient in Rock'port with her sister,
Reginald Monahan returned home lyn Carver, Harriet, Claire and Owen Ford tourii g cars.
\m inil.i Greene of Stonington
a
re?er.t
su
ess
in
the
Ro.
klmd
Arj-_
Cavanaugh.
The
teacher,
Miss
HorMary Graves has returned to her and Frank Nadtau of Waldoboro
n tie proposed Farmer- Mrs. Nellie Wilkins.
from Augusta last week.
is visitii : her daughter. Mrs. Fred L.
cade.
Vaudeville,
dan
ring
r
,1
’
o
and
'
tense.
Bjnndell
was
assisted
in
en

h"me here after spending the winter were married in Ro; kland April 21
The interests and char
IF. F. Payson is in Rockland.
Preston Mears and Miss Linda
Pytvi s:er.
Mr. Nadeau has made many friends concerts will contribute t • a *b light- j Grerge Brown and son Earl are
ter!
s of the two elements run
Vanna'h of Wonsidw’s M\lis were tertaining and serving by Mrs. with friends.
ful
program.
Charles
Carver.
Mrs.
Charles
Cava

since coming to town, who. mje con
ry ma
in opposite directions, the
guests of Mrs. Nellie Reever Sunday.
-------------' stopping at Lewis W. Sylvester's.
EAST UNION
gratulating him on his marriage.
Every issue of T.'.e C-mr. r-C i-1 ijjr George M. Dodge is the guest
Mrs. John Witham, Mrs. Henry naugh and Mrs. Edgar BohndeM.
e S' ...ng lower wages, the other
NORTH
WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Nadeau will reside tor zette is a salesman, visaing three p, |lv,. daughter, Mrs. Earl S- Brown
Orff and son Henry. Jr., of Pleasant Games were enjoyed and refresh
She ; the one being the most loyal
Randall Roili-bins was in Skowhe ville spent Thursday at Frank Orff’s. ments of ice cream and cake were
the present at Dennis Mank’s.
times a week the homes of this vi-icf je.jgie.
ipporbrs of government; the other
An attractive birthday cake
D, O. Stahl who has been spending
gan Friday accompanied by llolman
Every one is looking forward to einity and : ■ : it:ng business for its
tEimer IL Eaton has recently purMrs. Austin Miller and two sons served
iTibuli at, socialistic and revolutionRobbins and Milton Payson.
They who have been visiting relatives in was cne of the pleasing features of a few days in Camden returned home the big event < f tile season—the com- advertisers.
I chased a ne<w Ford truck.
■y.
speak in the highest praise of the New Hampshire have returned home. the occasion which was muchenjoytd Monday.
‘‘Hard times.” as they are called,
Mr. and Mrs. A. .1. Walter are con
good roads in that section.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K Winslow and by the ycung people.
•e a perpetual well-spring for disLoring Philbrook has gone to Tiv- fined to the house with bad colds
Ernest C. Davis of Rockland was son Leon were guests of her mother
intent among the industrial classes; at Angler Farm Sunday.
Mrs. Ev i Cummings, North Warren, ! erton. IL I., where lie has a position and are attended b;. Dr. J. W San
d demagogues, of course are al
born.
E. M Stubbs of the John Bird Co., Sunday.
i on yacht “Felicia.”
ls ready to take advantage of the was at home last week.
Mrs. Fred Calderwood has gone to
There will lie a food sale Saturday
Miss
Ella
Mank
is
convalescing
taation
premising moat anything
The women of the Farm Bureau from her recent illness.
April 26 at the Rockport Ice Co.’s the village where she is cari? g for
at is attractive, however impossi- enjoyed a most profitable meeting at
Ralph Coffin was a guest of rela store for the benefit cf the Methodist Mrs. Fred Boggs.
of accomplishment.
tlie Grange hall April 17. Miss Her tives in Wiscasset last week.
LMiss Edith Walter is spending a
church, beginning at 12.30 p. m.
It is to be regretted that agricul- rick of Warren was'present and gave
Miss Dorothy Andrews, who has lew days with her grandparent, Mr.
irists will join in the propagation of some instructive and interesting
been spending a few days in town, and Mrs. E. D. .Mank
.sionury and un-American doctrines, talk and demonstrations on ''Im
NEWAGEN
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. WaBer of
returned Wednesday to Boston to aci evil effects of which they must proper Diet” and "Faulty Food Hab
cept_a position in the First National Feyler’« Corner / ailed on L. A. Buithe victims in the end; yet if they its.”
gess Thursday.
Mrs. Herman Gray left Friday for -Bank.
ill do so there is nothing to prevent
Airs. L. H- Oliver and Mrs. FeteMrs. Blanche Robbins and son Hol a two week’s visit with relatives in
The Mah Jong Club was delight
tern. If, like the ancient children, man" of South Villon were recent Portland.
fully entertained Wednesday evening Hilderbrant visited at Nathan Flan
John Snowman has nearly com at the home of Mrs. Margaret Ad ders at Flanders’ Corner Sunday.
rty are going to cry for the moon, guests of Mr. and firs. R. Robbins.
Mrs. D. O. Stahl is earing for Mrs.
Mrs. Ernest Browh is in Gardiner, pleted his new garage.
ams.
A delicious supper was served
e government can not erect a tower
Mr. and 'Mrs. Scott Gray are spend and another good time for which the E. G. Miller.
Babel f .r the purpose of getting it the guest of her daughter Mrs, MerMr. and Mrs. Lexton Mank and
ing a few weeks at their home here Club is noted was enjoyed.
i'Wn for tiiem, even though profes iton Taylor.
before leaving for the summer at
Mrs Enos E. Ingraham returned daughter of Dresden after spending
•in 1 , i!ideal agitators, under the
Watch Hill.
Monday from
East
Vassalboro, a few days here have return* d home
se ] 'tense of forming a third
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. G. (’leave Walter
Mr and Mrs. C. E. Tracy of The where she has been the guest of her
irty, may promise things that are
are in Wiscasset far a few days.
Cuckolds, were business visitors to daughter. Mrs. B. H. Cates.
jout as easy to accomplish, under
The meeting- of the Farm Bureau Boothlsiy Harbor Thursday.
Little Miss Eleanor Miller is pass
Miss Ragnhild Heistad was given
meriran fundamental law.
Club which was to have been held
The local fishermen are busy with a surprise party Tuesday evening by ing a few days with her grandpar
E. W. Philbrick
in the Grange hall this Tuesday has their trawls.
some of her young friends on the oc ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Walter.
■Somerville, Me., April 19.
been postponed on account of bad
Mr. and Mrs. E. L M iller of FeyMrs.
E, Tracy and two children casion of her birthday.
Music was
wdather to May 2 when blouses will of The Light, plan to leave Monday enjoyed and the hostess was pre ler’s Corner were at E. <1. Miller’s
SOUTH WALDOBORO be made and Miss Herrick Will lbe lor a visit with relatives in Calais. sented with several gifts and a very Sunday.
presentMr. and Mrs. Laforest Mank who
enjoyable evening is reported.
Horace W. Clark
have had employment in Massachu
Dr, and Mrs. G. E. Scofield who
SEGUIN LIGHT
In the recent death of Horace W.
setts are ait home for an indefinite
ive been wintering in Bedford
Clark the town lost one of its oldest
time.
RAZORVILLE
ills. N. Y„ arrived here Tuesday
Mrs. 11. W. Sprtague, daughter
He
There came neiw being a fire Fri
id will make it their future home. and mos,t esteemed citizens.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Freeman anil I>assed his 84th milestone the 31st Pauline and son Rex were at Popha-m
Dr. H. It. Blunimer of t’nion was day morning at G. Cleave Walter’s
when Master Paul st|t a pile of dead
liildren of the village were callers of last January and dic’d March,20 at Beach visiting friends this week.
his home here where he had been a
Mrs. Albert Staples of Wood here in an automobile Tuesday with grass on fire near the barn saying
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Simmons
patient sufferer for a long time.
He Island was met in Bath Friday by Arthur Winenpaw driver.
lie came ‘ guess I’d better clear up arodnd
(undav.
was born in St. George and lived her daughter. Mrs. H. W. Sprague to see Mrs. Clara Hibbert who has here.”
Thanks to the prompt as
Cc il Barter of the village was a
there until he became a resident of and grand children. Pauline and Rex.
lunday guest at Albert Genthner's.
(been ill all winter, and also to see sistance of the neighbors no^great
this town about two years ago. Mr.
Madeline and Winfield Sprague
damage was done'Wilson Smalley and Guy Rottbins
have returned home after spending yv E. Overlock who has a very bad
HE modem farmer uses power in place of hand labor wherever
Thomaston were in this place Clark will be remembered as a man
case
of
erysipelas
in
his
leg.
of sterling worth and a good neigh the winter with 'their grandparents
lunday.
Every issue of The Courier-Ga
he can. More than ever before he employs explosives to do his
There are many at Wood Island.
(Harry Kahrmann and Ralph Hib zette is a salesman, visiting three
Misses Dorothy Wallace and Eva bor in every way.
who
can
call
him
one
of
earth
’
s
good
Mrs.
VO.
Beal
and
family
are
work—turning idle acreage into profitable crops. Dynamite does
ienthner hiked to Waldoboro Sun
bert are building a piazza on Le times a week the homes of tills vi
ny and were callers of Miss Addie Samaritans for he always had a suffering from very (bad colds.
cinity and soliciting business for its
the
job
at lower cost and does it right.
land
Johnston's
house.
,
iN. B. Fickett has dolled his launch
kind wo;d and a ready hand for all
advertisers.
reamer.
Minot Bowman is working for \V.
‘
Tilith
”
in
a
new
white
coat.
who
were
in
need.
He
was
a
mem

Mrs. Emma Wallace is in failing
For draining swamps and wet spots on the farm, du Pont 50% to
Rex and Pauline Sprague gave a E. Overlook and attending s'hool.
ber of the Baptist church at St.
alth.
Fred \V .Sdott of Waldoboro was
He
leaves
I
party
to
the
birds
«
few
days
ago.
60% straight dynamite is recognized as standard. Farmers who
George
for
over
50
years.
Ilasiil Winchenbach of Rockland
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Willard E.
s a guest at S. J. Burrows Sunday. to mourn his loss his wilfe, Dora i There were 28 blackbirds, eight red
know prefer the brand backed by 12 2 years of explosives manufacture.
Overlook Thursday.
Mrs. Alice F. Burrows has fe- Clark and a daughter, Mrs. Walter I winged blackbirds, three bluebirds
Mrs. {lose Smalley, who works at
STripp
of
Rockland
to
whom
ithe
and
numerous
sparrows
and
small
ned home from East Waldoboro
We can supply you with du Pont dynamites for ditching, land-clear
AND
(fry.
They made a wonderful sight. the State Hospital at Augusta, lias
lere she has been visiting her sympathy of all is extended.
ibeen home on a vacation
It is ru
ing and tree-planting work. Just give us the chance to estimate on
lighter, Mrs. L. L .Mank.
,
mored that sffe caine home to Soli
your
next job. We guarantee quick and efficient service—what you '
her i»la e which was formerly the
want
when you want it.
Altonzo
Grotton
homestead.
UNION
iLaforest Hannan who has been
All Films Hand Develope
working for Mrs. Lizzie Hannan at
church
At the Congregational
North Washington has returned
■xt .Sunday morning tho annual
home and is working in the mill for
nice of tlie Odd Fellows will be
Seibra Crooker.
lid when Hie I. O. O. F. and Re
George Hanson sawed off the ends
It Depends on You!
tails wftl attend in a bodyThe
MAIL ORDERS ESPECIALLY
of two lingers on his left hand in B. K.
will preach on the subject
Lincoln’s mill Tuesday afternoon-’
You cannot go wrong if you
rile I-’er i s That Tell.” The choir
Leslie Savage and Willard Clark
ROCKLAND, MAINE
make our 180-page Catalog (mailed
render special music.
Service
were in Augusta on business Tues
10.30.
on request) your guide, in purchas
day returning home Wednesday.
A few evenings ago Mrs. Bessie
Melt a little Vicks in f
ing agricultural needs.
The frogs held their first concert
■ wls entertained a few friends at
spoon and inhale tht
Thursday
night.
The
ice
left
the
We list "everything” at 1924
r home.
The guests were Mrs.
ponds Saturday, a week earlier than
medicated vapors. Applj
D. Thurston and daughter Miss
prices.
_
last year.
frequently up the nostrils
. E. Thurston, Mrs. W. I.
The K & H/ dealer in your
'The many friends of Rev. Sterling
K . 1, Mrs. Clarence Leonard and
Always use freely jus
Brewer
cf
North
Carver,
Mass.,
neighborhood will serve you well.
v.
-ie F. Crowell.
This gathbefore going to bed.
formerly
pastor
of
the
West
Wash

egetable
Wcite for your Catalog, today.
1 s in honor of the birthday
ington
Adventist
church,
will
be
of tlie guests. A very pleasr
KENDALL ami WHITNEY, Portland, Me.
lower and
sorry to learn that he was obliged
was enjoyed at the close
Dealers in Agricultural Merchandise
to submit to an operation of his hip
i the party retired to the
arden
eeds
cince
1858.
at the home of his daughter in
where refreshments
cfoi' results
Brunswick, 1 Cumberland St.
A
s
1.
The guest of honor
E, L DU PONT DE NEMOURS CS, CO., INC., HARVEY BLDG., BOSTON, MASS.
good cheering letter from any of his
.sure rtf cutting and
friends
would
benettt
him.
I
clous birthday cal^e.

This is Special Cleaning Helps Month
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TO SHOW NO MERCY

COAST TO COAST

11 “If the motcrins public must race
L with death, it must be done in some
[state other than Maine, as our deaarment intends to show no mercy
Iq operators who disregard signals at
railroad crossings or who race trains
to the crossing." de lares Capt. Har'old A. Miller, chief of the state high
way police, In a letter forwarded to
the public utilities commission Satt urday.
“Capt. Miller's letter was written
to the public utilities commission in
reply to one sent him ley the commis
sion in regard to the prevention, if
possible, of grade crossing deaths
through the carelessness and negli
gence of automobiles.

I

“In Maine during the 18 months
ending June 30, 1923, 18 people were We went over then more mountains
And then came down a hill
killed and id injured, an average ofAnd landed In the center
one a month; and the commission in Of the town called -Gordons! Ille.
a corner stood a schoolhouse
its investigations 'found in almost On
And to us it looked all right,
I every case, two seconds either way go we hired the place for a dollar
would have prevented the fatality. And we catujied there for that night.
We set up beds, made coffee.
Had the automobile been two seconds Oh. how happy we did fee'!
earlier or two seconds later the ac We eet the teacher’s tabic
And had our evening meal.
cident W’ould not have cccurred.
And all sleiKt snug and comfy.
“The abolishment of grade cross
But before it was davllglit
ings is an ideality probably not at We found that it wa; raining.
it had rained all night.
tainable during the • lifetime o< the That
We started in tlie morning.
present generation. Its cost would Our courage not too bright.
And before we’d made much headway
run into billions of dollars. Probably Our
wheeli were out of sight.
the entire assets of two Maine rail It was the rainy tear-on,
roads would not be sufficient to elimi It might rain for a week,
hack we headed northward,
nate all the grade crossings in Maine, go
A better road 10 seek.
if devoted to that purpose alone. The Through Wheeling, West Virginia,
law of Maine pres rib-s a maximum And out througli O-hi-o,
rate of 10 miles an hour to drivers
Crossed the Missouri River—
approaching grade crossings. If this That’s the way we had to go.
river was very muddy.
law is observed, the year 1924 may The
But the view each .side wa; grand,
pass without
single and
deathdangerous
or acci i out of our way we had to go
tracks
at an aillegal
rate
speed.
A few
such Aarrests
dent of
in the
State-of
Maine.
flag ' To avoid the bars of sand
And as we left the ferry
man
a railroad
crossing
would protecting
be a prevention
of death
ar.d What to do we did not know.
was
run down and killed by a reck For that aggravating “Lizzie,”
suffering.
Rile just refused to go.
less driver.
Capt.
Miller’s Reply
We
took iier
her to
job siwiu
shop
■
■
■ »»e unis
io a jvu
are Miller
writing
to urge
thatletter
you of War where we had to park
I “We
Capt.
’s reply
to the
For
by
that
thiait
was
raining
the arrest
persons driving
[ cause
the public
utilitiesofcommission
is as And also getting dark
across railroad crossing Into a canning factory,
j automobiles
follows:
“Your letter of recent date in That was nice and clean hut o'.d.
set up our housekeeping.
which you call my attention to the We
Oh, my, but it was cold!
fatalities which occurred at railroad Next moming she was better.
ejroselnss in the United States and In And the hills that she would take!
You'd never think the ’’Lizzie''
•StaiWWluring the season of 1923 is 'be Ever had a pain or ache.
We drove through Indiana.
fore me.
Into Springfield we did land.
“You state that there were 18 killed And
on to oid St. Loiris
and 10 injured in Maine last year and We went to beat the band
that your commission hopes that the
’Twas early in tlie morning.
season of 1924 passes without a sin You see, we rode all night.
gle dtath or accident in the State of We had to tow tlie “Lizzie” a.', a In,
She wasn't running right
The tto;U»’e we had with that (ar

iMaine.

“Since assuming the office cf chief It really was a nicy,
f the state highway police, I have But with cranking, raving, towing.
4
We got to Kansas City.
Tooked over the reports of accidents In Kansas City we left he”.
which occurred at railroad crossings Tliere she alwa.vj will abide.
never had one mourner.
and find that most of them were She
Not even the day she died.
caused by carehssness and reckless ’Twas the parting of Ruth and Naomi,
dllvers. It Is my intention this sea For the Chevrolet stayed there too,
So we went on with two Hoicks
son to have these crossings patrolled And our troube with cars was through.
by state highwaj- police and to see Wc croud the Monongohe.a
that all operators of motor vehicles And the Mini sippi too,
Througli the old State of Mit ouri—
who do not exercise proper care in And the mud tliat we went th ough—
approaching these crossings are W -thought wlun we got to Kansas
roads would be all tight—
brought to account for careless and The
They were worse than in Missouri,
reckless driving. These operators are And the cars -they were a sight!
a menace to the traveling public as We went into a restaurant,
(
•they not only endanger their own The proprietor got mad.
We said Kansas beat Mxvourl,
lives but the lives of others.
“If the motoring public must race J
° h'‘'[with dtath it must be done in same Wanolm a Gmail town
1 other state than Maine, as 6ur de- ! "’<• tlaught It was the nicer!
4
,
an.'' P *<*e we d found
partment4 intends
to show
no mercy.. I Of
An<1 |j,ere was work in plenty.
to operators who disregard signals at *
1 They wunted us to «tay
railroad crossings. These operators i S’.u’w*wenT'o? ^r'uav?"'
Iwill be brought into court and if con- A»d ho went into Texas.
Ivlcted the state highway commission ( Stopped at Pa maim—what a town!
[will then 'be in a position to revoke j Antl ,,1^-, ljle rain n»nv down!
Ithe operator’s license on the charge i We stopped then- in a big gat age.
I of reckless and careless driving.
I AM tour tote d.d the same.
■
...
.
...
1 And before we had our dinner
“We wish to co-operate with you ' Another auto party came,
lin every way in curbing all forms of j Next day we left for Panhandle,
jeareiess and reckless driving to the j
TeI11<
lend that this season of 1924 the State
|of Maine will have the lowest i»ercentage of railroad crossing fatalities
l^n the United States.
I ^“1 thank you for your courteous let I f r and your co-operation with us in
1 >ur efforts to rid the highways of the
fmenace of careless and reckless driv-

MIND WORDS FROM
PETER BECKERLE
as Found a Good Thing
and Tells the World

\l-

About It.

Peter Beckerle of 16 McDermott St.,
inbury, Oonn.. writes' the Priest
rug Co., Bangor:
“I find Priest’s Indigestion Powder
Ils all that is claimed for it as tt re
lieves Indigestion in quick time when
other remedies failed.
“It Is a wonderful remedy, easy to
^ake and I cheerfully recommend it
Io sufferers from stomach troubles.” !

IPriest’s Powder for Indigestion.
Sour, Sick Stomach. Car Sickness.
|Heartburn and General Hyperacidity
of the Stomach.
All druggists. 50c an<( $1.50.
The
511.50 size holds five (5) times as
Sell as the 50c size.
Priest’s Regulators, the ideal tonic
laxative for chronic constipation 25c
and 75c. If your dealer does no:
tarry them in stock have him order
for you or send direct to Priest Drug
?o., Bangor, Me. Parcel Post pre
lid to any address. No extra charge.
adv.

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives no:Ice that on
•
1', 1921. lie w.i; duly appointed exe
Today W’ill ‘be the last she.wirg e-f Aplil
ci or of the .: will and test an*-nt <»t Hattie
Buster Keaton in “Our Hospitality.” A Piper, Jute of Cau.d.-n. in the County of
The story concerns the* adventures ( f Knox, (leeiawd. wkhoiW bond as the will
and on tliii date wa.; qualified to
William McKay, the last e»f a dis dlre<
All said trust.
tinguished Kentucky family, which
All persons having demand.; against tlie
has been killed off in a feud with the e a.e. are desired to prcM-nt the same tor
and all indebted thereto are re
C infields.
Buster, e'f course, is settlement,
quired to u.akt ravinenf in* mdia'c \ o
William, and his serious face anel
EKANAH E BOYNTON.
Canuien, Maine.
• aive expression make this S* uthern
Ap-il lb lt‘24.
ApriI2l May-1-8

Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette :—
More than fifty yean In this big world,
And the wav it looked to n:e.
That I had better •rant at cute
If more of it I’d see.
So I called my flock together
And tried to make it plain
Ti»at we’d enjoy warm weather
More than the co’d of Maine.
We * anted in October,
The day dawned bright and fair,
Wlille tliat o’d Ford and Chevio.et
Were loaded for a bear.
We had them [wicked so earefirtly.
We put in all our Junk,
But when we got in Worcester
Each < ar left off a trunk
We went, through .W-w’York (T.y,
The traffic Made us dizzy.
A hundred cars got in between
And so we lort the “Lizzie.”
We [larked on one side of the rtreet
And watched the awful throng,
And while we talked it over
That “Lizzie" blew her horn
Then once more wc were happy
And proceeded on our way;
We h< aded to the southward
For that trail, the Santa Fe.

So far the trip was vxinderfiU,
Sight-4 we’d never seen before,
Especially down through Maryland
And out through Baltimore.
It must have been some gala day,
Because it took us hours.
Public Utilities Letter
To g« ♦ through streets of veg» ablea
The letter of the public utilities And banked so high with flower;
commission to Capt. Miller in relation We camped once more in Maryland
And turned in for tlie night.
to this matter is as follows:
And then were up and on our way
“We are writing you with the pur- As soon as it was light.
*ose of preventing, if possible, dur We stopped in Washington, I» C.
And to the Camp Ground went.
ing the approaching season, some of It looked much like a city
the gruesome deaths occurring at Wi’h its more than hundred ter*-;
were all bound for Florida
, grade crossings in this state. There They
Kxce|< us and a party of Ikinct
are some automohilists who deliber Who were headed for California
ately try to beat trains at grade And hailed from Portland. Maine.
We flCtjiptd to see the Capitol
crossings. These men take humanAnd all the sights connected
lives wantonly. In 1923 approximately And tlough things were very grand .
were not
we expected
2500 people were killed at grade They
Then w • w«*n< over some mountains.
crossings throughout the United We had a wonderfu. view,
States, and over uOOO were injured. 1 prst couldn’t under* and it,
everything looked blue;
During the same period there was an Why
But when we got up to the top
increase of 4,000,000 motor vehicles A sign said, wc could see.
’Twte* ihe Blue Kidge of Virginia
in the United States.
Many feet above the sea.

Was the worst that I’d seen yet
Tlie first thing we got mired.
We’d lie there now. no ifcould.
If a nu»n hadn't come with homes
And hauled those autos out.

Panhandle was so wry bad
Our dog he took a fit,
Tlie slier! camefl and to’d us
Tlie sheriff came and fold ils
We were sorry to loue “Spark Plug.”
But "twas as file sheriff said.
So when we were not looking
He shot It through the head
Then we went on to Clovis,
That’s in New Mexico,
From there we went to BLdiee,
A town that was some show.
It seemed just like a gully
The mount.dns were so tall
From where we were the hoi we*
Hung like pictures on the wall.
The streets wen: round the mountains.
Flights of ste|»s led to the top
It looked ns If you started
To come down, you couldn’t stop.
We saw so many Indians,
.lust like I'd seen in books.
In their gaily colored blankets.
And oh, what frigh.s they looked!
The sights in other places
Were enough to cause a shock.
Where they lived in their nuid-houccs,
Mud and straw baked into block.
I don’t know the nationality,
But thought they might he Spanish,
So we hurt led down the mountains
And from sight we soon did vanish.
Then on to Arizona,
Tucson we trade at night,
There we thought we’d have some trouble
For the desert was in sight.
We didn’t like the thought of it
And were making quite a fuss.
I declare another dog came up
And right there adopted u.;.
Then as ve crossed the de:ert
If the weather had lieen cold
You’d have likened It to a snow.lorni.
Only the drifts were all of gold
I: Is miles and niilet) acrots it
And you drive along a track.
But when you once have started
There is no turning back.
The sand dunes they are love’y,
The drifts in piles and hejqw.
But if your ear ahuuid leave the track
li’s off the track for kee[w.
Bo you (Live on very carefully
grand,
2^*am e
And oil. Jlic [able land!
Wh’Jc w'p '•o'lin-d In flic deuert,
In a link- one-home town,
A murder was commit-tctl
A young nun was shot down.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAO ’

L ktate of Hattie A. Piper

PARK THEATRE

Struck a Nail

Ruch Instruction To Highway How a Vinalhaven Woman
Police In Regard To
Did It and Set It Down In
Drunken Drivers.
Rhyme.

Page Five

Rollo a character long to (he* remem
bered. The* st< ry takes pla e in the*
early 1830’s, which has given the produ ers a wonderful opportunity to
^ise the humorous expert of history.
The feature P r Friday and Satur
day is * It.n’t Ma:ry for Money” with
Hause Peters. ' “Don’t Marry for
Money” briefly t< Ils the story (f a
be.iufful girl who did; and tlie* In
evitable con so iue* ices whi *h e • sue
when she finds that though she sacrifi -e-d hers -If on the altar of Mam
mon, outraged Nature refused to kt
her part with her heart. Apparently
the happiest of wives and a tually
the most miserable, with an aching
heart and an a . using conscience,
she finds herself the principal pro
tagonist of a condition which every
woman in greater or lesser form,
sooner or later must face for herself.
How she solves her problem and fi
nally finds her happiness,, makes
Don’t Marry For Money" a story
that fills the heart and fills the eyes.
—adv.

He had been lo California
But couldn't get work there,
So he f/arted home 1«» Texas
WTu no money to pay his tare.
When the brakeinan shouted
Tlie hoy started on the run.
But he knew he couldn’t catch him
So “he brakeinan pulled his gun.
T:-ey covered the boy up earet'ii'ly,
Wi h the brakeinan they had to cope
And there tin •• would hwre L.inu- 'l him
• But they couldn’t find the rope.
j The rwe.[rtlon we got In Yttir.a
Warnl quite what we expected,
For both the auto; were held up.
Our baggage all Inspected,
To see if we had cotton.
Sweet po.aloes large and small.
If they looked into my [wchet
They’d have found a cotton hall.
Then in:o California,
With its sunshine and bhie ski»-s,
In a place you’ll And worth the living.
And no one ever dies.
1 ve reached the end of my journey,
1 have conic from coast to eoac.t
But of a'l the States in the I’nion
I love oul Maine tlie most'.
Mrs M. ?I. Coombs.
Ilajward, California.

LIBERTY '
Tt. It. Sukeforth is fitting wo. d for
Mrs. Clara Sukeforth.
John Light is working for Biden
Ithcdes in the mill.
Mrs. Arthur Ovet lock has her hen
house nearly completed.
Fred Jones has opened his hoard
ing house to accommodate tlie mill
hands.
Sorry to learn that \V. E. Over
lock is Ill with a lame leg.
H. A. Fuller has it new planer in
his machine shop.
O. B. Fuller, who has been ill, is
improving.
Mra. Jame3 Overlock is in Union
visiting her daughter and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Overlock, who
have typhoid fever.
Leonard Bean is at James Overlock’s.
James Overlook is carpentering for
Fred Ludwick.
Roswell Pinkham has been ill.
Arthur Overlcck has had a big lot
of staves sawed at the Turner &
Jones mill.
School has begun and is taught by
Jesse Fuller.
Fred Jones says when he gets his
hair cut it will be a sure sign that
summer is near.
*
S. T. Overlock is shaving hoops
for Pearl Hibbard.
William Cole is working for Ross
Cunningham.
John Overlock itf coopering for
Arthur Overlook.

EAST SENNEBEC
Mrs. Ocnevra Robbins after spend
ing the winter in Haverhill, has re
turned to her heme.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. C. Gurney were in
Rockland Saturday. They reported
it as being pretty tough coming liomt
in a heavy snowstorm.
Mr. and Mrs. Robie Robbins were
in Rockland Tuesday.
Mis. Mabel Morang with her two
children are stopping in Belfast.
R. B. Itotldiins is working in Rock
land.
The “Sympathy Fund” started in
behalf of little Louise Robbins of Ap
pleton at the time of her tragic ac
cident. stands out as a fine example
of the Christian spirit of kindness in
our community. Gratitude is due to
Mrs. Nellie Johnson with whom t:v
idea originated and he has given
without stint of her time and energy.
Gratitude goes also to the friends and
strangers evtn whose hearts touched
by the young child’s misfortune
prompted them to render substantial
ai<l for her future. Already the. sum
of $306 has been received and depos
ited in the child’s name at Rockland
National Bank with interest accumu
lating payable to Louise Robbins.
We believe that this information will
l»e of.interest to the donors and sat
isfactory to them, as in this way the
gifts to Louise will be almost doubled.

WARREN

parlors to which ihe husbands of the
members were invited as special
guests.
Mrs. Lilia Mank is employed at the
shoe factory.
Kent New hert of Wood fords was a
weekend guest at the* hoips* eif Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Robinson, returning
Monday.
Miss Esth’ ^Johnson of Stahl’s hill,
will weak as housekeeper for Mrs. C

Supl. Rowe is visiting the schools
at Matinicus and Criehaven this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Spear of Rock
port have been recent guests of Ella
Davis.
M; Tel Crawford of North Warren,
spent the day recently as guest of
Mrs. Emily Lawry.
Mrs. Thomas R( hinson entertained W. M i<Miss Flora Shaw anel Janet Berry
her sister and niece of Winslow’s
who came* from Marlboro. Mass., by
Mills over the weekend.
Niven C. Crawford who has been aute.mobile tn<l were* weeke nd guests
confined to th house by illness is at the home of L. A. Boggs, returned
Monday, accompanied by *Mrs. Wil
able to be out again.
Mrs. Adelia Robinson who has been lard Boggs and son John, who will
visit relatives in Marlboro for a
i’.l is much better.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Starrett and time.
I,eon Chase of Rockland was in
little son. Ernest. Jr., of the middle
read, called on relatives a<t the vil town Monday, demonstrating the
Torrington vacuum cleane?.
lage Monde y.
Miss Esther Smith came Monday
Miss Hilda Wilson calleel on her
from Camden and was the overnight
sister recently in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller of guest of Mrs. Sarah Barlow, while
Brockton, Mass., who spent Easter as on her way to Burkettville.
Mrs. Ida Libby who spent the win
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
ter in Florida, returned home on
Fulhr returned home Monday.
Little Beatrice Haske’.l has the Tuesday of last week.
Silas A. Watts is confined to his
mumps.
Miss Lillian Russell is visiting her heme with a severe cold.
The large barn owned by Mr. anel
mother. Mrs. I Ida Russell.
Miss Florence West of Rockland Mrs. Thomas Chaffee. South Warren
culled on Mrs. William Lawry Mon road was struck by lightning in
Tuesday’s s‘orm. The holt nicked a
day.
Ixe Walker of Portland is visiting piece out of the finish at the peak
his parents, Mr. imd Mis. George and kft a plainly discernable trail
ripping off a few claplx>ards down
Walker.
Edwin S. Crawford of North War ward to the top of the barn door.
ren who has been very ill through Fortunately no blaze was started.
the late winter and early* spring W’as
at the village Friday.
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
Thomas Stackpole of Thomaston
whs the guest Sunday of Mr. and
A. A. Bartlett is attending court
Mrs. Chester Spear, at Monument at Wiscasset this week, as grand
Square.
juryman from Somerville.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Munsey of
Mr. and Mrs. John Parlin of Jef
Miami and Rockport, were callers on ferson were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Munsey Monday. Walter Sprague last Frdiay.
Claude Averill has a new Radiola
William Bryant of Union was here
last week cleaning and tuning pianos
II.
Alfred Soucy who has been ill the and organs. He was the guest over
past two*weeks, resumed work Mon night of his cousin. Mrs. Sarah Clif
ford.
day at the wcolen mill.
Missionary Overlook was not able
The Central Maine Power crew are
installing electric lights at the home to be present at the service Sunday
as he is confined to the house, suf
of E. J. Cook.
Charles R. • Overlook was employ fering with an injured limb. He has
ed Monday doing cement work for the sympathy cf all his friends in
■ this community.
Ernest Achorn. Sr.
Funeral services for the late Mrs. 1 Evangelists Buchanan and HamAdelina Hammond who resided -at ; mend, who are holding meetings in
(Jefferson, called on friends in this
Eist Warren were heid Monday
i place recently. They c inducted a
afternocn at the home of her sister.
mission here in the winter and are
Mrs. Emerson Perkins, Rev. J. M. well liked.
Remick ofllciatin-g. Burial was In
Rockland.
SOMERVILLE
The two recent rains have wrought
havoc with the village hill, making
The ice went out of Gemes Pond
l.eavy vehicles considerable trouble. April 16 and out of Turner Mill Pond
Wilfred Marte 11 is repairing the April 19.
sidewalks.
<M:ss Gladys Mm*Donald Is w l’king
A new Ford sedan was delivered to for Mrs. Ahra E. Brown.
W. A. Wiley Monday.
(Four flocks of will 1 geese flew over
Mrs. Lyinan Randall was called to here recently on their way back
Rockland .Saturday and Sunday by from the South.
the serious illness of her sister, Mrs.
Ralph Siiaulding, who has been
Chestor Harrington.
visiting friends in town has returned
H. N. Hilton has resigned his po to Fairfield.
Nelson Brewer has employment
sition as boss of the sjioolers at the
woolen mill and will conclude his with J. S. Hayden.
IH. S- Coombs cf Palermo was a
work there next Saturday.
C. S. M. ’ Coburn and George Sunday visitor <5t F. A, Turner’s.
Stevens, carpenters, are building a
garage for Albert Copeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spear of Cam
A RELIABLE
den were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Spear Sunday.
“The Corner,’’ a reading and sew
COMMISSION HOUSE
ing club, has completed the reading
of I’appini’s Life of Christ and at
DRESSED CALVES
their next meeting will begin the
reading of ‘The North Pole,” by
Peary.
LIVE AND DRESSED
Miss Florence Overlook of East
Warren was the weekend guest of Mr.
and Mrs. F. L. Teague.
POULTRY
Lawrence Dolham has a Ford tour
ing car.
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.
The King’s Daughters of the Con
gregational church, held their annual
gathering at supper in the church

PROMPT RETURNS

Dr.True's Elixir

T.H.WHEELERCO.

safeguards you against constipation, mankind’s worst foe.
If you wonder why you haven’t “ pep,” why you suffer from
headaches and indigestion, why your efficiency suffers, in
nine cases out of ten it’s constipation. Clean yourself outl
Get your bowels in condition!—and enjoy life again.

BOSTON

For seventy-three years Dr. True's Elixir has been bringing
relief to overworked intestines. It is internationally known
as

93-101 Clinton St.

ioo-tr-Tii

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION

The True Family Laxative
Family size $1,20; other sizes 60c. and 40c.

The Famous Sheet Muric you see adver
tise d in all the leading magazines.
Over
220
selections—send
for
catalogue

MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.

ccvisistently.
David Butler has the
pleasant leading mah* r< le, as the
man who is loved by two ghls.
‘William Dun an, star of "The
Fast Express,” in w feature Univer
sal chc.'pterplay in which he appear
with Edith Johnson, believes he could
eally run a railr< ad as the n «ult of
his experiences in this chapterplay
and ‘The Steel Trail,” mla.pted from
Courtney Ryley (Nioper’s widely read
novelette, “Crossed Wins,” both laid
almost entirely on steel rails.
This
picture will be shown Friday and
Saturday.
The feature picture will
be ja-ak Hoxie io “The Galloping
Ace.”
There is als-o a two-reel
Jemedy.—adv.
FIFTY CUTTERS WORKING

Secretary Felt Hears cf a Busy Sea
son At Clark Island This Summer.
James B. Felt, corresp mding sec
retary cf the Clark Island Granite
Cutters’ Union, writes to the Quarry
Workers’ Journal:
“Our regular meeting was held
March 20 with Alex Morrison in the
chair. All the business was attend
ed to in order and three new mem
bers were initiated. As 1 moved
out of town last fall, this is the first
regular meeting I have attend'd and
our financial secretary got me t > send
a little report from this branch. The
company is starting things lsioming
They have about 59 paving cutters
working and 1 hear they are going t<
do a big business this summer in
tne paving line. There is quite a
few cf our members working but
there is a lot that have not got start
ed as yet but hope that by the time
this is read in the paper that all the
boys will lie back at work.
"The company is going to put in
a new air compressor and then we
will have ail the air we need. They
have quite a let of paving here now-.
I suppose they will be shipping some
before long. We have three or four
brothers sick at present. I see by the
Journal that some of the secretaries
would like to hear from the rest of
the branches so I will try and do my
part and let them hear from C. I.
Branch. Will ring off this time.”

[Allcocl?
PLASTERS

4 Slandard
External Rinmly.

Estate of Elizabeth

betvrveu ohouldcr blades)

Weak Chests,
-Any Local
Pain.
Jnstsf on
AI.LCOCK’S—
Iht OiiginaL

“fiets-lt” Removes
Corns Quickly
Give
Your
Corn3
the
Laugh

fojt

Augusta. .'*7 0) am, ♦/ iOa.ffl., fllOp. A
Dangw Ai/'.0d.». i..
.Ou.m., fl. 10p.m.
Boston, A J ,0J a ni.f! ■ I a.in . tllOo^D.
Brunswick,AjZ.OJa.in.,f. i)a. m., fL10p. IB»
|5.30 p. in.
Lewi .ton. AJ7 03 a. m., t*-50 a. m., fl. 10 p. na
New York. tl.lOp. rn.
Pmtla.id, A|7.00a ;:i., 17, Da. m., fl.TOp. m.
T5.3O p. m.
Wat -rvilie A}7.0.) i u..i7. ; )a.m.,tl lOp.m.
Vo.iukh.A . UJa .1 . .30 a.m.,tl. 10 p. m.
t5.3O n. ni.
A Passengers pr •' iue c v.n ferriage Bath to Wool
wi.h.
f i>-i.v . ..crept Sunday.

M. Pia'lcy

Itoekland.

April 15, 1921.

Maine

Apri'24 May I 9

BLUE

HILL

LINE

Ho '/and T it da
Thursdays and
Saturdays , .00 A M. for Bark Harbor,
South It -.oka
S iigentvl’le. Deer Isle.
Brookiln. Soi.'h Bludilll. dm Bluehill 11.00
le ave

A

M.

Return Leave Hliichil! Tuesdays, Tlmrsflays and Saturday ; at 12.30 i\ M. for
lloi-kland and wa landings
At Boston connection is made via the Met
ropolitan him e\pr«H-i, pa s.-nger and freight
steamers tor New > ork and [minis South
and Wed
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Service

D'l *ct Freight Service In tween Portland
and New lorl Is lesimed from t^e New
NOTH E
State Pier. Portland. Me.
Sailings Tiles*The suli-i 11 her hereby gives no ic<^ that dav.-. Pliursdays anil Siturda’s each way.
on Anri! 15, 1924, he vvjw d.ily appointed
Through late.; ami dlreci track connections
exeeu'jor of the last will and testament of with Maine Central and tirand Trunk KailElizabeth M Wall, late of S (Lsaj. . in roads
(lie County of Knox, deceased, without hood
F S. SHERMAN Siipt . Itoekland. Maine.
as the will directs, and on ‘.his date was
It S SHKKMAX. Agent. Kockland, Me. .
1 d tru it.
AU persons having demands again:! the
cw’atc, arc dc i.ol to pic-seiit the sunn* for
Vinalhaven and Rockland
settlement, a*<l all indt tiled thereto are re
quired to make payment immediately to
Steamboat Co.
.1 WILLABP WALL.
The dine; route between
St. George Maine.
ROCKLAND
VINALHAVEN NORTH HA
An-11 15. 1921.
Apri'.24 Moy 1-8
Estate of Elizabeth M. Wall

Eeia’c of Clara E. Batchelder

NOTH E
Tlie :;ul>;crlher hereby gives notice that
oil April 15, 1921. site was duly appointed
executrix of the last will a? d testn ent of
Clara E Batchelder, late <if Itoekland. in
•he County of Knox, <|<s-ea.»ed. witho'd bond
as tin wiU <11 ects, and on this date was
qualified to fill aald truat.
*
All persons having demands again't the
(-date, are d- ired to pic-sent ihe same for.
setti'einent, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make pavmen’ inmmd'a.elv to
HELEN BATCHELDER SHI TE,
Belfast, Maine,
A[»’ll 15, 1924.Apri’24-Ma.v I S

Estate of Edward A. Butler
NOTICE
T'.n* suli.ictiber; hereby give notice that
m Apiil 15. 1924 tiny were duly appointed
t xe nil!ice* of the last vvEI and testanum of
Hlvva d A Butler, late of Rockland, in the
Corn’.y of Knox, deceased, and on April Hi,
1924 were qualified to till said trust by giv
ing bond as the law directs.
All inrsc.n; having dcioand-; against the
esta'e. are de-lred to present (lie same for
veftlemeiit, -and all Indebted thereto are reqi.-lred to make payment inmiediately to us
ir to Charlto M. kaUoch of Ko'kland our
egally appoint! d Ageuts tor Maine.
ANNA C WHITE.
New York City.
JANE FAI.EK.
I’itt/burgh. Pa.
Apiil 16. 1924
A4>r»24-May-1-8
Estate of Reuben L. Pierce

VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
ISLAND
u
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFLCT 5.20 A. M THURSDAY. JAN. 3.

1924.
Le.ives .‘ Wiin’.s Isiand • daily except Hon
da \s at 5 ::-i a M to,* Stonington, North
Haven. Vina'haven and Itoekland.
Returning haves Itoekland at 1.50 P. M. for
\ inn haven, Sortli Haven, Stonington, and
Swan's Inland.
\V. S WHITE.
General Manager.
ItorUa id. Maine. .Ian 3. l. _’l
EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES ,.((| ..........

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Telephone 136
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407
Hours: 9 to
Residence, 21
Office

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Telephone 493-W

NOTH IE
Not Medicine. Not Osteopathy
Tin* sub* -tllier hereby gives notice that
on Aorll 15. 1924, »lie was duly apixilnted C.M. WHEELER, D.C.PLC.
administt-ililx of the estate of Reiili?l L
Chiropractor
Pierce, late of Vina'haven. in the Countv
of Knox, deceased, without bond as the law
400 Main Street, • • . Rockland
directs, and on thh date was qualified to
Graduate Pa.mer School of Chiropractic
till said trust.
Office Hours;
A1I persons having demands against the
Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12; 2-5;
•s a’e, are desired to present the same for Mondays.
7-8.
Tuesdays,
Thursdays. 10-12; 2-5;
settlement, and a'.I Indixted thereto are re
Saturdays. IU-12. Tel. 886
quired to make pavnient inumdiatcl.v to
ABBIE VINAL CREED.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D>7
,
Villalbaven. Maine.
April 15. 1924.
Aprll24-May-l-8
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.

Estate of Fred G. Cleveland

NOTH E
The sub cribit hereby gives notice tliat
un April 15. 1921. she was duly .'[ipointed
admlnisti atrix of t'be estate of Fred G.
(’leveUind, late of Ibick'und. in the County
of Knox, deceased, ,ind on tliii date was
iua ifled to fill said trust by giving bond as
tlie law directs.
All permits having demand.; against Jhc
estate, a’e dt-'-irtsl to p esent the same for
•cttAur.ent. and all indebted tliereto are re
quired to fnake payment immediately io me
or to Walter II Butler of Rock and my le
legally apixiintcd Agent for Maine.
JENNIE t MITCHELL.
Nahant. Ma
15.

[Coughs and Colds
(on chest And another

Time

Estate of L zzie E. Coffin
D. C. POU.Li i. I • HARRIS, *
NOTICE
Myr. Cen’I Pa>seoger A<(
The suh/.'i'ihvr hereby gives notice that 9 24-23 V. I*.
in April* 15. i.‘24, she was duly nppolnbd
administratrix «-t .In estate of Lizzie E. Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
( offin. late of KoekLind. in the County of
Knox, dectnjed, without bond as the law
directs, and on this date was qualified to
BANR0R Line—SPRING SCHEDULE
fill said trust.
6TEAMGHIP BELFAST
A'l iiersoris haring demands against the
Leave itu''.tji<: Th. --dav«. Thursdays and
;ta:e, a -c (IcHred to present tlie same tor
xe'tfemont, ml a'l indebted then <> are re Saturdays at K.mi I’ M. for Boston.
Return Leave Boston. Mondays. Wednes
ui.td to make payment immediately to
day 4 and Fridays at 5.<iu p M
Leave
BLANCHE (' MAXCV.
Itoekland, Maine. Lock'and, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Satur
day at 5 1-11
\|
Camden 5 45 A M. I
April 15. IMF
____ Ap.il 2-DMayl :<
Belfast 7 15 A M
B.n-import M 45 A. M. i
Estate of hl ary Anqeline Packard
Winterport 9.15 A. M. ; Due Bangor 10.00 A.
•
NOTICE
Tho ,’ub rrib*r hereby gives no'he that
Return ’.eave Pan/or. Tuesdays, Thurs
on April 15, 1924. In* was duly appoii, -«l days and S.itur-.lu . s at 2 00 I’. M. for Bosilminldrator of the ertate of Mary Angelin • '011 and wa; landings, due the following
Packard, late of Hope, in the County of morning about 7.(10 A. \l.
Knox. <lee»a ed. and on this date mm, qual
MT. DESERT S. BLUEHILL LINES
ifled to till said trust by giving bond as the
BAR HARBOR LINE
law directs
AU pera.ns having demand.; ageinrt th
Leave It-, k.and Tuesday;. Thursdays and
estate, are (iesi:<*d to present the va:u - for Saturdays at 5 A M for North Haven.
- etilcii’ent, and all indebted thereto are i.
Stonington, Southwest
Haihor, Northeast
quired io make |ui.Miien<t ilium diate'v fo
llarhor, S al Haihor, due Bar Harbor 11
A M
FHANK It MILLElt.
Ko-kiand, Maine
K<: nn Lt;ue
Bar llarhor Tuesdays,
April 15. 1924.
Ajiri'24 May I X
Thursda.is and Saturdays at 1.00 P. M for
Rockland and way landings.

NOTH .
The subscriber hereby gives wi e that
on
April
15,
l:i24,
he was d'llv aiqioin.ed
EMPIRE THEATRE
qieeial administrator <4 the esiate Vif Eliz
ninth M Peasley, late of Itoekland. in tin“The Temiple cf Vt nils,” a William County of Knox, deceased, ami on till; dale
Fox feature closes a two-day run to was qualhled to till said trust by giving bond
as the law directs.
night.
Phyllis Haver and Mary
All persons having demands against the
PhiMiin, heading a cast of a thou estate, are desired to present tin* s;..n- for
sand West Coast bathing lieauties, sei.fle'iienf, and al, indebted thereto are re
<iulr<*d to make payment immediately to
have been pleasing large audiences
WALTKK II. BI TLEK.
(C.p»ri<ht, W. N.U)

Eastern Standard

Trains Leave. Rockland

l.c.l

Apri!21 Ml) I ft

Estate of Wealthy P. Winslow

NOTICE
The si.hu-rlher hereby gives notice that
on April 15, 1924, In- was duly nppoitiGd
“Xeeuti r of the last wiU and testament of
Wea’thy P. Win.’ow. la i- of Rockland, in
the County of Knox, deceased, and on April
21. l'.'2l. v.a; qu.-i it1<-d to fill said t u t bj
ghing bond as the law directs.
All per. ons Lining demands against the
-state, are desired io press-nt flu* ram • for
settlement, and all inds’bftd thereto are ij,.pilrd to make pavment immediately to
LEONARD It ( AMPBELL.
Itoekland Maine.
April 21. 1924
Aprl!24 May I K
Estate of Nancy Cordelia Murray Otherwise
Known as Cordelia Murray
NOTICE
The subserilier hereby gives notice that
on April 7, 1924. ho was duly appointed ad
ministrator <if tlie 4‘ftate (if Nancy Cordelia
Murray or otherwise known as Conlolia
Murray, late of Rot k'aud, in the County
of Knox, deceased, and on tills date was
qtiaUflcd to fill said tr,i:st by giving bond as
the law directs
All persons having demands against the
(< tate. are de.dred to pre xnt the same for
i etitleiiK-nt, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment Immediately to
CLIFFORD W WOLFE.
Rockport. Maine
A|»ti

Residence until 9 A. M

Telephone

and by Appointment
181

THOMASTON, ME.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Telephone 323
38 Summer Street, • - Rockland
58-tf
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON S DRUG STORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main Street. Rockland

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
103 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W

117-tl

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. .1. Erskine

& Co.

417 MAIN ST., .... ROCKLAND

17 21

SHLRIFF’S SALE

L. R. CAMPBELL

STATE OF MAINE
Countv of Penolucot, ss.
Attorney At Law
April 15th. 1921.
Taken this day. on execution dated March
wenty F.eeond, 1924 on a judgment ren Spec^l Attention to Probate Matters
dered In the Superior Court of the Countv
of I’enobieot at a term begun on tlie first
875 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Tuesday of March, 1924, to wit: on the
fourth dav of March. 1924, in favor of Floyd
II Hopkins of Argyle in the Countv of |’»
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
nobseot administrator of the estate of Anna
Carneyklate of Old Town in tlie County of
Penobscot, deceased, against Harry II. Gra-.
Attorney At Law
of Hope in tlie County of Knox, and State
One touch of “Get3-ItM puts corn or callous of IMaine, for eight hundred and forty in»ie
Specialty: PROBATE PRACTICE
pain to sleep forever. Two or three drops ap dollars and ten cents, debt or damage. a.i(1
plied to corn or calbus soon shrivels them into eighteen dollaiw and eighty-three ceti;s< cost 431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
a loose piece of dead tissue that can easily lie
of suit, and will lie sold at public auction at Telephones—Office 468; House 603-W
peeled off with fingers. Th'-re is no danger,
Sheriff's Office in the Count.\ building in
no ixither, no guess work—just quick, sure ami
Rockland in said County of Knox to the
pleasing relief. "Gets-It” does not fail. Your
highest bidder, on the twentieth day ot Mai.
satisfaction is absolutely guaranteed. Costs
1924. at ten o'clock in 'the forenoon. ’!•? f !A. C. MOORE
but a trifle. E. Lawrence £i Co., Chicago.
lowing real edate, and all the right, title
and Interest which the said Harry 11 Gray,
“Gets It" sold in this city by Geo. Treggett. has In the same, (o wit :
A certain lot or parcel of land with the
Piano Tuner
buildings hounded and described as h
i Iz.: Beginning on line of land if S E.
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
Wentworth in the town of Hope at a ortcr
in stone wa'.l which is tliirty four ml; end
four feet west of the south of the road lead
itig |>ast said Wentworth's house thence
PLUMBING
;outheTly b.\ a tme wall and land of W. D
FULL LINE OF
Hilt, sclent; three rods to the highway lead
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
ing from I'tilon to Hope Corner; thetve east
COLUMBIA RECORDS
< rly and across said highway one rial nine
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
feet ami nine Inches 1o an iron holt ; thence
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
soiitlu asterly by land of W. It Hilt fortySTONINGTON
two and one half nuts to an elm tree and
pipe & pipeleso Furnaces
Iron i'"'; thence eouthwi tertj foru twn
FURNITURE
CO.
rods by land of W D. lli'.t Io stake and
HOT WATER AND STEAM
L. MAF.CUS. 313-315 Main Strwt
stones; thence northwesterly ami acre a the
Rcckland, Maine
HEATING
highway b> land of W. 1). Hi t one hundred
and fix and one half rods to stake and
23 Franklin Street.
Rockalnd
stones at land of S. E. Wentworth; theme
nort’ieasterly by land of said Wentworth
ENGRAVcD CARDS ('all at this oflb
Telephone 424-1
and exanii-n st.vlm.
If you already havi
ninety two rods to place ot' beginning.
K. STEWART ORB ETON.
a plate bring il iu and k: us priut you
In lateet size.
THE COCKIER UAZS
47 Th 33
Deputy Sheriff.

E. Howard Crockett
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THOMASTON

SCORED

GREAT SUCCESS

who is no amateur in this field, hav
ing been a student in Prof. -Baker's
Workshop in Harvard, and the author
The Prince and the Goose Girl Demonstrated Marked of several pi«y«. including -The «est- ,
. ,
' r rc ..
cue," ’’Conquering Kate" and IHearth
latent In a Variety or Directions.
Fire," was os exceedingly clever as
the plot was original. The dialogue
was full of keen wit and sparkling,
The greatest event that has ever | “Best school play 1 ever saw.”
humor. Every line held a point, as
occurred in local dramatic history | "1 would come again tomorrow was evidenced by the fact that often
took place at Thomaston on Monday [ night."
the audience refrained from applaud
and Tuesday evenings when the; "I would like to hear that music ing a Hit for fear of losing the next
fairytale extravaganza. "The Prince ]again."—were some of the comments, line. The whole was brimful of
and til Go, se Girl” was presented to! In short, from every point of view it action and worked up skillfully to the
the thoroughly appreciated audience was all a grand and glorious success, surprising climax.
The scene of the story is laid in
which on both evenings filled to the ! one which will be long and pleasure
utmost the seating capacity of Watts ably renumbered and from curtain- Fairy Tale Land, the time being "In
hall and wished with all its heart that up to curtain-down brought joy and the Days ot our Youth," and briefly
that
seating capacity could by, satisfaction to its audience, unstinted tile story runs something like this:
some fairy's wand or other extrava-I praise and deep admiration to its It opens with Don Pomposo beseech
gant device be stretched to hold sev- authors, and deserved credit to entire ing Prince Loyal to assume thi
oral hundred disappointed more.
least, from royalty to underlings and throne of Fairy Tale Land, left va
cant by the disappearance of his'
For wt eks the play had been from fairies to geese and pigs,
eagerly awaited, talked about, and— The production from start to finish father, the king. Prince Loyal re- '
the ability of the producers havingiwas Thomaston-made, the work of fuses and runs away, meets the Goose
’been demonstrated on so many for-.two of its gifted women. Miss Rita Girl, who is under the power of Dam,
mer occasions and in so many ea-1Creighton Smith and Miss Margaret Knott, the witch, and falls in love
parities and th ir reputations thus!George Ruggles, both well known be- with Iter. They are captured by aI
established beyond a doubt—cnli-■ \oiid their cwn borders and in whom pirate band, and then follow a series!
dently looked forward to as a rieh'th whole community take deep pride of entertaining and thrilling inci
and rare treat. To find the answer and inte cst. not only for their talent dents, including a duel between1
as to whether it livi d up to the ex-i but also for their public spirit. The Prince Loyal and the Pirate King ;
pceiations und high hopes of every- wo k w: undertaken for the purpose At length Prince Loyal discovers- his
body and proved itself in charm of increasing the fund for the com- enemy is his father, who. it develops,
cleverness. beauty and tunefulness a plevicn if tile n w school building, at had left the kingdom for a career of
"gem of purest ray serene" one will. i .tti.e v.’ i i .- 'ti has already eniistdil '’*ia$e in order that he might renot need to consult the "Bo
<f Eti-'e: re. rs effort and one which has i P-^nish his coffets. which have been
quet,” ft r an overwhelming, enthus 1 • ugh: i u: s„ manv fine qualities in 5artIy diminished for some secret
which he ‘’<*a not
iastic and unsolicited an?w r wa< -•m , citlz.r -for the general good !>’roject *nd
conmuahy spirit aroused wish t0 lay heav>- taxes on his I*°given by the hundTeds of highly en th-. , i
tertained persons who vole d their
? tl great accomplishment. pie. The king returns to his throne
praise at the close of the p rf-rmschool building as a by- anil all Is happiness, but his subjects
an<u. a goodly number of which were
court, With the great force cre- cannot rest until they are told vvhat
kindly but unbiased neighh rs ft- ni
td it
fdt that almost anything project could be important enougli to
Rockland. Warrtn. Camden :.t 1 <»;>. •
i s. ib’e and it is devoutly hoped cause their king to resort to piracy.
surrounding t wns, whor » fava?
sult< v il bf Ffen along many lines Th« king orders the secret disclosed
and to the astonishment of the audi
prized th mere, because it is un
l for many years to eosne.
•
ence a model of the new school build
biased.
Th • 11 ret: written by Miss‘Smith.
ing with right wing unlighted is
placed before them.

CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP, can .... 10c
EVAPORATED MILK, can......................... 11c

In Everybody’s Column

Lost and Found

LOST—Pocketbook containing sum of mdney
between Knight Bros. Store and 41 Pleasant
Advertisements In thin column not to St.
Reward
Leave at DYER’S'{JARAGE.
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents,
- -46-4H
3 Him* for 50 ccnOfl
Additional lines 5
LOST—Pocket book between Knight Bros.
cents each for one time, 10 cents 3 times.
Store and 11 Pleasant St.
Reward.
Leave
Six wonts make a line.
at DYER'S GARAGE
49-51

Mr. and Mrs. George Gardiner have
returned from a pleasure and busi
ness tri;, spent in Portland and Bos
ton.
Mr. Gardiner has planned to
BULK ROLLED OATS, 6 pounds.............. 25c
open his store in Warren, May 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy West have re
GRANULATED MEAL, 7 pounds.............. 25c
LOST STRAYED OR STOLEN—March 18,
turned to their home in Portland.
Wanted
Poodle dog.
I know where he is. Please
Mr. West having completed his work
return
him without further trouble.
MRS.
PRUNES, 4(k50, 2 pounds............................. 25c
BEEHIVE (AFE. LU ELLA JONES. Union.
WANTED—Waitress
45*50
at the State Prison.
50-52
Limeroek
Street.
DATES—new ones—2 pounds....................... 25c
Mrs. Byron Hahn and son who
FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Lusterllte.
WANTED—Chamltcrmaids to work at the You can have it delivered in 5 gal. lots to
came to attend the funeral of Mrs.
THORNDIKE HOTEL.
49-tf
vour home anywhere in Rockland free.
For
Elizabeth Gay will return to their
PEA BEANS, qart........................................... 15c
1-tf
WANTED—10 head of cattle to pasture. service call MOODY’S. 455-M.
home in Medford. Mass., tonightC. M BI RGKSS. Union. Me
49-54
JOHNSON BEANS, quart.............................. 25c
Earl Woodcock who has been conWANTED—At Martin’s Point, Friendship.
To
lined to the house a week on account
Me.. June 15th until Sept. 15th, competent
DAIRY BUTTER, pound............................. 50c
girl for general work.
Good cook
No
of a bad cold is at his place of busi
TO LET—Tiniiiinit at li «*y
T>St
laundry.
Wages $15 per week.
Best of
;17 M
ness again.
CREAMERY BUTTER, pound..................... 52c
references required
MBS E. 8. MAYO.
The Mission Circle of the Baptist
TO " LET—Fiirnl Iml' rinmia : ’also bnant If
214 Culver Road. Rochester. N. Y.
49-31
17 WATEK STHEKT.
.7(1-52
church was held Wednesday at the
WANTED—TTah'MuaTr’with ability to In desireil
LEGS
OF
LAMB,
pound
...............................
35c
home of Mrs. hT B. Shaw.
TO LET—Three unfurnished rooms suit
come manager In this territory.
Married
man preferred who has done house to house able fur lightlioiisekeeidiiR.
Call al lti
Adelbert Benner has a new Reo
selling.
Must be alive, wide awake, will BKOA11 ST.. or Plume 711 M._______ 411*51
PORK CHOPS OR ROAST, pound............. 25c
truck.
ing to work hard and able to hand e men
One
furnlftied
front
room
10
TO LET
Permanent position, salary, coiiuuission and
Capt. John Brown who spent the
APPLES, peck.................................................. 35c
bonus to the right man. Write for appoint ■LEASAXT ST.
winter in Florida, arrived home
ment. giving reference and full information
TO LET—1 large furnished room, sltli
Tuesday afternoon.
to G E. MEAKS. 7 Bunker Street, ttvcklaml. kitchenette Suitable for light housekeeping,
50-52
Alden Merrifield is in Portsmouth,
hath on same floor Very central. Apply at
48-30
N. 11., on businessWANTED—Two table girls at the THORN 36 SCHOOL, ST. Tel. 3L8-M.
DIKE HOTEL.
47-tf
TO LET Eoriiisheil apartment, hot and
Charles Delano of Friendship was
old water, electric fields, gas and hath Kent
in town Wednesday.
WANTED—Crochetcrs on
infants
caps.
MRS. LAWRENCE HAHN. Thomaston. Me reasonable. Apply at 47 North Malli Street.
Mrs. Alvah Carle is visiting her
THOMASTON
FLOYD
1. SHAW
48-tf
Tel 11-3._______________ _________ 49*51
mother, Mrs. Nancy Bushnell
TO
LET
3
furnished
rooms,
light
house
in
WANTED
—
At
once
woman
to
work
Auto
Telephone
Alvah Carle, Jr., of Pleasant Point
keeping. Modern conveniences. For adults
kitchen
REAL LUNCH. Myrtle St. 47-tf
only
MILTON M GMFFtS, 23 Ocean St.
was in town on business Wednesday.
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of two Tel. 3J3-M.
48-tf
Captain and Mrs. Walter Hovey
MRS. HATTIE KALLOCH. 157 Middle St.
TO LET—Two pleasant furnished rooms for
otushlnee the Dutch Doll song, rc- committee and $109 came from that
46 tf
and daughter have been visitors of
light housekeeping.
Kent reasonable.
34
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cushing this
ptated
from
the
Superb-Keith source alone.
WANTED—Man on a farm to drive team, Fl'LTOX ST N or rail Ill-W
46-tf
week.
The captain belongs to the
Vaudeville, and it would be hard to
J D.
The amount of net proceeds is not at once. Steady job for a good man
TO
LET
—
STORAGE
—
For
furniture,
stoves,
46-54
C. S. regular army an<T has been as
say that anything could be more exactly known at this time but it PEASE, Hope.
and musical instruments or anything that
signed for three years to the for
WANTED—An agent in
Rockland with requires a dry. elean room
captivating. Surely the last two, will be between $550 and $G00.
Terras rea
business
on
water
front
to
handle
full
line
sonable.
FLYE'S GARAGE, 221 Main St.,
eign service.
He will leave New
Katrina and little Wilhelmina, were
Thomaston has a very satisfied of Palmer marine engines.
Excellent prop Rockland
40-tf
York this week for Honolulu.
irresistible. H» wever, the Enchanted feeling.
osition for right party.
Deliveries from
TO LET—Small apartment at 20% Elm St.,
Portland 32 sizes of two and four cycle en
Frank Harris of Glenmere has been
• • • •
Geese are distinctly in their class and
Will be va
gines
Moderate prices. Good discounts. witli all modern conveniences.
a recent visitor in town.
the tiny white one has no cause to
MRS. C E. HECKThe personnel of the extravaganza PALMER BROS., Portland Pier, Portland, cant after April 7.
-Miss Margaret Jordan is spending
BERT. Rockland Hair Store, 3:56 Main St.,
Maine.
45-56
envy even the greatest in the show. embraced the following:
over Carinl’s Fruit Store.
41-tf
a few days at West Hartford, Conn.,
Reginald McLaughlin as an Eastern Jack O’Laatera ............ ... Maurice Lindsey
WANTED—Plain cook for the season at
the guest of her sister, Mrs. R. W.
summer
home
on
Vlnalhaven.
WM
H
servant was worth a good deal of Ladv ClairClara Lindley
11
North St.. Newtonvllle,
Harriman.
money and seemed unmoved -by the Lord Bertal ............................ Arthur Brazkr GRAFFAM.
43*54
Prince Lnyai ......................... Albert Llliot Mass.
Miss Margaret Crandon who has
attention and applause received.
EQUIPPED
LAKE-VIEW
FARM.
SO
Don Poll’’ osc. Master of Ceremaniea ..........
WANTED—Man to sell made-tinmeasure ACRES. 2 HOUSES: ONLY $800— Prosper
been selected to represent the Knox
.................................................. Ramos Feehan clothing direct to wearer.
Misses Clara Lindsey, Ruth Ler
St'OTT-SYSTEM ous civninuinlty, good market*; easy walk
• «
County Sunday School Association at
Lady
Elsa,
attending
the
Princess
.................
—Wholesale Tailors, 1*9 Bedford St . Bos lake, school, stores, etc; convenient city;
mond, Maxine Barry anti Arthur
.............................................................. Ruth 1
n. 'ii I ton
the World’s Conference in Glasgow,
M 42-53
Miss Ruggles widely known in this Brasier, Frederick Sawyer, Stephen Lady Constance, attending the Princess.
pixxluctlvc loamy soil, brook-watered pas
Scotland is canvassing for subs, ripture. wood, pine ami hemlock timber, fruit:
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of 3
......... Maxine Barry
vicinity for her success as super Lavender, Forest Stone, Gordon
pleasant house, shade, fine view; barn, sec
one
willing,
to
go
in
country:
work
easy,
Princess
Add
La
..........
tions to the Christian Herald.
By
............... Ada Davis
visor of music in the public schools Spaulding, Joel Miller. Elmer Eaton, Minstrel ....................... ....
good
home
fftr
the
right
peraon.
C.
C.
ond
house
To settle affairs, only $800. ma
Frederic
Sawser
an arrangement with the paper one
chinery, tools included If you come quickly.
of Rockland and Thomaston and for Edgar Ames and Douglas Vinal. fig Dame Knot:, the Witdi ......... Frances But! r CHILDS, telephone 11-21. Union
41-tf
half the subscription price will go
Details
page
6 big Ulas. Bargain Catalog
Sxhi.i.
the
Goose-Girl
...........
Vice
Collamore
her ability as chorus director, was ured prominently among the princi
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and money-making farms, best sections United
Five Fingered Bill ...
. S.cplieo Lntcntler
toward defraying Miss Crandon’s
41
STREET
the composer of the bright and me pals and all did creditable work. Mi<s Dead Hea l Dick ........ ........... Forrest Stone kittens. Highest prices paid. TEL 352-14, States
tVipy
free.
STROl'T FAR1M
expenses as delegate to the confer
AGENCY, 9OO1MJ Did South Bldg , Boston,
Kidd .............. ... Gordon Spaulding JOHN S RANLETT, Rockville, Me. 31-tf
MAIL TELEPHONE
CAREFULLY FILLED lodious musical score, which made a Gladys Long in a picturesque cos William
ence.
Maw.
50-It
Blackboard
.................
X
.................
loci
Miller
decided
impression on everyone. tume efficiently assisted Miss Rug Long John Silver .... ........ Maynard Beebe
Ansel Orne of Pleasant Point was
EQUIPPED FARM ONLY $1100. 59 ACRES
Lovely
effects
were
produced
both
in
Pew
.............................
gles
as
accompanist.
...........
Elmer
Eaton
in town Wednesday.
NEAR CITY—Many advantages this pros
............................. ........... . Edgar Anies
12
$1.00 unison and in part work. The chor All must realize the tremendous Smee
perous sec-rton, close city and Bay; nearlyMrs. Marie Singer and son John
Billy Ko.wm ............... .......... Douglas V.ua!
FOR
SALE
—
The
M
J.
Hill
farm,
better
level loamy tillage, spring-watered pasture,
uses
were
tuneful,
swinging
and
of work and strain involved Tile Pirate King ........ ............. John Creighton
will take passage in a'bout two weeks Brown
2
$1.00 catchy and the solos very sweet and amount
known as the F K. Matthews farm. In War woodland: 100 apple trees, grapes: 6-room
Malcolm Creighton ren. on the Union road.
in an entertainment of this kind and Pete, tlie Teftor ........
House, woodshed ’muse. barn, poultry house.
in steamship Mount Clay. Capt. Earl
Price only
......................... ...................... Mice Felt and stable connected, also large barn.
10c 3
,.
30
well adapted to the voices of the all know
that myriads of factors Arlette
Brown, for Hamburg, Germany.
Ladies—Jane Barry. Lnuiie Beattie. Wil- tons of hay. farming tools, wagons, Sled, etc. $1U»O and to settle quickly horse, cow, im
plenftnts.
tools
Included.
ROY
’
C.
FISH. I 0.
young people.
contribute to the final success, be- lu.t Cushman, Lena Dow, Maud Keizer. 40 acres tillage. 22 acres pasture. 34 acres
Mrs. Hollis Overlook is now at
0. F Bldg.. Belfast. Maine.
49-51
Margaret Johnson. Gertrude Libby. Bernice woodlot. all join
Granulated
Corn
Meal,
Nearly
100
pupils
were
in
the
cast
sidts
the
actual
“
play
acting.
”
many
340
apple
trees.
This
the home ot her sister Mrs. Alice
Maloney, Lura Morse. Sadie Oliver. Ruth place will be sold at a bargain on very easy
PAGE’S TRANSFER & STORAGE CO—
and
a
most
striking
effect
was
pro

of
which
entail
more
labor
and
less
Henderson in Worcester.
Pillsbury. Miftiel Reed. Rebecca Robertson, ternus. L W. BENNER. Real Esta’e Dealer. Wants a load of furniture from Rockland.
Fiour,
duced by their costumes and their fun and expressed appreciation. It Dorothy Thorndike. Burnley Vinal, Evelyn \ 2
Belfast or Camden to Waterville on a re
James Gordon, who has been in
Main St
5$ 52
Phyllis Whitehill, Jennie Young,
Rolled
(bulk),
6
turn trip
If it can be done at my con
youth. It is almost unbelievable that is difficult to give credit to all indi Upham,
Boston for a week on business will
FOR SALE—Auto player piano.
Good venience within ten days or two weeks, very
Helen Young
the many unique and beautiful cos vidually. but it is hoped it will be
return today.
Very reasonable
Call TELE reasonable rates can Ik* had
Courtiers—Stephen Barry, Oliver Colla- condition.
It we take
50-52
George Davis, Kenneth Feyier, El l’HONE 826.
Peaches in heavy syrup,
20c; cans $1.15 tumes were to the smallest detail understood that the cooperation, good more.
the job we pay for a telephone call.
12
The first game of the baseball
bridge Crafton. Robert Mayo. Lewis Smalley,
(
HARLES
8T
.
Waterville,
Me.
Tel. 920
FOR SALE—50 H. I’ Erie engine, excel
homemade and represent about the will and loyalty of every person is es Dana Stone. Howard Swift. William Vinal,
season was played on the Stimpson
Fruit, 4
or 105.
W-M
lent
condition,
with
good
locomotive
type
grounds Wednesday.
Thomaston
smallest expenditure of money which teemed as the real thing which makes Percy William**
All
NEUTBODYNE—We offer for sale one 3California
sweet
Heralds--4’hU.ip Newbert, William Man iMiiler. line steamers on green slabs.
defeated Boothbay Harbor 9 to 7.
can be imagined. All of this is due all such undertakings possible and ning.
fittings
Good trade R. W. BUZZELL CO . tuhe latest model Freed Elseman NeutroRockport,
Me.
56*52
The rummage sale of the Beta
to
the
genius
of
Mrs.
Ruby
Peabody
worthwhile.
From
candy
maker
to
dvne
Radio ltei-eiver
This receiver has
2 pounds
Attendant—Reginald McLaughlin.
Court Dance (Beethoven’s Minuet in G)—
Alpha Club though held under adand it is nothing short of genius and “Fourth Deputy Assistant Pig-tend
FOR SALE—Whitney stroller; also nur been used as a demonstrator; guaranteed in
List t rice J130.00—our
Ada Davis, Lura Morse. Ruth Pillsbury, Re
peck
20c. Cranberries,
10 COTTAGE perfect condition
verse circumstances Jetted the club
of an order to rank under the head er” all shared tach in his own way. becca Robertson. Albert Elliot. Kamos Fee- sery chair bi A-l condition.
price if taken at once $103.mt -price drops
St., City.
19 51
$57.59.
$7 00 tar week until sold
HOUSE-SHER
of the fine arts, if not magic. It It is such team work that “turns the liau, Oliver Collamore. Frederic Sawyer.
Shoulders, per
14c would spoil illusions to tell exactly mulberry leaf to satin.” The fallow Enchanted (iww—-Forrest Grafton, Ed FOR SALE—Modern mahogany bed, MAN. INC , 383 Main St., Rockland, Me
Mrs. W. M. Harris of Tenant’s
30-tf
spring,
hair
mattress,
pillows,
hall
rack,
ward
Cordon,
Lamp!
l'aaanen,
Evangeline
Harbor was the gruest of Mrs. A. 1). Hams
how a king's raiment comes into be ing mentions a few outstanding con Paquin. Katherine Beattie, Marian Felt.
1C
average,
18c
small mahogany china cabinet, bassinet,
VULCANIZING I am now ready to vtllDavis Tuesday.
crib, ’-‘r'l chair, go-cart, iwth room fixtures-, canize tires and tubes at ttie lowest price,
S'ave (’iris (Scarf Dance by Chaminade)
or just the exact way >to hatch tributors in work of this kind which
pound
8c aing.goose
MRS. ami Cord tire guaranteed.
Jane Miller. Evelyn (ileason. Vera Morse. also modern Singer Sewing Machine.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Leonard, mas
Return by mail.
or build a turkey. Hut it is must be done but is not showy.
LEOLA ROSE, 100 Union St.
Tel 334-W .1 N MALHOTTK. I'llion, Me_____ 26*30
Katherine
Creighton,
Mildred
Demnions^
Ruth
ter and matron of Thomaston poor Hamburg
48*50
2
25c evident a good bit of gray matter The work of Mrs. Mabel Creighton McFarland, Dorothy Starrett. Ruth Averill.
farm, in behalf of the inmates, wish
LADIES—rtelialile stock of hair gooda at
Dutch Dolls Florence Tuttle. Alice Tuttle.
go Into their making and all will was invaluable as was her interest Elizabeth
FOR SALE—9-room house; hot water heat, tlx- Roek'and Hair store. :.36 Main St
20c must
Mail
Woodcock, Rose Tuttle, Jeannette
to thank the many people who so
cement cellar; modern improvements; large orders solicited.
agree it requires no mean order of and encouragement. It Was the kind Tuttle.
HELEN C. RHODES.
New grocery business well atocked.
kindly contributed to the shower Sliced
30c talent to fill the role of a costumer, of unselfish help which gives heart to Transformed Creatures (Swedish Folk garden.
which was given Easier Sunday and
Dance)
Robin. Warren Everett : Owl. Tom Al. G GURNEY, 3 Park St., Camden. 47-tf
NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES. Cloth
not far below a professional, and to all who need it and keeps them going Scott; C£t, Virginia Brazier: Pig. Madeline
FOR SALE OR TO LET—6 room new bun ing Crocker' and Household Goods Boor"
especially Rose Hysler the blind girl ALL
CUTS
OF
BEEF,
PORK
AND
VEAL
be an economist at the 'same time on. She was gehera! helper m all, Mossman*: Butterfly, Dorothy Brennan : Rose, galow at 387 Broadway
All nAxlern, and Sold.
C T. BRAGG, Rankin Jflofk
’who was most bountifully remem
I. BELIAWSKY, 385 Broadway.
”^h. there’s the rub." Without Mrs. filling in with a thousand and one Florence Young: Carrot, Katherine Brazier; gerage.
8-tf
bered.
Could these people knew
Corn. Frank Jacobs
47-tf
Tel.
958
-W.
Peabody the play w ould have pre - hard and importan«t tasks which
Autumn Leaf Fairies (Tarantella Caprice
Greens, pound
SNOWMAN, TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
how happy they made the farm peo
18c sonted
FOR SALE Business opening—One of the Trucking and Moving___________ 1
by Dellafleld)— Eliza Robinson, Katherine
insurmountable difficulties many would, forget or dislike to do.
ple they would be more than repaid.
Scott. Janice Pillsbury. Elesmor Morse finest opttortunlties in a business way offered
Too
much
credit
cannot
be
given
her.
Mrs.
Mary
Bunker,
another
invalu

PAPER HANGING ANO PAINTING—For
EUzain
this iitv for many years Is found In the
Elizabeth
Creighton.
Barbara
rl'.liot
Frank Lermond, that good old sport* Delano s
10 pounds 25c;
pound
$
C C
sale of THE NEW YORK BAKERY a sound, such work call 349-M Rockland.
The ideas were all hers; most of the able person, as usual did nQt spare beth Vinal. Leona Williams.
had to hit up overtime drinking
49*60
well
established,
modern
equipped
and
pros

JOHNSTON.
16 Pleasant St.
actual work done by her: and the rest herselfand asa property manage r filled
black coffee, eating ice cream ami
perous baking business.
Mr. and Mrs.
under her direction. Mrs. Murray a big place and bore much of the heat
Weiss who have suecessfullv i ondueted the
TENANT HARBOR
smoking cigarettes.
White House
plant since 1916. are disposing of their
Miller lent a capable helping hand, of the day. Miss Margaret Jordan.
and Chicks
• • • •
M:s.
Susie
Hunter
returned
home
Rockland interests and leaving Ihc city at
Coffee, pound
also Miss Elizabeth Tobie and Mrs. Mrs. Adriel Bird. Mrs. Marie Singer.
an
early date.
Sunday
after
a
winter
voyage
with
Ralph G. Whitney
Lilia Elliot, while all lmrents willing Mrs. George Cross and Henry Mc her husband in the barkentine Cecil
One of ttie most desirable honx-s in the
Oolong Tea,
35c 3
.... 1
In the death of Ralph (I. Whitney
city, tlte Weiss house at 22 Brewster street,
ly assisted in any way they were Donald, of course, besides Miss Anne P. Stewart.
Her sister. Mrs- Nora is also offered tor sale.
It is thoroughly
Seedless Raisins, package
10c abie.
Thomaston has lost one of its best Seeded
The king's costume was made Hanly and < !i r ticket sellers and
Pierron of IL’ -kland spent the week modern, beautifully located with spacious
business men who. gifted with nat
grounds and garage.
inquire New York
by Mrs. Abbie Feyier.
poster makers, had a hand in the with her at Elmore.
pound
10c;
3
Bakery. L A. WEISS.
48-30
ural ability, made use of his endow
• • • •
‘putting it over” and in this connec
Ilsaiah Balano, who has 'been the
pounds
ments and tby steady and close ap
FOR SALE—Gladioli Bulbs, large size,
tion
the
two
local
papers
must
be
re

The dances were taught by Miss
niglvt lyatch a-t PdWfeal has returned fancy bulbs, any color or mixed, 60e |h.t
plication made a success in commer Aunt Jemima
Flour, 2 packages
Shirley Doherty of Rockland, who is membered, and credited with a good home to do his spring planting.
dozen. Sweet pea plants in |M»ts 60c per doz
cial life(Stricken down at a tim<
•
herself a dancer of much grace amt share of helpX
A. K Meservey has 1»oi>ght a new Iceberg Lettuce plants. 15c i»er dozen. L
of life when the majority of men are
E J’LAliK, Tel. 864-R.____________
The ea’.dy committee, composed of Ford sedan.
who is able to impart her skill to
at their best, one can easily estimate
"FOR SALE Two 'pure
bnd
Milking
pound
Miss
Let
'ia
Creighton,
Mrs.
Olive
Alt*,
and
Mrs.
Earle
Barter
and
others.
The
producers
feel
very
Shorthorn bull calves.
Meadowbrook and
what a position he might have
EGGS FOR HATCHING—From Mammoth
Sturtevant.
Miss
Margaret
Mcl>»naid.
daughter
Ruth
and
Mrs.
James
Bar

much
indebted
to
her
for
the
gener

Biindhurst
breeding
Federal
inspvcte«l.
II. Light
2
quarts
reached in the business world. The
Brahmas, $1.50 |»er-setting of 13 eggs.
ous assistance given. The stately Miss Clara Spear and Mrs. Blanche ter of Lynn have opened their house E. & A A." MILLER, Waldoboro, Maine
G M SNOW, K|>ruce Head. Maine. 49*51
last three years have been years of Yellow Eye Beans,
49*5r
19c;
Feehan
was
remarkably
efficient.
No
with
th°
intention
of
making
their
and graceful court dance, to the beau
suffering for him from a hidden dis
R. Eggs from good
FOR SALE—R I
FOR SALE—Choice Mixed Dahlia Bulbs.
3
lb. pkg.
tiful music of Beethoven's Minuet in cne ever believed enough home-made home there.
W. MS.
ease. Possessed of a strong will he Cream
$1 per dozen postpaid
MRS. J. W . SAY- layers for batching, $1 setting.
WHITNEY.
Rockport.
Me.
49*51
James
Hall
of
Elmore
called
on
his
l!i-54
G. the most graceful scarf dance of candy could l>e assembled to supply
WARD. Union. Me.
held to his work until a few months Baking
pounds
father
and
sister
Sunday.
WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS, from se
the Slave Girls, one of tlfe prettiest the, demand but it was done* by this
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor stove.
Largest
ago.
Speaking of him to a contem
MRS. JAME
size
flood as new.
HARRY FLINT. 282 lected stock $1 per setting.
3 pounds
features of the play, and the spright
porary in the same line of business Whole
SON. G8 Camden Street.
46*51 (
Main Kt.
47-tf
ly
and
airy
dance
of
the
Autumn
~
~PH0NE
16711
.
CAMDEN
—
To
ge? that |
the statement was made that he had
package
10c
FOR SALE -House In Camden, with all
Leaf Fairies, all bore testimony to
done business with Mr. Whitney for
that job of car- ,
modern improvements, stable ami garage, room or house painted. Or
vn irozxliul «(» lutur the worth of Miss Doherty's teach
30 years and while he had peculiari
slate roof on all buildings.
Call after penter work that you have needed so long.
Butter,
A M. PEARSON, 51 Mechanic St.
45*50
5.3(1.
MRS
W
F.
DRINKWATER.
33
ing and the response made by hi r
ties he had always found him fair
Mountain St., Uanulen, Me.
Tel 85-5
EGGS—Thoroughbred White Wyandottcs;
cut
and obliging in his dealings.
There Creamery
pupils and added much to the gayety
.
•
47-58
also Black Decoy Ducks.
$1.00 per setting?
are others who could give similar
Tel.
Porterhouse Steak, lb...... 40c, 45c, 50c
pound . 6c. Compound Lard, pound ..15c and attractiveness of the scene. The
FOR SALE—Small gas
heater,
cheap J M. BARTLETT. South Thomaston
387-4.
42 tf t
testimony.
accompaniments for these were by
42-tf
Boneless Sirloin Steak, lb. 35c, 40c, 45c COURIER GAZETTE OFFICE.
Can
Ralph <1- Whitney was born in
BABY CHIX Wyllle’s Single Comb Reds
Miss Helen Carr and were faultless
FOR SALE Tlie steam heating plant used bred
Beginning this week we will have Boneless Pot Roasts, lb. 18c, 20c, 25c
for eggs, type and color.
Order early
Thomaston, Dec. 25. 1X74, a son i f
ly executed.
Loin Roast, lb................... 30c, 35c, 40c in our old oflb-e includes radiators and coils. 22e each postpaid.
F 11. WVLL1E, Thom- j
Fresh
Bay
Fish.
Sold as is or taken down. THE UOl ItlKIl- aston, R. F D
25
Charles G. and Emma Hyler Whit American
Of a different sort was the Swedish Haddcck, cleaned, lb......................... 16c 5 Rib Rcast, whole, lb........................ 18c CAZETTE.
Phone 171-42.
38*50 ,
42-tf
ney.
He was educated in the Large
Folk Dance by the Transformed Cod, cleaned, lb................................... 10c 5 Rib Rcast, first cut, lb................... 25c
Large
FOR* SALE—5 draft horses—we are now
schools of his native town graduating
Second cut .... 23c; Third cut .... 20c using auto trucks and must dispose of horses
Creatures, taught by Mrs. Ruth Finnan Haddie, lb............................. 12c
from the High School in the class of
Chuck Roast, lb............... 12c, 14c, 17c at once
H. H. STOVER & CO . Rockland.
Soda,
Oyster and Common
lb. 10c;
was wen done and disAll other fish at low prices.
1892.
40-tf
Hamburg Steak, 3 lbs....................... 25c Me.
played a variety ot unique costumes
June 10, 1894. he was married to
Hamburg Steak ground to your or
FOR SALE—Oak porcelined Refrigerator,
The play was staged and directed
Our Sale is a genuine Clearance
7
.
Harriet C. Prince.
Two daughters Toilet
medium size. Almost as good as new.
Ap
by the authors themselves, which ac Sale as stated In cur ad. of April 10. der while you wait; prices according ply
COURIER-GAZETTE. 39-50
and a son were born to them. Soon
Molasses,
counts tot the finish ot the perform With the exception of meats we will to your choice.
after marriage they went to Florida
FOR SALE Second hand Brunswick Uabl
ance and the excellence of the musi not buy any more goods until we are Stew Meat, (lean)T^ lb....................... 15c net Phonograph ; 2 Cornets: 1 Bass Drum; 1
10c;
remaining there a year.
On his re Kippered Herring,
We
have
a
good
assortment
of
Flat Back Mandolin. STUDLEY INC., Music
cal effect. The interpretation of the in our new quarters. What wo have
turn to Thomaston he re-entered the
36-tf
part of every one of the principals on hand we are selling below cost. Corned Meat, some is boned and Dept., Rockland
employ of George Gardiner who Rome
Tea Kettles,
$1.49 was
rolled;
some
is
lean;
some
is
fat
and
FOR SALE -2 parlor stoves, 1 bed. dinln;
distinctly
above
the
average
and
Look
over
our
ad.
of
April10,
and
rtEGULATION SIZE WITH
conducted the G. I. Robinson Drug
lean. Prices per pound 6c, 8c, 10c, room furniture, etc. ROBERT COLLINS,
quart
cover,
reflects great credit.
what we have on hand we will con.NAME AND ADDRESS OF
Store in Telegraph Block, and re
12c; the very best ............................. 15c Real Estate, 375 Main St.. Rockland. 34-tf
Miss
Alice
Collamore
as
the
Goose
tinue
to
sell
at
same
low
prices
as
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT, IN
mained in Mr. Gardiner’s employ 20
Galvanized
FOR SALE--Gardner house. Beech Street :
We guarantee all our Beef is cut
Girl
wns
very
appealing.
She
lookeel
long
as
goods
last.
Get
busy
and
get
Stover house. Limeroek St.; 3 houses at
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
years until the great fire of 1915
each
75c the part anel the sweetness anel fresh your share before it is all cleaned up, from Western Steers and not from Southend.
Nice house with improvements at
LAW
which destroyed the Telegraph block
cows.
Northern!
:
55
acre
farm
with
plenty
of
wood
as
we
are
out
of
a
good
many
things
ness of her voice and manner woultl
2
Pails,
and made a change in Mr. Gardiner’s
Native Fancy Veal and Western $1500 Long list of other good trades ROB
fiave
melted
more
than
the
heart
of
already.
People
who
realize
the
value
$4.50
Sheets
ERT COLLINS. Real Estate, 375 Main St.
business.
At that time Mr. WhitLamb at lowest prices.
34-tf
a pirate king. Albert Elliot as Prince of our sale are buying in large quan Sugar Cured Ham, lb........................ 18c
Fcr Pound Size
ney and Winfield Brackett united and
pound
15c;
pounds
Loyal was especially good and a gen tities, especially cur Ideal, the high
FOR SALE—Burpee's Furniture Polish, i
Postage 15 Cents Additional
leased the store in the K’impson
’s Premium Skinned Ham, from Used
in Rockland for sixty years.
Large
Pollock,
10c eral favorite. Kamos Feehan in the est grade of flour on the market for ' Swift
block where they remained until the
10
to
12
lbs.;
per
lb
......................
27c
hottie
60c;
atnall
bottle
30c.
BURPEE
FUR

per bag, and the White Rose Flour
new’ block was ready for use when Matches,
1 tf
25c character of Don Pomposo showed 85c
A1 Smoked Shoulders, lb....... 12c, 13c NITURE COMPANY.
Sheets
that he possesses talents other than 75c per bag.
Whitney & Brackett leased the mid
Home Made Country Sausage, lb. 23c
Postage 10 Cents Additional
each
those, along athletic lines. His voice Tub Butter, lb..................................... 40c
dle store where they have since car Water
5 lbs................................................... $100
For each additional 1000 sheets
Brookfield Creamery Butter, lb...... 48c
,o Summer Cottages
was unusually pleasing and his part Crcam
ried on business.
Mr. Whitney had Fresh
dozen
Cheese, lb............................... 30c Ll“l« P>8 P”*
»>...................
ordered at same time.' add to th»
held town offices wherein he served
extremely well done. Miss Ada Davis
21c
Chops,
lb
FOR
SALE
—
Summer
cottage
lots
at
In

Peanut Butter,
price of first 1000. $4.00 and 1G
your meat and get your Sugar
his town with ability.
He leaves a
made a charming princess and was Buy
35c graham Hill, price $100 and $150. Also
with it fo/"‘."Z.8c P01? Steak, lb.
.
cents postage for each 1000.
summer cottage to let. »'• rooms, electric
widow, two daughters. Miss Bernice Nut Oleo, pound
25c; 5 pounds
greatly admired. Maurice Lindsey,
Sw.fts
Fure
Lard
or
Compound,
lights, city water, 5 minutes to electric
Whitney and Mrs. Charles W’otton
who is ever popular, was a gay Pea Beans, 2 quarts ........................ 25c
lb
..............................
..............................
14c
cars
:
prlc
■
$250
for
season.
G.
A
TARR.
Y. E. Beans, quart .............................. 35c
$4
Sheets
and one son Donald, all of Thomas
Rockland, Me.
Box 245
47-tf
Jack o’Lantern and was
com
CUT PRICES ON ALL PATENT MEDICINES pletely
Grape Fruit, 3 and 5 for ................ 25c New Cabbage, lb..................................... 8c
ton
In addition three 'brothers—
For Half Pound Size
without self-consciousness New Spinach Greens, peck .......... 30c New Texas Bermuda Onions, lb. 10c
COTTAGE AT CRESCENT BEACH-To
William of Rutherford, X- J.. Halver
Postage 10 Cents Additional
Miss Frances Butler's portrayal of Raisins, pkg. or 1 lb........................... 11c Strawberries, basket ..................... 27c rent for the summer; has five sleeping rooms
3
of Hartland, Frank < f Pittsfield. Every Day
the witch was one of the very best New Prunes, large, 2 and 4 lbs. 25c Bananas, lb............................................ 11c and large living room, with fireplace, flue
kitchen.
Every
room
furnished.
Fine
well
Mass., and a sister. Miss Eliza Whit
per 500
and marked by ease of manner. Miss 1 lb. can Peanut Butter.................... 20c Magic V/ater, large bottle ..................21c -.f water. E. B HASTLNG8
Fruit,
45-tf
ney of Thomaston survive.
The
Alice Felt as Arlette delighted all by Cranberries, quart ............................... 10c Fresh Sweet Milk, daily, quart .... 8c
Postage 10 Cents Additional
SELL OR RENT-Summer cottage
at
funeral will be held this Thursday Campbell's Tomato, Chicken, Vegetable
For each additional 1000 sheets
her vivacity and naturalness and Evaporated Milk, can ....................... 10c Sugar is a little lower and most Pleasant Reach, South Thomaston
Beau
afternoon at 2 o’clock.
every store is getting 10c a pound, tiful location. ‘ Cottage comfortable and
ordered at same time, add to the
I
can
3
fully measured up to the standard Eggs are cheap, get Water Glass, a
well
equipped
for
at
least
six
persons...Good
price of first 1000. $3.50 and 10
set by the other older principals.
large can for .................................... 18c but we will sell you Granulated Sweet garage.
ENSIGN OTIS. Rockland, Me.
cents postage for each 1000,
The second act featured the pirate Log Cabin Syrup, large can .........
THE HIGH COST OF
50cSugar with an equal amount of Meat
39-tf
apd nothing could be more im Excelsior Coffee, lb. 38c; 3 lbs. $1.G5 and Pork products, per lb. 8c. This
$3.00 crew
Electric
HOUSE PAINTING
posing than the Pirate King. John White House Coffee, lb...................... 43c will not anply on grocery goods which
Used Cars
Creighton. As a musical adept he Silver Horn Tea, lb............................ 30c we are clearing out below cost.

FRANK O. HASKELL

CA£W GROCERY

Let

HANLEY’S

Delivery.

I 62

Miscellaneous

. •

TELEPHONE 316

OCEAN
ORDERS

&

For Sale

pounds Fine Granulated Sugar
Sv;1 2>/ pounds
Confectioner’s Sugar, pound

Graham
Oats,

....................
......................
; pounds , . 23c
8 pounds............................... 25c
6 pounds............................................. 25c
pounds.......................... ..
25c

California
can
6
Florida Grape
for............................................. 25c
Oranges,
and juicy, dozen................ 29c
Bananas,
..................................................... 25c
Apples,
..........
2 quarts........... 25c

Smoked
pound.....................................
—\\ hole, about
lb.
pound..............
Corned Beef,
..........................................................
Steak, lean, pounds.....................................
Dixie Bacon, pound........................................................
Bacon, pound............... ...................... :..........
Lean Salt Pork for

.............

’ Poultry Grit,
1 00
bag 1.90
Excelsior Coffee, pound..................................................38c
Coffee, pound........................................... 45c
Oriel Brand
package................................. 32c
Formosa
pound ....
; pounds
$ .00
or
...............................
Prunes,
................
pounds................ 25c
Dates, 2
..
25c
Pancake
..............
25c
Log Cabin Syrup, can...........................................
50c
Peko Buds Tea, half
package....................
35c
Pea Beans, quart .. 15c;
.. 25c; peck
95c
quart..........
3 quarts . . .
50c
Tartar, % lb- pkg. 10c; for 25c; I
30c
Soda, 5
............................................. .. . 25c
Rice, pound............. 10c;
............... 25c
Shredded Wheat,
,.............................. ..........

’S

Eggs

Hie Store Where You Save Money

Creamery

pound............................................. 48c
from tub, pound.........................45c
Pure Lard,
. i
Baked ^eans with Tomato Sauce, 3 for.............. 25c
Butter,

NOTICE!

Family Soap,
bars................................... 90c
Rinso, pkg........... 21c.
Lux, pkg..............21c
Pilot,
Crackers
3 lbs. 25c

Paper,
Fancy Light

PRINTED BUTTER |
PAPER PRICES q

rolls . .25c. Toilet Paper, 4 pkgs. . • .25c
gallon....................................... 80c
can............
3 cans............. 25c

Nickel
each...................................
6
Agate Kettle, with
each......................... 50c
Large
Wash dubs,'each . . ....................... 90c
Clothes Baskets,
...................................................
1 quart Galvanized
each................................... 20c

per 1000

Salted Pickles, per
........
2
.......... 25c
Slack Salted
pound.........................................
6 boxes .......................................................
Glass, quart cans,
....................................... 25c
Eggs, per
..................................................... 35c
1 pound Pails
each................................. 25c
...............
................ $1.15

$2.75 per 500

and Board

.00 per 1000

Smoking Tobacco, cuts............................. 50c
can..................... ..................................... 25c
■
and Vegetable
Beef, per
................... 10c; cans..................... 25c
: Dust Bane, per can........................................................20c

$2.50

Grape

!

MUST COME DOWN

House and
Have First Class Men on the Job
-i-Not Boys—For a l*r,ce That
Won’t Rob You. Let’s Ta^k It Over
We Can

Paint Your

PRESCOTT
TEL

THE PAINTER
129-11. THOMASTON, ME.

41Th ,#

Irons, each
1 gallon Oil Cans, each ............................................... 35c
5 gallon Oil Cans, each............................................... 90c
Post Bran Flakes, each...............10c; 3 for................. 25c
Walnuts, pound................. 20c; 3 pounds................... 50c
Cream Mixture Candy, pound..................................... 25c
Home Made Doughnuts, dozen................................... 35c

AT HASKELL’S

won fame and his whole part was
carried out to perfection, llis act
ing was superb, leaving nothing to he
desired. Maynard Bedlie as Ling John
Silver brought down the house with
his dancing, and had not encores
been taboo it is safe to say he would
have been dancing still. Malcolm
Creighton as cabin hoy held his own
with tire best of the crew.
Some still maintain that nothing

Meat Is about the same price but
as stated in our last ad. wc are hand
ling Extra Heavy Corn Fed Steer
Beef, and prices run acording to the
quality. We guarantee to sell you
just what you order and will give
ycu your money's worth or money
back.
Bottom Round Steak, lb.......... 20c, 25c
Top Round Steak, lb...... SOc, 35c, 40c
Rump Steak, lb............. 40c, 45c, 50c Phone 105.

ARR S ASH and
ARR3<
MARKET
Residence Phone 946-WI

FOR SALE—DODGE TOT KING CAR in
Al shape.
Been run less than 5000 miles.
HARRY FLINT. 262 Main St.
17 tf
FOR SALE—Ford Coupe. 1923. up-to-date.
Can be seen at FLYE’S GARAGE.
49*51
FOR SALE—OrrrhiRil Sedan.
SlileaRc
3300 miles.
A. B. HH'.GS. 27 Warren St.
48-30
FOR SALE—FORD TOURINGT CAR—In
goiwl repair, 3 new tires. 2 on ' rear and
snare, bargain.
Reason fur selling dis
ability to operate.
EDWARD LEAVEY. 19
Uykr St., Thomaston,
46*51

Sheets

THE
COURIERGAZETTE

Rockland, Maine
___I.

Every issue of The Courier-Ga
zette is a salesman, visiting three
times n week tl.e homes of this vi
einity and ^olkitlng business for its
advertisers.

''

_

iocial Circles
Lnetilltion to pirsnnal notes rerordlng
Iturm anti arrivals, the department
(lally desires Information of soeial ltaptgs, parties, tillislrals, ete.
Notts sent
nil or toleplmnes will be gladly received.
(PHONE .................................... 771-770

SAY HE IS SANE

SPECIAL SATURDAY ONLY

REAL BASEBALL

ONE SILK WAIST

Rockland High opened with an 1 1 inning win
from the strong Local Team. Saturday they meet
one of the State’s best known prep school con
tenders.

And Trial of Fred Post At
Wiscasset Is Scheduled To
Begin April 30.

With every SILK BLOUSE you buy.

Ira. W. II. Armstrong left yesterlor Concord, N. II., where she
spend several weeks with her
jhter, Miss Ithandena Armstrong
is on the staff of the New
llpshire Farm Bureau, with lieadrters in Concord.

CUTLER-COOK CO.
-

Rockland, Me.

GRANGE

SOUTH

HALL

FRIDAY,

THOMASTON

25

APRIL

SUPPER 5:30 TO 8:00

PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT KNOX LODGE BUILDING

ORCHESTRA
49-30

° GET BETTER VALUE FOR LESS MONEY

see.”

'The Courier-Gazette doesn’t intend
i rob anybody of prizes fairly
trned, and it hastens to correct
uesday’s Country Club item by sayb that it was Henry A. Howard
o won one instead of J. A. Burpee.
I

S

Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson was in
e city yesterday enroute to her
mmer home on Seven Hundred
?re Island.
Mrs. Virgie F. Studlcy left by
otor yesterday for her Brookline
one after spending several days in
lis city, guest of her sister, Mrs
ed E. Aehorn, Granite street. Her
ughter Vera and Miss Alberta
night accompanied her, returning
onday. Everett Munsey drove the
udley car up and will return W’ith
new Oldsmobile.

Herbert Raymond and bride of
inn, Mass., are spending several
t.vs in this city, guests of Mr. Ray
sind’s uncle, Dr. J. A. Riehan, Elm
rei t.
i-Vt-----Tlie C. II. Whist Club was delight
lly-enteiiained at Mrs. John Flana
n’s, Willow street, Monday even
fg. Lunch was served. Prizes fell
i I Mrs. J. Oliver aand Mrs. Maurice
Hilson. The club meets next week
,
Mrs. Willis Anderson’s, Union
rcet.

I

I

Van Ellis, operator at the Rockland
lir Store, who has been in a Bos*n hospital for several weeks, has
turned and is gradually recuperat
g. diid will soon be able to resume

Trk.

Lewis H. Johnson.-who was called
re by 'the wleath of ills father, lias
turned to Madison, N. J.
Mrs. Willard A. Dart of Providence
.making a visit upon her parents,
pt. and Mrs. J. W. Crocker, Or
ige street.

Smelt Season Closing—Bay
Haddock Plentiful—Scal
lop Fishermen Did Well.

GOING TO BE MARRIED

Young Couple a Feature At Boston
Home Beautiful Exposition.

Helen Elizabeth JJtevens. a promi
nent young Woburn school teacher
and Robert Donald Fuller of Woburn,
Neighbor Thomas of fish market a graduate of tlie Massachusetts Ag
fame peeked around the corner of ricultural College, have been selected
as the couple to be married at the
The Courier-Gazette building yesterfourth annual Home B autiful and
dfiy mid stoked his reputation as a Building Trades ‘Exposition which
prophet on the assertion that nice opens in Mechanics Building, Bos
.
fat, fresh Southern mackerel would ton, next Saturday.
They were Thosen by the judges
be in the market next week.
from a list of more than 200 young
iThe feature of the market at the couples wlio sought the honor of be
present moment however is native
ing the 1924 Hume Beautiful bride and
ibay haddock. "Nothing in the shape
groom. In addition to the $500 cash
of fresh lish can go ahead of iliat,"
prize offered by Chester I. Campbell,
said Phil.
The retail price is 12
general manage? of the exposition,
cents a pound live weight, and IS
the young couple will receive as gifts
cents dressed.
from the exhibitors h me furnishings
Lobsters are still lofty—55 cents
a pound for the best variety and 30 and .appliances worth several hun
dred dollars.
to 35 cents for revolvers.
The wedding will take place at 8.15
The smelt season closes the 25th as
far as nkts are concerned, and it o'clock on Tuesday evening. April 29.
will Ihen be up to the handliners who on the stage in Grand Hall before a
seldom succeed in glutting a lish crowd of at least 10.000 people.
Manager Campbell is planning to
market.
Ixitd cf flounders are finding their make it the prettiest of all Home
way into the markets, and miahty Beautiful weddings. He has ar
tasty eating many folks find them ranged feir a special archway to be
The retail quotations are S cents, built for the ceremony and has sev
live weight, and 15 cents dressed. eral other plans that will add to the
The abdominal
diameter of a attraetlvensss and dignity of the
dressed flounder isn’t very imposing ' event.
lint the meat is pretty generously
Among the guests at tlie* ceremony
spread out.
wi(l lie the three young couples who
The local gcallop season has closed, have been married at previous Home
bin scallops are still in the market Beautiful
Expositions
conducted
thanks to supplies received from under the- management of Mr. Camp
Nova Scotia and New
Jersey bell. They reside in Greater Boston
waters.
Several Penobscot Bay and arc very grateful for the start on
smacks have gone to the Jersey married life given them by gifts.
coast, after a most successful season
on the Mdiiroe Island beds.
About
One he irs a great deal about banana
20 boats 'were engaged in this in
dustry from Nov. 1 to April 15. The stockings these days, and observant
fishermen averaged $3.25 a gallon and eyes cannot fail to note that such
The Dry Goods Econo
the boats stocked from $2,000 to things exist.
$6,000
The net profit -was about mist says: "The iigWt shades of ho
siery bo long In fashion show no
one-half.
signs of dfminishinig favor:
But
there is a difference. All of the va
Just received a shipment of Sport rious nuances of biege are tinged
Skirts at very attractive prices. with a hint of rose, and the Cool
Cutler-Cook Co.—adv.
pearl tints are avoided.
Some Of
the newest stockings are decidedly
iMvery issue of The Courier-Ga shaeleil with rose, but the color is a,
zette is a salesman, visiting three suggestion rather than a pronounced
times a week the homes of this vi reality.
All of the flesh shades
cinity and soliciting business for its from nude* to deep sun-burn are
advertisers.
much liked.”

ATTEND

Mrs. T. L. MeBeath has returned
(ini a visit of several weeks in
Jassachusetts.
iFaith, the little daughter of Mr. and
rs. Frank Nejyhall. entertained
her friends Tuesday afternoon in
(nor of her 10th birthday. The col
scheme was carried out in pink
*d white, even to the birthday cake
ihieh graced the center of the table
ko the dainty favors beside each
ate. Ice eream and cake wer
rved. Piano and vietrola music
imes, peanut hunt. etc., tilled the
tuiaiuon with pleasure. The hostess
as first in the peanut hunt with
lelen ’ Petteo second.
Charlotte
•V es got Hie first prize in the don' game and Faith Newhall the see1. Many line birthday gifts were
resented.

AUSPICES AMERICAN LEGION
TICKETS 50 CENTS, Including 50 VOTES IN QUEEN OF THE
MAY CONTEST

THE HELP YOU WANT FOR
HOUSE CLEANING
Beginning APRIL 24 to MAY 10 we ore going to
make a Special Discount on

RUGS, QUILTS AND BLANKETS
Any bundle consisting of Rugs, Quilts or Blankets
amounting to $1.00 or over, we will give a

DISCOUNT OF 30%
FIRST CLASS JOB IN A SANITARY LAUNDRY

Phone 170 and We’ll Do the Rest

Seem To Leave Scofield’s
Stars No Other Avenue
Than Defeat.
Another session of sorrow for
Scholleld’s Stars at the Star alh ys
on J‘ark street.. Tuewtoy night, anti
the woe was again due to Wall’s
World Beating Wonders. Heinfonrements were added to each iteam in
this game ilnit the jinx was still lin
gering in the- Schofield eamp. The
‘‘leading lady” was Mrs. Schofield
hut atlas, and alack ! Her fine total
was added to the evening’s column.
The score:

EMPIRE

50-54

Willi

MARY PHILBIN,

NEWS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Wall
Mrs.
Mrs.
.Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss

.....................
McRae....
SeMBeM . .
Record ...
Hall ...........
Flanagan

77
84
73
01
73
69

......... 437
Schofield's
Schofield ........... 76
M rs. Norcross . . 65
Miss I Vase .... 53
Miss Flanagan 4 3
Mrs. Wall ......... 69
74
Mr. Hall
Total

74 tt
ft 88
72 75
61 66
54 77
69 70

88 80S
<8
t;i Ml
68—256
62—266
44—252

417 419 392 1605
Stars
78 77 84—315
65 64 <3— 257
66 69 59—247
56 45 GO—204
58 57 71—255
S3 9S 81 — 336

380 406 410 418 1614

Total

ABOARD

ALL

MOODY’S

ing specialties.

DANCING ' AT THE CLOSE
MARSTON’S

GASOLINE, KEROSENE AND OIL STATION

ORCHESTRA

65 Park Street, - - Rockland

TICKETS 50 CENTS to entire evening’s entertainment.

Why don't they
make shoes to fit
Stout Women f

HOURS—7:00 A. M. TO 9:00 P. M—SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

49-50

OF

“THE FAST EXPRESS”
Story by the Famous Saturday Evening Poet Writer—Courtney
Riley Cooper—a Big Feature in Chapter Play Form.

NOW YOU'LL SEE THRILLS THAT ARE
THRILLS !
Roaring, swirling, torrents of water ’ Thousands of mighty
logs crashing and rumbling ! A frail girl caught in its seething
fury. A man leaping from log to log to save the woman he loves.
It’s just one of the thrills in this breath-taking chapter play.
You’ll sit spellbound !
THE FASTEST THRILLER EVER SCREEN ED—FEATURING

WILLIAM
—IN

lo that lime
worn appeal

THE THUNDERING

FOR

THRILLS

ROCKLAND, ME.

T'NDER THE AT’SPICES Ol>' THE CHAPIN CLASS

DAVID EUTLER

COMEDY

DUNCAN

ADDITION—

HOXIE

JACK

In Response

A pageant of well known business firms interspersed with pleas

OF VENUS”

“TEMPLE

Wall’s Wonders

Every issue of The Courier-Ga
zette is a salesman, visiting three
times a week the homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for its
advertisers.

WE AIM TO PLEASE AT

TIMES TODAY

LAST

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 25

—IN—

“THE

ACE”

GALLOPING

MATINEE, 10e, 17c

PARK

EVENING, 10c, 17c, 22c
THREE SHOWS—2<00. 6:45, 8:30

•STYLISH STOUT)

FREE WATER

FREE AIR,

r^i

SERVICING BATTERIES
Will include time and labor on the following
items:
/

AND THE COST FOR THIS
WORK WILL BE......................

,

FREE CRANK

CASE SERVICE

iOutSizesJ

The Theatre with the Big Pictures-

TWADe MARK

Styli Shots (orSttSlonai

BUSTER KEATON

LAST TIME

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Wash Room
Toilet Convenience Free

Our Motto is:

built over lasts and patterns
which meet the requirements
of stout feet and ankles.

-IN—

TODAY l“0UR HOSPITALITY”

Service and Courtesy

'FABLES

Before buying TIRES get our price on the famous

Test for Specific Gravity.
High Discharge Test.
Cleaning Top of Battery.
Cleaning, Greasing and Tightening
Battery Terminals and Hold-downs

THE SINGER
—
(For The Courier-Gazette]
who will risk the mocking
fl'Of the Spring i>oet*8 fate,
ust be quite ordinary,
Or confidently great

Auburn, April 20.

WALL’S WINNING WAYS

ORCHESTRA

ARCADE—ROCKLAND

I.Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Clark, Miss
ettie Waltz. Miss Edith M Curdy,
id Miss Nettie' Clark of Winslow's
ills were visitors in the city yesrday.

And heedless of all critics
Except the God of Springs,
With might and main ecstatic,
dust sings and Rings and sings!
Alice Lawry Gould

MARSTON’S

17 LIMEROCK STREET.

Mrs. C. A. Crockett is home from
rtland. and will soon open her
jy».h Main street residence.

For that incorrigible.
Untamable wild thing,
Quite unintimidated,
Knows only it is Spring.

THURSDAY, MAY 1, 1924

C'n»ALM.G»

Mrs. Lucretia Kaler of East Waljboro is visiting her daughter. Mrs.
ejdie Lawry, Purchase street.

■Rut pulscR will be tingling
When little green leaves start:
wisdem that is folly
kepretwes my glad heart.

MAT COSTUME BALL

'cfgundni

'

BROS.

SHAPIRO

«g

FIRST ANNUAL

fo the

ANIMATED ADVERTISING
ASSEMBLY

/
Oles. O. M. B
Boynton has left the
|ox Hospital annil gone to hei poster's
Ime in Camden, where she will stay
Mil she is able to- return to her
me in Vinalhaven.

I know what countless warblers
Have written and will write
These quickening months, and firmly
Eschew a theme so trite.

3

THE

—IN THE-

RUBENSTEIN BROS.

| Spring Specials

FRESH HADDOCK CHOWDER FOR SUPPER

MACKEREL ARE DUE

ACADEMY

P A N T S , S H IR T S , B R E E C H E S , S T O C K IN G S

SMALLEY’S

SOLD

SATURDAY

SUPPER AND DANCE

[rs. Florence H. Cowie writes that
i family is now located at 125
pifth avenue, North, St. Petersg, Fla., where they expert to ren until tlie first of June, when
y go to Bethlehem, N. H., as usual,
truly hope,” she says, “that nothing
t< i feres with our plan this summer
visit the Old Home Town, which
judge from its Booster paper is
bona fide hustling city.
All good
shes to you all and many many
ars of increasing prosperity in the
w home -which 1 am very anxious

BE

MUST

BROADWAY ATHLETIC FIELD

[r. and Mrs. Sidney F- Maker have
e to North Ilaven for the summer.

OUT

AU questions as to the sanity of
TFrederick L. Post of tills city, for
Our Store Must Be Absolutely Clear of Goods
merly of Bridgeport, Conn., charged
by the First of the Month. The stock is not yet
with the shooting of Mrs. Sybil.Ham
ilton of Rocklanel on Oct. 10 last, are
half gone, and—
apparently settleel with the an
nouncement in the Lincoln County
Supreme Court by County Attorney
Weston M. Hilton that he expects to
•
vs.
lie ready to proceed with the trial of
at the best price we can get. Come in and make
Post April 30.
William It. l’attangall of Augusta
an offer for that Suit, Shirt, or whatever you
will lie Post’s chief defense' counsel.
When arraigned In this court at its
need.
—AT—
last session, in Octolier. Port pleaded
not guilty anil was committed to the
State Hospital at Augusta for obser
vation.
2:30 Sharp
Mrs. Hamilton was a former pro
priety- of the Park Main, where Post
was a roomer. They were friendly
ROCKLAND
404 MAIN STREET.
and on the afternoon of Oct. 10 we nt
automobiling in a car owneel by Mrs.
Hamilton. Their course took them
through Waldeboro. Damariscotta
and into Jefferson. It was while in
the latter town that Post claims his
companion met her death by being
HONEYMOON FELICITIES
OUR GRANGE CORNER shot by a stray- bullet while they
ARMY AND NAVY STORE trararararajzj?"
were driving through dense woods.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold “Squeak”
Umerock Valley Pomona meets
The- investigation which followed
Grindle, who were married in Camden
Sunday, were kidnapped by their with Mcgunticook (.range at Cam showeel that Mrs. Hamilton hail been
friends in Rockland after they had den, Saturday, April 26. at 2.00 p. m. shot three times through the breast.
started on their honeymoon trip and The le. turer plans to offer the fol The wounds were made by 25 caliber
bullets and the powder burns upon
returned to the home of the bride in lowing program:
her clothing indicateel that the
Camden. The vacuum tank in their Music
......... Herbert W. Kellar weapon from which the shots were
automobile had been “llxed” by some Addn.ii of Welcome
Master of t.Mcgunticook Grange tired ball been held very close to the
of the party and they were stranded. Rciponze....................................................
Underwear, Inht weinht, Army or Navy, each ..............................50c
....
Past
Pomona
Master Jesse A To'.nran dead woman’s person. The* bullets 52
A wedding supper awaited Mr. anil
Piano Solo ............................ Bernice Parker were such as those used in an auto K
0 Athletic Union Suits ........................................................................... 75c
Mrs. Grindle at the Waldoboro hotel Vocal Solo ........................ Robert McIntosh
Empty shells of the
Della B. Woodcock matic pistol.
when they were brought back.—Batli Recitation
Balbriggan Union Cults ..................................................................... $1.00
Piano Solo .............
. . . Carb en B Nutt same make, as well as s6me loaded X
Times.
Vocal Solo .............
, . .Plaire E. Herrick shells were found in the' ear. It was £g!
Khaki Cotton Pants ............................................................................. $1.65
“Tlue Public School”
Fred A. Black ington
Solo ..............
.... Beatrice Hooper also learneel that Post was the owner
If all goes -well Strand Theatre will Vocal
Khaki, good weight Pants, made from Pup Tent Cloth ....... $2.50
Vocal Solo .............
Edwin Storms. Jr. of a 25 caliber Colt’s automatic pistol.
•be ready for evening picture per Vocal Duet, Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Coombs
It
could
not
be
found
in
his
apart

Moleskin High Grade Pants ........................................................... , $3.00
Recitation
.......................................
lads
Ro..a
formances about one week from next
ment nt the Park-Main when It was
Dm* ...............................................
Monday.
The alterations, however, Vocal
*
Cotton
and Moleskin Breeches .................................. $2.45 and $2 75
.... Addle Norwood and another Patron searched by oflicers. It never has
will not be completed for a month or Singing ...................................................
qJ
Goodyear Rain Ccats ...................................................... $3 25 and $3 50
been
found.
No
weapon
was
found
............. Pleasant Valley Grange Glee Club
more.
Ladies Newspaper Race
near the scene of the crime
O Rubber Boots ......................................................................... $3.50 and up
Vocal So’o ............................... Hans lleistad
Post was arrested anil given a pre
Every issue of The Courier-Ga
&
Question for general dtacusaion, 4i> be
zette is a salesman, visiting three opened by 4 baric E. Gregory: 'What should liminary hearing before- George W.
ALL MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. OPEN EVENINGS
times a week the homes of this vi lie the atti’ude of this Grange toward the Singer of the Lincoln County Munici
All Goods Guaranteed New and of the Best Quality.
great questions of the day and bow far pal Court which .held him for the
cinity and soliciting business for its should such attitude be shaped by conflicting
Grand Jury. Shortly after Post's ar
advertisers.
views?”
rest he> suffered « severe attack of
pneumonia'and it is said lias sine;
suffereel from heart attacks.
5
59 Tillson Ave., Rockland. Opp. John Bird Co.
Associate Justice John A. Morrill is
32-Th-tf
presiding over the court, which open
ed Tuesday. The Grand Jury is not
SHOES AND R’JBEER FOOTWEAR/aranue.
expected to report before Thursday.
John N. Glidden of Newcastle' was
eleeteil formen of the first traverse
jury and Mace B. Hall of Aina, fore
ARCADE—ROCKLAND
man of the seeonel traverse.

WISCASSET

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

346 Main Street.

CLEANED

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

Regardless of Price

resident George B. Wood of the
kland & llocloport Lime Co. was
Boston on business Tuesday.

Mrs. James Hurtle, who has been
for a long time at her home 132
ark street, is out again. Mr. Hur!> is now in the house on account of
ness.

Page Seven

tjrarBjarafzrerajzraiaBfarerararaJ JrJrJrOr. igrajgraiuamrarafafgfBjarajg??i

FREE

falter W. Spaulding of z Boston
the recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
-Simmons.

KTr. and Mrs. C. E. Copeland and
n Wendall, who arrived Thursday
auto, have returned to Bristol,
onli.
They were aen'ofnpanied
re by Mrs. V. A. Martin, who was
lied here by the illness of her
tughter, Mrs. Carrie D. Sherer-

'
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Every-Other-Day

“DON’T MARRY FOR MONEY”

Only $9.00

On and After May 1st, 1924

House-Sherman, Inc.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Exide
E. 0. Philbrick & Son.. .. .. .. .. .. .. Willard
F. W. Farrel Company .... Philadelphia
Flye’s Garage.. .. .. .. .. .. . .
U. S. L.
50-52

JETrTrl

The Best Tire Buy in Rockland
We make Free Delivery on LUSTERLITE KERO
SENE, anywhere in the city—90 CENTS PER 5-

GALLON CAN. Call 455-M—we’ll do the rest.

MOODY’S

The Home of That
Good Gulf
Gasoline

‘‘AT THE SIGN QF THE ORANGE CANOPY”

NEWS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

YALE CORD and see a REAL special
30x3’/2 Niagara Tire, weight 13 lbs.

25c

FIGHTING BLOOD

—With

Do not associate Stylish Stout
OulsizcS with anything hereto
fore offered in wide width foot
wear for in Stylish Stout Outsizes you secure—
without
Style sacrificing
Comfort
without
Style
Comfort Sacrificing

ROCKLAND RUBBER CO.
440 MAIN ST.,
Opposite

ROCKLAND, ME.1

Waiting Station

AND AN ALL- STAR CAST—INCLUDING

HOUSE
Ruby De Remer,
Wedgewood Newell,
Christine Mayo,
Frank Mann,

PETERS
Cyril Chadwick,
Aileen Pringle,
George Nichols,
Lydia Knott

Gtory by Hope Loring and Lou.s Duryea Lighton.

A
MONDAY

TENSE DRAMA WELL
CECIL

DEMILLE

TOLD!

PRODUCTION

‘TRIUMPH”

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 24, 1924.
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j AMONG THE SCHOOLS

Your Next Car

News of the Busy Educa
tional World In and Out
ll
side of Knox County.
McLain School
Alice Griffin is the new class
marshal fer Grade 8A.
George
Wood, Jr. spent the weekend in Bos
ton. SA extends thanks to George
Wood. Jr. for a map of Africa, also to
John Mclnnes for a map of Maine.
Grade SB has elected Emery Trafton for captain of baseball. Ihe
Tigers have won the silver cup In the
basketball games l>c: ween the grades.
The cup will soon be presentul by
Coach Jones with appropriate exer
cises.

- - -

Will be this Light-Six, if you learn the truth
rHEN you buy a Car in the
“thousand-dollar” class,
here are some things you
should know.
We made a canvass of men who
bought rival cars in this class. And
we found that 96 in each 100 bought
without knowing these facts.
So, for your sake and our sake, we
want to present them to you.

inch. And 122 are exact to one-half
that.

It is designed and superintended
by an engineering department which
costs us $500,000 yearly.
Each steel formula has been proved
the best for its purpose by years of
tests. On some we pay 15% premium
to makers to get them exactly right.
Each car in the building gets 32,000
tests and inspections.

Genuine leather cushions, ten
inches deep. Unusual equipment.
Scores of extra values.

Made by the leaders

8C room is having excellent rank
This is one of the cars which has
and much better attendance this
* * ♦
made Studebaker the leader in
term, every one being interested to do
quality cars. Our sales have almost
his bit.
The crankshafts are machined on
Save $200 to $400
For study on the suhtropieal belt of
trebled in three years.
the United States. Grade 6 has dt The trend toward StudeStudebaker
builds
150,veJoped seme interesting lessons on
bakers has become a sen
000
fine
cars
yearly.
It
the fruits of that section.
sation.
builds in model factories,
Burnham Young is marshal for the
modernly equipped. It
month.
Last year 145,167 peo
Grades 2 and 3 are preparing for
has spent $38,000,000 in
ple paid $201,000,000 for
their Friday afternoon spelling match.
the past five years on
Studebaker cars.
Thi girls Won oyer the boys las;
9x1 2 Grass Rugs,
$7.00
new-day plants and
9x12,
$48.00
week.
Back of this car is an
equipment.
8x10 Grass Rugs,
6.00
The reading class of Grade 3 is to
8-3x10-6,
honored name, which for
44.00
hold
a
contest
in
reading
soon.
By
quantity
and
up-to9x1 2 Tapestry Rugs,
16.00
72 years has stood for
Judges are to be chosen from the
dateness it saves large
36x72,
9.20
8-3x10-6 Tapestry Rugs,
15.20
high ideals.
class to ibclile the best reader. Ex
sums
per
car.
A
car
like
pression is to tic the most Import - I
27x54,
6x9 Tapestry Rugs,
1 3.60
6.00
Behind it are $90,000,this Light-Six, built un
ant factor for the winner.
000 of assets, staked on
der ordinary conditions,
Purchase Street School
ALL OTHER GRADES AT SAME LOW PRICES. Largest Line in the city.
pleasing you better than
would cost $200 to $400
At assembly for opening exerels s
others.
more.
Friday after Bible reading and
prayer, the following program was
283 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
The Studebaker Light-Six Touring
given by Grade 2: Verses fr. m "Song
11.4% less to run
Before you pay $1,000
of Solomon;" song "Spring;" poem.
Read the proof at the side.
“Spring:" sor.g.
“The Gir'.ship;"
or more for a car, these
This
supreme
quality
LEARNING TO SAVE
potm. "Your Flag and My Flag:"
Built by the leading fine-car maker, for whose
are facts you should
means lower operating
poem. “Paul ltevere's Ride;” America
cars last year people paid $201,000,000.
know and compare. You
cost.
Owners
of
fleets
of
and fiag salute.
Gen. Lord Telling Uncle
owe
that to yourself.
Each
car,
in
the
building,
receives
32,000
tests
cars in this class made
In Grade 2 the following children
and inspections.
Sam's Citizens How Iti
have added their names to roll of
audited records to prove
Paves Way To Tax Reduc-j
honor for arithmetic: John Gallant.
Scores of extra values, due to quantity produc
this.
Send for the book
Anita Mank, Edward Griffin and
tion
in a model $50,000,000 plant.
They
compared
329
Charles Havener.
tion.
Built by a maker whose name for 72 years has
Mail us the coupon be
cars, running up to 25,000
The children in Grade 2 hive been
stood for quality and class.
low. We will send you
very much interested In the story
miles each. And they
Gin. Herbert M. Lord, director of;
“Buster the Big Brown Bear” brought
free our new book that
Built of the finest steels used in motor car build
found that the Stude
the Bureau of the Budget, e'.arted last 1
w e re right here to supply you what you need.
by James Brien. In this grade in
will inform you on five
ing—the same as we use in our Big-Six.
baker Light-Six cost
week a month's speaking tour, in the
i connection with language and geog
Leys' Undershirts and Draw
Men's
Undershirts,
short
simple things which re
11.4% less to operate
course of which he will tell the coun
raphy work alsiut Japanese people
ers, each ..... .'....................... 45c
sleeves
.................. 50o, $1.00
veal the value of a car.
than
the
average
of
its
land
country
there
is
a
sand
table
try how Uncle Sam has learned to
Beys' Union Cutta, no sleeve
For instance: It will en
Men's Undershirts, no sleeves
rivals. This includes de
scene. “A Japanese Garden.”
save. In Cleveland his audience will
..................................................... 75c
j The following children receivid
able
you
to
look at any car and tell
.................................................... 50c
preciation.
The
saving
was
nearly
all
surfaces,
as
was
done
in
the
Boys’ Union
Suits,
short
he the annual convention of the
I»erfe t numbtr papers in Grade 1
whether it’s been cheapened to meet
Liberty Airpla'ne Motors. This extra
one cent per mile.
sleeve
......................................
75c
Men
’
s
Union
Suits,
B.
V.
D.,
United States Chamber of Commerce.
on Monday: Marjorie Richardson.
a price or offers true quality.
Boys' Sealpax ........................... 98c
care costs us $600,000 yearly, but it
Sealpax, Nainsook, Jersey
Everywhere Gen. Lord will spread
Harrison Sanborn. Annie CeClure,
Boys’ Blouses ........................ $1.00
The reasons are these
means perfect balance in the motor.
the gospel cf the budget. He will
and
almost
every
kind
you
It will tell you why some cars rat
Laura
Kangas.
Eleanor
Bradbury.
Eoys' Shirts
$1.00. $1.25, $1.50
show how the 43 “spending divisions"
More Timken bearings are used
Marion Marshall. Julia Molway.
tan think of, from ...............
tle at 20,000 miles and others don’t.
The Studebaker Light-Six, in its
Men’s
Undershirts,
long
of the United States Government—10
. Haro’d Kaler, Reger Skinner ar.d
in this car than in any competitive
sleeves ...................... 50c, $1.00
................ 98c, $1.25, $150, $2 00
It shows one single point in a closed
chassis, represents the best we know.
executive departments and 33 more
iGeraldine Metcalf. Marion Marshall
car
within
$1,500
of
its
price.
car which measures whether you’re
In
steel
and
in
workmanship
it
is
or less independent units—willingly
We want you to see our line of ShirtS, Work Shirts, Soft
'and Harold Kaler had the neatest
getting top or medium quality. The
identical with the costliest cars we
There are 517 operations in mak
or unwillingly have mastered the art
Collar Shirts, Dress Shirts, School Shirts, Courting
i writing papers during the past week.
I The health contest In Grade 5 with
of economy.
“Federal cuthorlties
book is free—clip the coupon below.
Shirts fcr young fellows, Shrits you wear on that hap
ing this car exact to 1/1000th of an
build.
everywhere are watching the pen
piest day cf ycur life, when you and she are one. Price
Dandy Gatti and Bartholomew I’elli................................................... $1.00, $1.50, $1.98, $2.25. $2.50, $3.00
nies," he says: “The dollars will take
cane as captains came out a tie this
care of themselves."
wiek with an even number of flags
Have ycu a new Spring Hat or Cap? ..Ours are very pretty
B I G -SIX
LIGHT- SIX
S P E C I A L - S I X
Gen. Lord has a fascinating story
for each side. Those getting the most
and
the
prices
are
reasonable
—
$1.50,
$2.00,
$3.00,
$3
50,
$4
50
to tell the people about the practical
100's
in
arithmetic
were:
Evelyn
Mc

Don't forget to look ever our Boys' Suits—all suits with two
7-Pass. 126" W.B. 60H.P.
workings of the budget system,
5-Pass. 112" W.B. 40H.P.
5-Pass. 119' W.B. 50H.P.
Intosh, Evelyn Callahan, Angus Mc
pairs of pants............................ $5.00, $7.50, $11X0, $12.00. $15.00
Touring .
- $1045.00
which is r.ot yet three years old. The
- $1750.00
Innis James
Young and
Ruth
- $1425.00
Touring
Touring
All Wool Sweaters for boys .................................................. $5.00. $5.50
- 1025.00
Roadster (3-Pass.) United States since the war has been
Thompson. The penmanship papers
.
1835.00
- 1400.00
Speedster (5-Pass.)
Roadster
(2-Pass.)
All Wool Sweaters for Men .................$2 50, $3 50, $5 C-0, $7.50, $9.00
- 1195.00
Coupe-Roadster (2-Pass.) zealously advising certain .“militar
this wok were exchanged with the
.
.
.
2495.00
Play Suits, Wa3h Suits, Overalls cr Coveralls for children,
.
1895.00
Coupe (5-Pass.)
Coupe (5-Pass.)
Coupe
(5-Pass.)
1395.00
istic" governnw nts to 1 alance their
6th grade.
..................... ............................................ 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00
- 2685.00
.
1985.00
Sedan
- 1485.00
Sedan
Sedan
- . •
budgets. America, however, has been
I The banners for the spelling divis
practicing what it preaches only since
Above all we don’t want tha ladies to forget the Pigeon
ions are completed in Grade 6 and the
1921. Up to that time, f.r more than
Brand Silk Stockings—the slickest and best silk stcck(Allprices f. o. b. factory. Terms to meet your convenience.)
B division's Golden Crown was the
ings ^n the market at ................................................................ $1.50
a cmtury. government financing was
first one to be put up. as they were
[the winners in the spelling match last
ronducttd on altogether casual lines.
Wherever ycu trade you will get some merchandise seme day
General Lord seeks to show tha: the
.Friday afternoon.
that will not give entire satisfaction. If you bought it here let
happy-go-lucky system has been
| The penmanship class is doing bet
us know about it ar.d we wil make it good. Isn’t that fair? Try us.
abandoned.' He will explain that re
ter work since exchanging their writ
I STUDEBAKER, South Bend, Ind.
<
duction of taxation—the paramount
ten lissons with the fifth grade. It
issue now before the people—is de-'
■
Please mail me your book, “Why You Can- (
.is an incentive for them to do LOO per
DISTRIBUTORS
pendent mainly, if not exclusively on j
■ not Judge Value by Price.”
J
cent work.
reduction of federal expenditure.
|
Park Street, Rockland. Telephone 700
Tyler School
Substantial progress in the direrA Visit to the Woods
tinn of retrenchment has been made. |
planes. The Director of the Budget
It was a delightful (lay-about the
hut there would be an Inevitable
FEATHER
MATTRESSES
! thought that looked like a big order
sixth i f April. I thought I would go
THE WORLD’S LARCEST PRODUCER OF QUALITY AUTOMOBILES
check if seich measures, however
Have your Feather Beds made in
land wrote to the Secretary uf th<
for a walk that morning. I s rambled
worthy, as the bonus, the postal inup-to-dato feather folding mat
•Navy, asking if it could !>e scale.!
over stones and dodged the muddy
cieaf bill, and the Bursum plan f r (down. The net result was that the tress, cne side summer, other side
p'.ac- s in the fields. At last I reached
w riter. Also renovate ail kinds of
liberalized pension grants, are en
23 children stood in front in line to T’HE ROCKLAND’S FATE/’
the woods.
fansey pillows. If interested, tele
acted into law. Altogether, at the 'requisition was cut to $125,000. About
Everything seemed to s;eak and show their excellent writing papers.
| the same time the quartermaster's
phone 25-5.
43-52
lowest estimates these work cut at ai
depot at Philadelphia asked for $525,sing. Here and there fluttered a This grade has so far recognized
A. F. IRELAND, Thomaston
total annual expenditure of $355,000.
Roadster
000 far spiral putties for the army.
barn-swallow, and as I walked along four birds and started their flower Steamboat Named For This
000. Th? estimated national surplus
I
heard
the
faint
snapping
of
twigs
calendar
with
the
may
flower,
horse

The budg.t bureau couldn’t under
$490.00
City Being Demolished—
of $329,000,000 for 1924 would he
as some bird was seeking its future tail and colt’s fcot. Last Friday the
stand why there needed to be such a
wiped out by it. Not only that but
PALERMO
home. As I walked farther along I school finished their Easter cards
heavy investment in puttees amid
Pine Hull For Houses.
according to Treasury experts, tax
piping pence. The army finally con
could hear thf distant rushing of which they tock home to give to
reduction would hardly be feasible.
M s. leiton rf Windsor was called s,imp hrook or river as it pushed its friends or relatives.
tented itself with something like
In the Boston Traveler recently
• • • •
here W'.dne day by the serious ill- way toward the ocean.
$260,000.
appeared
a 1 a miliar steam-boat pic
The budget director now has seven
1 Th? squirrels chatted angrily ct
The budget bureau is confnlent that . tv s if her sister. Lu y Morse.
ture—the old City of Rockland, which
deputy budget directors, known as hundreds, of millions of dollars can be
one
another
and
would
scold
fri
m
Mrs. Ellen Turner arrived home
ended her usefulness the <hiy she
“area co-ordinators," working wilh saved from ycur to ye- r. For the
the high st tree-tops.
A faint
him all over the country to keep ib wn last three years in succession, while ; .Sundry after a visit w.lh her so., rustle behind me and I look, d just in
Etruck a reef in the moutn of the
' j Os ar.
government expenses. They arc fed
Kennebec river, and which is now be
total or estimated Government re-, Mrs. Grace Wlitbam of Middletbo: o’ 'time to see the bushy tail of the
eral officials, who serve as Gen. celpts have, been steadily declining I Maf., _,n(, j,.., Xellle Wills of woodchuck as he disappeared over
ing demolished. : The Traveler thus
' f
Lord's adjutants, in a purely "side is
there has been a steady ndvan-e in Rro.kton, -Mass, were called here an old stone wall.
tells the slor\ : 1
sue" capacity. The "area co-ordina surplus, or possible surplus. • or I Friday to attend the funeral of their I A robin noddid friendly toward me
• * • .
tor" for New England. for example, 1925, estimated receipts are $3,693,- I sister-in-law- Mrs.
Lil y
Morse 'and asked me how I would like to
Or.e if New England's favorite
is a commander in the Navy, station 000.000, and estimated surplus $395,- which was held at her late home see his nest over by the brook in the
“Honeymoon Ships," the City of
ed at Boston. In addition to "area 000,000. That is a decline in receipts. Sunday.
big willow.
Rockland, which has conveyed many
co-ordinators.” Gen. Lord has organ compared with 1924. of $201,000,000.
Ah ! How one would like to study
Walter Ried of Waterville spent
For Low Cost of operation, ease and comfort in
an ecstatic bride and groom out up
CLEANS AS IT POLISHES
ized throughout the seven budget but an increase in surplus of $66,000.nature all day long in that friendly
Sunday with his family.
on the alluring sea of matrimony, is
areas so-called “federal business as 000. It is solely the operation of the
riding the CHEVROLET has no equal for a low A
.School in the Foy district cum- and pltasant woodland where nature
Sheds Water, Makes Automobile fast disappearing under the hands of
sociations." consisting of Government budget system that has made these1 meneed April 14. Roy Trask tea 'her. ' has her wav!
Tops, Waterproof, Water Cannot
workmen.
Soon
her
150.000
feet
of
priced
automobile.
1
officials of* all kinds, whom he has
ults poi
possible and paved the way to J After a week's visit with friends in ! I hurried hom and reached the
Wash It Off. Protects Varnish and
pine hull will lie reshaped into sum
leagued together for teamwork in
reduction.—Frederick William Lynn Grace Turner and children ar door just as the sun went down over
all Metal Parts of Autcs. Albapol
mer bungalows.
saving Uncle Sam's money.
Call 837-M and ask for a demonstration and regards
the western hills.
» in Christian Science Monitor.
rived home Wednesday evening.
is non-inflammable and a solvent
Tied up at the White street dock.
As a homely illustration of how the
Mr. and .Mrs. .Tohn Bla.-k have re
The above paper was written as a
for hard grease; will not scratch
Salem, the sturdy vessel is being
to our easy payment plan
taxpayers’ money can bc saved, when
turned to their home after being in language lesson by Erminie Smith of
whits.
LAUGHTER AND TEARS
stripped of her last fitting.
all hands arc pulling together. Gen
Massadiusetts the past six months. Grade 6.
No less than 350 stateroom doors
eral Lord notes the example recently
FOR SAI.E PA'
The laughter nf my friends
William Blaisdell was home from
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
have already been removed.
The
Roadster,
$490.00 Utility Coupe, $640.00
Breaks over me
set by the postmaster of Northamp
Waterville for tlje weekend.
greater part of them are of solid ma
The boys of Grade 5 have organ
Like
a
joyous
wave,
Veazie
Hardware
Co.,
Rockland
ton. Mass.. President Coolidge's home
Mrs. Grace Witham was a guest ized a base-ball team with Donald
Touring,
$495.00 Sedan,
$795.00
hogany. Their thousands of brass
Washing all bitterneos
Motor Mart, Moody's Garage, M.
town. In West Roxbury, Mass., there
F. H.n the crevices of my soul ;
Monday nt Fred Norton’s.
hinges and looks have been carefully
Annis for captain. As yet they have
B.
&.
C.
O.
Perry,
Rockland
Hard

Yet
there
are
times
is a Veteran's Bureau Hospital. Its
ALL PRICES Y. 0. B. FLINT, MICH
'Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pevey
Win n I prefer the cr\ of pain
| played only one game but are plan-j ware Co., Fireproof Garage, Rock removed and sorted. Machinery lias
superintendent had some trucking to
Montv'Jl ‘ were ia town Sunday
With its cascade of tears.
been removed from the hold, and
ning
to
play
against
the
grade
6land;
Curtis
Hardware
Co.,
Cam

Making tny being
do. The postmaster of Northampton
attend the funeral of Mrs. Lucy
there remains only a donkey engine
den.
team this week. Tl?1 girls have also
Human with feeling.
heard about it. He said he had some
on the deck to furnish heat to the
Le Ba ion Cooke in Contemporary Verse. M.rse.
formed a team having as captain.
trucks that could do the job and that
forecastle.
Electricity is furnished
Dorethy Magunc.
Telephone 837-M.
Main Street *
weren’t working at anything better
hy a line from the city lighting ays
The class has-been divided into
for the moment. They were lent for
tern.
VINALHAVEN,
ME.
three teams for a relay race contest.
the purpose and the Veteran’s Bu
The City of Rockland ran aground
4G-69
Each team has chosen an automobile
last September at the mouth of the
reau saved the hire of privately own
for its name:—Ford. Reo and Pack
Kennebec, and it was found imprac
ed trucks.
ard. Four races have been run and
tical to attempt to I’estore her to
The other day the Federal Incomp
as tee score now stands.• the Reo
service because of the cost of repairs
Tax Unit at Boston needed 4000 or
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS
BANK
team leads with 20 points in its
She was sold to W. E. Betts & Co., at
5000 extra feet of office space and put
favor.
whose wharf she is now tied.
in A requisition for the necessary
Tat children have started a spring
ROCXLAND, MAINE
The two upper decks of staterooms
rental In an office building.
The
flower list.
Harriet Beaton, who
have been bought by the proprietor
budget bureau reported that the pro
brought in Coltsfoot was the first to
cf a summer resold to be used as a
hibition unit at Boston had some ex
Office Hours, 9 to 3
have her name on the list, although
restaurant and dance hall.
The
tra space. The income tax people
other names have since been added.
arched
saloon
would
make
an
admir

looked it over and found that it was
And all taxes pertaining to able dance hall, and the doorless
Grade 2 is studying the dramati
Se turdays, 9 to 1 2
all right, tut had’ to be fitted with
zation of "The Three Goats Gruff.”
the City of Rockland will staterooms would provide dining
partitions for office purpos s.
All
The characters of the story art: Big
booths.
right.” said the budget folks, “the
Goat Gruff. Maurice McKusic; Mid
The entire fire-fighting system of
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent
now be received at the
War Department has a salvage bu
dle Size Gcat Gruff. Richard Thom
the vessel, with its 21 stations, has
reau in Boston where some surplus
as; Little Goat Gruff. William
office of R. U. Collins, 375 been removed and preserved intact.
lumber is on hand." Then the Vet
Likewise the inlaid steering wheel
Porter; the Gnome. Frances Hall.
eran’s Bureau vocational training es
The following pupils have started
Main St., upstairs, over the and mechanism of the pilot house.
tablishment was asked if it had any
Practically the entire inner works
the silting term with a 100 per cent
carpenters, it supplied sont instruc
of the vessel have been ri moved
arithmetic papers: Dorothy Annis.1 Scott Tea Store.
tors who were teaching st ice men
though an inspection from the outside
Lillian Freeman.
Doris Herbert.
carpentry and they ilid the v rk Th<
shows little change.
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our sec
Frances Hall, Silvia Shafter, Ahru-'
Boston
income tax unit got its nev
ond hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new mod
ham Kremer. Richard Thomas, Lu-,
R.
U.
COLLINS
of
exoffice space without a cent
ern furniture for your old; also ranges and musical inetrumente.
cille Rankin.
Eleanor Sylvester,
Keystone
Cigars
—
Mild,
Sumatra
pensc to the Treasury.
Maudie
Peterson
and
Elsie
Wey

TAX
COLLECTOR
279-285 Main St, Rockland
• * * ♦
Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores.
mouth.
58-tf
Not Ions ago the Navy want
94-tf
After the writing lesson last week,,

Did you know that we are Selling Bigelow
Hartford Axminister Art Squares and Rugs
at these Very Low Prices ?

$1045

11.4% Less to Run

*

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

*

«

AYERS

HOW’S YOUR SUMMER UNDERWEAR?

: MAIL FOR BOOK 1
■
■■■ ■
■
■— ■

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY

WILLIS

AYER

AVOID WORRY!

ALBAPOL
AUTOiMOBSLE

FURNITURE POLISH

SEA

VIEW

GARAGE

L C. SMITH & CO.

BACK TAXES

Rinso dissolves completely
makes rich soapy solution
r f soaks dirt out

$183,000 lor spare parts for n\

TOT

V.F.

AIVTFSD

WLEYJ^

